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NOMENCLATURE
A

c

=area
= molar Concentration
= mass based specific heat
= molar specific heat

d

=diameter

D

= diffusion coefficient

f

= friction factor

g

= gravitational acceleration

gpm

=volumetric flow rate (gpm)

Gr

= Grashof number

h

= enthalpy; height

k

=thermal conductivity

L

=length

lbpm

= mass flow rate (lb/min)

LMTD

=log-mean temperature difference

m

=mass

m

= mass flow rate

M

= molecular weight

m3ps

=volumetric flow rate (m3/s)

N

= number of (count); degrees of freedom

n

= molar flow rate

Nu

= Nusselt number

p

= pressure (absolute)

p

= pressure (differential); pitch

Pr

= Prandtl number

q

=quality

Q

= heat transfer rate

r

=ratio
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x

R

= resistance to heat transfer; universal gas constant

Ra

= Rayleigh number

Re

= Reynolds number

Sc

= Schmidt number

Sh

= Sherwood number

t

= thickness

T

= temperature

u

= uncertainty

U

= overall heat transfer coefficient

v

= specific volume

V

=velocity

W

=work

x

= mass based concentration

x

= molar concentration

z

= mass based concentration of the condensing flux

z

= molar concentration of the condensing flux

Greek Symbols

a

= heat transfer coefficient

fl

= mass transfer coefficient; coefficient of thermal expansion

t5

= film thickness

L1

= differential

&

= equivalent roughness; maximum energy of attraction between a pair of
molecules; emissivity
= parameter used in Ackerman correction factor for the heat transfer
coefficient due to mass transfer

<I>

= parameter used in the expressions for the kinematic viscosity and
thermal conductivity of a mixture

I'

= mass flow rate per tube length

1/

= fractional distance through the vapor boundary layer

µ

= kinematic viscosity; pertaining to kinematic viscosity
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p

=density

a-

=collision diameter; Stefan-Boltzmann constant

fl

= collision integral

Subscripts and Superscripts
0-1

= reference numbers

aa

= ammoma-ammoma

a, ammonia

= ammoma

A

=absorber

Al-Bl

=absorber header location

abs

= absorber; absorbed

actual

= actual

air

=air

ambient

= at the ambient conditions

ave

= at the average conditions

aw

=ammonia-water

bottom

= the bottom of the absorber tank

bulk

= at the bulk or average conditions

c, ccw

= closed cooling water

C

= condenser

cap

= the cap of the absorber tank

ccw 1

= absorber closed cooling water

ccw2

=plate heat exchanger closed cooling water

char

= characteristic

col

= collection tray

con, s

=concentrated (strong) solution

conv

= convection

cp

= in units of centepoise

cs

= cross-sectional

cw

= city water

cw 1

= plate heat exchanger city water

.

.
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Xll

cw2

= pump precooler city water

cylinder

= the cylindrical section of the absorber tank

d, dil

= dilute solution

D

= pertaining to diffusion coefficient

des

= desorber

drip

=drip tray

dyne/cm

=in units of dyne/cm

E

= evaporator

elf

=effective

f

=film

F

= in units of Fahrenheit

free

= free to vapor flow

frontal

=frontal

G

=generator

i, in, IN

= inside; in; counter

int

=interface

is

= inside surface

j

=counter

k

= pertaining to thermal conductivity

K

=in Kelvin

l

= liquid solution

liquid

=liquid

loss

=loss

max

=maximum

mix, mixture

=mixture

n

= maximum count

o, out

= outside, out

OS

= outside surface

p

=pass

p

=pump
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Xlll

PHX

= plate heat exchanger

pp

=per pass

pr

=per row

pre

= pump precooler

r

= rotational; row

R

=rectifier

rad

=radiation

sat

= at saturated conditions

SHX

= solution heat exchanger

SP

= surface of one pass

st, steam

=steam

surf

=surface

t

= tube; transverse

T

=total

tank

= the absorber tank

translational = translational

tt

= total absorber

tube

=tube

v

= vapor; vertical

vap, vapor

=vapor

w, water

= wall; water

wa

= water-ammonia
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ABSTRACT
An integrated experimental and analytical study of ammonia-water absorption in novel microchannel

geometries is presented. In the geometry under investigation, liquid ammonia-water solution flows in the
falling-film mode around a square array of small diameter coolant tubes, while vapor flows upward through the
tube lattice countercurrent to the falling film. A prototype absorber utilizing this microchannel geometry is
designed to transfer heat duties representative of those found in the residential absorption market in an
extremely compact 0.178 m x 0.178 m x 0.508 m tall component. The absorber capacity, overall heat transfer
coefficient, and solution-side heat transfer coefficient are studied for concentrated solution flow rates ranging
from 0.010 to 0.040 kg/s with vapor production rates of between 5 and 50%. Over the range oftest conditions,
the overall solution mass flow rate has the largest impact on the performance of the absorber, with the vapor
fraction having little effect on the heat transfer coefficients or the absorber heat duty. As the solution mass flow
rate is increased, the heat duty transferred by this absorber increases from 4.86 to 16.23 kW. Similarly, the
overall heat transfer coefficient increases from 133.0 to 403.0 W/m2-K, and the solution-side heat transfer
coefficient increases from 144.6 to 510.1 W/m2-K.
The overall experimental results indicate the potential of this absorption technology to achieve large
heat and mass transfer rates in a compact geometry.

Some differences between the performance of the

prototype and earlier analytical models are attributed to the differences in ammonia-water inlet conditions and
inadequate wetting of the tubes due to solution distribution problems. To further understand the transfer
processes at the local level, a segmental analysis of the absorber is conducted. An area effectiveness ratio is
introduced to validate this segmental model using local temperature measurements. This ratio, which accounts
for potential solution distribution problems, is found to vary from 0.21 and 0.31 over the range of conditions
tested. This validated model yields good agreement between measured and predicted values throughout the
absorber. The minor discrepancies between measured and predicted overall duties are due to subcooling of the
dilute solution during the experiments. These results show that although the prototype absorber transfers
absorption duties representative of a residential cooling load even at low area effectiveness ratios, the absorber
is solution-side dominant, and any improvement in the solution-side flow distribution and surface wetting
would result in increased overall absorber performance. The validated design model presented here will not
only assist in the understanding of the heat and mass transfer phenomena that occur during the absorption
process, but it will also help direct future design improvements to other absorption system components.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Increased interest in the absorption cycle as an environmentally friendly alternative to CFC-based
vapor compression cycles has resulted in the investigation of the performance of a variety of absorption
technologies at both the system and component levels. Although increasingly complex thermodynamic cycles
have achieved high theoretical coefficients of performance (COPs), this same increased complexity requires the
use of numerous heat exchangers and control systems. A lack of practically feasible and economically viable
compact heat exchangers prevents the performance potential of these advanced cycles from being realized. This
limitation becomes increasingly significant while attempting to implement absorption technology in the smallcapacity residential and light-commercial markets where compact heat exchangers are essential. The challenges
facing the development of such heat and mass exchangers have continued to delay the adoption of absorption
technology as a practical space-conditioning alternative.

Therefore, the current research investigates the

possibility of developing compact absorption heat pump components using a microchannel absorber prototype.
Experiments are conducted on this absorber to measure absorption rates and the data are analyzed to obtain heat
and mass transfer coefficients.

Background
A comprehensive history of absorption refrigeration systems is provided by Burgett et al. (1999).
Important milestones are provided here as background information for the unacquainted reader. In 1851, the
first commercially successful ammonia absorption system was introduced by Ferdinand Carre (Bevirt 1984).
Although improved forms of this system were developed over time, the thermodynamics of binary mixtures in
absorption were not understood until 1913 (Thevenot 1979).
The dominant use of ammonia-water as an absorption refrigerant pair continued until the 1930s when a
transition to a variety of new refrigerant pairs occurred. The development of water-lithium bromide systems by
Servel, Carrier, and others around 1940 motivated this shift away from the ammonia-water pair. In addition,
advances including corrosion inhibitors, air cooling, and high-efficiency lithium-bromide systems were patented
by Servel during this time period (Macriss 1982).
In the 1940s, major United States heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) companies began
producing large-tonnage absorption machines employing single-effect water-lithium bromide cycles. The first
large commercial unit was a 530 kW machine sold by Carrier in 1945. By 1950, these commercial units ranged
from 350 to 1230 kW, and by 1960, a 3520 kW unit was being manufactured. The Trane Company introduced
the first hermetic design in 1959, and by the mid-1960s, York International, Iron Fireman, and Worthington had
entered the large-tonnage market. Initially, these single-effect units could only achieve COPs of around 0.65,
with improvements during the 1960s boosting this value to 0.70. The 1960s represented the "golden age" of
absorption in the United States with the market for absorption units reaching 25 percent of the large-tonnage,
water-cooled chiller market (Burgett et al. 1999).
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As the absorption chiller market was growing in the United States, a market was forming in postwar
Japan. Quickly recognizing the potential for gaining higher efficiencies with reduced energy consumption, the
Japanese had already built an indirect-fired double-effect unit by 1964. At around the same time, several
manufacturers in the United States also began to investigate higher efficiency cycles, but the energy crisis of the
1970s triggered gas moratoriums that quickly caused the price of gas-cooling systems to increase signaling the
end of the "golden age" of absorption and a steep decline in their use in the United States.
The energy crisis did not affect production in Japan where companies continued to improve doubleeffect absorption chillers, and by 1975, absorption chiller manufacture in Japan surpassed that of the electric
chiller for the first time. Incremental performance improvements with each generation of absorption machine
allowed large-tonnage water-lithium bromide units to achieve thermodynamic COPs of over 1.20 while unit
capacity grew to over 30,000 kW. By the late 1970s, Japanese equipment provided a 20 percent higher COP
than equipment in the United States and was available in direct-fired and exhaust gas-fired configurations
(Burgett et al. 1999).
As the price of electricity in the United States continued to increase in the 1980s, off-peak cooling
systems including thermal storage, chilled water storage, and cogeneration garnered consideration for use in
large-commercial and industrial applications. A number of influences, including the abundance of low cost gas,
utility rebates, summer rates for gas cooling, and the environmental impact of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), led
researchers in the United States to refocus attention on higher-efficiency double-effect absorption systems.
In contrast to the large-tonnage commercial absorption chiller market, small-scale (less than 150 kW)
absorption experienced its "golden age" between 1920 and 1940 (Burgett et al. 1999). During this period of
active development of the household refrigerator, ammonia-water was the primary refrigerant pair. Later three
fluid units using ammonia-water as the refrigerant/absorbent pair and an inert gas as the transport medium were
developed. Due to their portability and silent operation, these products continue to fill niche markets today.
The energy delivery system in the United States is currently unbalanced with respect to both electricity
delivery and gas delivery. With 70 percent of commercial floor space in buildings of less than 9,300 m2, a
solution will need to be found in this large segment of the market (Ryan 2002). Ryan (2002) suggests that small
capacity, packaged, air-cooled ammonia-water absorption gas air conditioners are well suited to meet this need.
Although 1960s era units based on the single-effect cycle may not be suitable for this market due to their low
efficiencies, the technology has evolved to nearly double the efficiency of those systems, and new advances in
system and component designs promise even greater improvements in performance in the near future.

System Level Overview
Some of the benefits of absorption refrigeration are mentioned in the previous section. This section
provides further information on the operation of the most basic absorption refrigeration cycle through
comparison with the more familiar vapor-compression refrigeration cycle. Included in the discussion are the
advantages and disadvantages of the use of absorption systems as an alternative to vapor-compression systems.
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The Vapor-Compression Refrigeration Cycle

The traditional vapor-compression refrigeration cycle consisting of a compressor, a condenser, an
expansion valve, and an evaporator is illustrated in Figure 1. Superheated refrigerant vapor exits the evaporator
at state 1 and is compressed to the high-pressure state 2 in the compressor. The vapor at state 2 is then
condensed to state 3 while rejecting heat, Qc, to a higher temperature environment in the condenser. The
subcooled liquid exiting the condenser expands to the low-pressure state 4. The two-phase liquid exiting the
expansion valve is then fully evaporated to state l while removing heat, QE. from a low temperature
environment to complete the cycle.
Vapor-compression systems are currently the most commonly used refrigeration systems. Low first
cost coupled with simple, well-understood operation makes these systems an appealing choice for any
refrigeration application.

Unfortunately, the working fluids in these systems are usually environmentally

harmful CFCs, and the electrical work, WIN, needed to drive the system is expensive.
The Absorption Refrigeration Cycle

The ideal absorption cycle combines a heat engine and a heat pump in a single system. Heat removed
at the lowest temperature in the cycle provides refrigeration while heat input at the highest temperature in the
cycle provides the driving energy for the cycle. These heat inputs are rejected to the environment at an
intermediate temperature.
A simple single-effect absorption refrigeration cycle is shown in Figure 2. The compressor of the
vapor-compression cycle is replaced by five components, an absorber, a pump, a generator, a rectifier, and an

8

7
3

Condenser
Expansion
4 Valve

~\

Compressor

5

6

Evaporator
Figure 1. Vapor-Compression Refrigeration Cycle
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Heat Exchanger

<J--

Q\'l/X

Expansion
12Valve

6
2

111;,

7
15

Absorber

13

23

14

22

Evaporator
Figure 2. Single-Effect Absorption Refrigeration Cycle
expansion valve. In addition, a solution heat exchanger is commonly placed between the generator and the
absorber as illustrated. Strong (relatively high ammonia concentration) solution exits the absorber at state 1 and
is pumped to the high-pressure state 2. This solution is preheated to state 3 in the solution heat exchanger and
mixes with the reflux from the rectifier before entering the generator at state 4. Refrigerant vapor is driven from
the strong solution by an external heat source, Q0 , and weak solution exits the generator at state 5. This weak
solution is cooled to state 6 before flowing through an expansion valve to the low-pressure state 7. The
refrigerant vapor exiting the generator at state 8 is cooled in the rectifier to reduce the water content of the vapor
before circulating through the condenser, expansion valve, and evaporator in much the same way as in the
vapor-compression system. The refrigerant vapor exiting the evaporator enters the absorber at state 13. As this
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vapor is absorbed into the weak solution at state 7, the heat of absorption, QA, is removed to an intermediate
temperature environment, and the strong solution exits the absorber at state 1 to complete the cycle.
There are several advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of absorption refrigeration
systems as alternatives to vapor-compression systems. The electrical consumption of the absorption system is
significantly lower because the pump work, Wp, required to pump the liquid refrigerant to the high-side pressure
is much less than the compressor work required in a vapor-compression system. Also, although the additional
heat exchangers increase the complexity of the absorption system, it has fewer moving parts than the vapor
compression system. One of the most significant aspects of the absorption cycle is that it is heat driven. Thus,
gas-fired absorption systems use the primary source energy directly instead of first converting it to electricity
and then to heating and cooling, with the associated thermodynamic penalties, and transmission and distribution
losses. The specific operating cost benefits of such systems depend on the price ratio of gas to electricity which
is quite favorable in many markets, particularly when rate structures with high demand charges for electric
capacity are taken into account. A related benefit is that the use of gas-fired systems leads to peak shaving of
electrical consumption and valley filling of gas consumption in the summer months. Of course, the most
advantageous implementation of an absorption cycles is a waste-heat driven system, whose cost of operation is
inherently low.

Absorption systems also have improved performance at low ambient temperatures, thus

minimizing the need for supplemental resistance heating at these temperatures. In addition, the delivered air
temperature from absorption heat pumps is much higher than that from vapor-compression systems in the
heating mode, resulting in much higher thermal comfort levels.

Another aspect that is of considerable

significance now is that the refrigerant pairs used in absorption refrigeration systems are environmentally
benign in comparison to CFCs. For example, ammonia has no ozone depletion potential or significant global
warming potential (Ryan 2002). Finally, ammonia has 2.5 times the heat of vaporization of fluorocarbons and
superior transport properties, which decreases component sizes.

Component Level Overview
The absorber is recognized as the critical component governing the viability of the entire cycle and has
been referred to as the "bottle-neck" in the absorption heat pump due to rather low heat and mass transfer
coefficients (Beutler et al. 1996a). The design of a successful binary fluid heat and mass exchanger must
address several often contradictory requirements. These include low heat and mass transfer resistances for the
absorption-side, adequate transfer surface area on both the absorption- and coupling fluid-sides, low heat
transfer resistance of the coupling fluid, and low coupling fluid- and absorption-side pressure drops. Most of
the conventional absorber designs shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are unable to meet one or more of these design
criteria.
In the forced-convective absorber shown in Figure 3, the refrigerant/absorbent solution and the
refrigerant vapor enter the absorber at the same location and flow co-currently as the heat of absorption is
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Refrigerant Vapor
and Dilute Solution In

Coolant
Out----

l

0

- - - - Coolant In

l

Concentrated Solution Out
Figure 3. Conventional Forced-Convective Absorber

removed by the coupling fluid. These absorbers suffer from high absorption-side pressure drops that reduce the
saturation temperature, thus reducing the temperature difference between the coolant and the solution.
The conventional horizontal-tube falling-film absorber shown in Figure 4 comprises a vertical array of
relatively large horizontal tubes with refrigerant/absorbent solution falling over the tubes in the falling-film
mode as refrigerant vapor rises in countercurrent flow. The coupling fluid flows within the horizontal tubes.
This absorber meets the solution side pressure drop and heat transfer resistance requirements but has a high
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Collection
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Figure 4. Conventional Horizontal-Tube Falling-Film Absorber
coupling-fluid resistance to heat transfer due to the large tube diameter. In addition, it is difficult to achieve
uniform distribution of the solution in these absorbers.
The vertical-tube absorbers shown in Figure 5 operate in one of two ways. The refrigerant/absorbent
solution flows down either the inside or the outside surface of the vertical tubes in the falling-film mode as
refrigerant vapor rises in countercurrent flow, and coupling fluid flows upward on the outside or inside of the
vertical tubes, respectively. Vertical-tube absorbers also suffer from a high coupling fluid resistance to heat
transfer, and a large number of parallel tubes are necessary to meet duty requirements leading to poor flow
distribution and inadequate wetting of the tube surfaces. In addition, the vapor mass flux in vertical-tube
absorbers with internal falling films is limited due to flooding concerns.

Scope of the Current Research
The above discussion highlights several shortcomings in conventional absorbers that suggest the need
for novel absorber designs. These new designs must not only be capable of achieving high heat and mass
transfer rates, but they must do so by utilizing simple, compact geometries suitable for implementation in smallcapacity absorption systems.

Therefore, a new technology for compact absorption system components is
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Figure 5. Conventional Vertical-Tube Falling-Film Absorbers

presented here. Also, while most experimental absorption studies have been conducted with data collected only
at the overall inlets and outlets of test components, particular care was taken in the present investigation to
enable the measurement and analysis of incremental variations in temperatures and concentrations, which yields
model validation at the local level. The resulting experimentally validated design tool can be used with a
greater degree of confidence for future development of absorption technologies.
Research Objectives

The issues described above are addressed by meeting the following objectives:
•

Prototype design and fabrication.

•

Construction of a flexible heat and mass transfer test facility capable of investigating the
performance of a wide variety of absorption system components in various configurations.

•

Experimental investigation of the prototype compact absorber utilizing a novel miniaturization
technology for heat and mass transfer.
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•

Modeling of local measured heat and mass transfer within the compact absorber to assist in the
understanding of these processes and also to guide future designs.

Research conducted to address these objectives is discussed in the following chapters.
Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature on absorption technologies at the cycle and
component level, including the pertinent heat and mass transfer models.

•

Chapter 3 describes the development of the prototype absorber.

•

Chapter 4 describes the experimental approach used to evaluate multiple absorption components.
This chapter includes a discussion of the design and construction of the test facility, the
experimental setup, the procedures followed during testing, and the techniques used to analyze the
resulting data.

•

Chapter 5 describes the modeling of the results using theoretical and empirical considerations.

•

Chapter 6 provides a discussion of a comparison between the model predictions and the
experimental data.

•

Chapter 7 summarizes important conclusions and provides recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a brief summary of the literature on the investigation of a number of absorption
technologies. An overview of the evolution of the absorption cycle from the basic single-effect system to the
more complex multi-effect and Generator Absorber Heat Exchanger (GAX) heat pump systems is presented. A
discussion of numerous technologies for the improvement of absorption components is then presented along
with a discussion of the pertinent heat and mass transfer models. It is evident from the results of these studies
that further research needs to be directed at improving the performance of the absorber through innovative
design and better understanding of the underlying transfer processes.

System Level Investigation
In a single-effect absorption system, for every unit of heat input at the generator, a fraction of that unit
is removed from the environment at the evaporator. Double-effect cycles (Gommed and Grossman 1990;
Garimella et al. 1992; McGahey et al. 1994), triple-effect cycles (DeVault and Marsala 1990; Grossman et al.
1994; Ivester and Shelton 1994; Garimella et al. 1997), and even quadruple-effect absorption chillers (Ziegler
and Alefeld 1994; Grossman et al. 1995) have been studied to improve system performance beyond what can be
obtained from a single-effect cycle. For example, the double-effect cycle utilizes internal heat recovery to
achieve two units of refrigeration for only one unit of heat input. The extra unit of cooling gives this cycle its
second effect. Although double-effect cycles have been used since the 1960s, only recently has attention been
refocused on improving the performance of these and other multi-effect systems. High cooling- and heatingmode COPs have also been reported for the GAX heat pump cycle over a wide range of ambient conditions
(Engler et al. 1996; Garimella et al. 1996).
Early attempts at analyzing advanced absorption cycles were based upon a single "best efficiency" or
"representative" operating condition. These models were only applicable to particular cycles operating with
particular working fluids, and parametric analyses were difficult to perform. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
a flexible simulation code known as ABSIM (Grossman et al. 1995) was developed at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (ORNL) specifically for use in analyzing absorption systems. Gommed and Grossman (1990)
describe the development of this modular code that allows the user to specify different cycle configurations,
working fluids, and component sizes and operating conditions. It is also possible to modify this simulation code
to include user specific fluid properties. In this way, McGahey et al. (1994) and Garimella et al. (1997) were
able to account for hydronic fluid-to-air heat exchangers and gas burner efficiencies through the addition of
primary and secondary fluid property routines, flue gas properties, a burner module, and the psychrometric
properties of moist air.
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Double-Effect Cycles

Gommed and Grossman (1990) used the simulation code described above to evaluate the performance
of several single- and double-effect cycles using the water-lithium bromide fluid pair. The single-effect cycle
used as a reference for the more complex cycles is identical to that shown in Figure 2 of the introduction. The
double-effect cycles utilize the heat rejected from the condenser of a single-effect cycle to power an additional
desorber that generates a second stream of refrigerant.

Three double-effect system configurations were

evaluated. Type I was a series-flow arrangement where all of the solution from the absorber flowed to the lowtemperature desorber, then to the high-temperature desorber, and back to the absorber. Type II was a seriesflow arrangement where all of the solution from the absorber flowed to the high-temperature desorber, then to
the low-temperature desorber, and back to the absorber. Type III was a parallel-flow arrangement where the
solution leaving the absorber was split between the two desorbers.
The COP and capacity of all cycles tended to increase with decreasing cooling water supply
temperature. An increase in the temperature of the hot water supply also yielded an increase in the capacity of
each cycle. The cycle COPs increased sharply from zero at some minimum supply temperature, leveled off, and
even decreased as the supply temperature continued to rise. The capacity curves of the different versions of the
double-effect cycles were quite close to each other over the entire operating temperature range. However, the
COP of the parallel-flow system (COP= 1.23) was somewhat higher than that of the two series-type systems
(COP = 1.05).
Garimella et al. (1992) analyzed the performance of a hydronically-coupled gas-fired double-effect
absorption heat pump system for residential applications. An ammonia-sodium thiocyanate solution was used
as the working fluid resulting in the generation of pure ammonia and eliminating the need for rectification of the
vapor. Using their own simulation tool developed specifically for the analysis of this cycle, they evaluated
performance at standard rating conditions and also extreme ambient conditions. Heat recuperation in the
secondary generator, the solution heat exchanger, and the refrigerant heat exchanger was used to enhance the
COP of this cycle.

In addition, this system was made compact through the use of an innovative nested

arrangement for several coiled-tube heat exchangers.
At nominal cooling-mode conditions, this cycle achieved 10.32 kW of cooling for a heat input of 10.35
kW to the generator with an overall actual system COP of 0.832. Heat rejection from the condenser and
absorber was accomplished through a hydronic fluid loop connected in series to the outdoor coil. In the heating
mode, heat was rejected to the indoor coil at a rate of 6.26 kW from the condenser and 11.73 kW from the
absorber for a heat input of 10.35 kW to the generator with a system COP of 1.450. The lower cooling-mode
COP compared to that reported by Gommed and Grossman (1990) was because they included a realistic
combustion efficiency of 83.4%, whereas Gommed and Grossman (1990) did not include a burner efficiency.
A parametric analysis indicated that as the ambient temperature decreased in the heating mode, the system COP
decreased from a maximum of 1.45 at 8.3°C to 0.91 at -8.3°C while the indoor heat duty decreased from 17.99
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to 11.30 kW. An analysis of the burner firing rate revealed that the COP was dramatically increased by
decreasing the firing rate with a 60% firing rate resulting in an increase in COP from 1.164 to 1.644.
McGahey et al. (1994) used a modified version of the ORNL simulation code to evaluate a scaled up
version of the double-effect cycle of Garimella et al. (1992) with ammonia-sodium thiocyanate as the working
pair. The properties of ammonia-sodium thiocyanate solutions, pure liquid and vapor ammonia, potassium
carbonate-water solutions, moist air, and combustion gases were added to the original model so that the
combustion process in the generator and the heat exchange between hydronic fluid and the indoor air could be
simulated. The addition of the flue gas properties was particularly important because it allowed cycle COPs to
be based on the true burner input including flue losses. The cooling-mode COP varied from 1.00 at 65°C to
0. 70 at 46°C. At the standard rating condition of 35°C, the COP of 0.81 compared well with the value of 0.83
obtained by Garimella et al. (1992). The COP in the heating mode decreased from 1.57 at 60°C to 1.24 at 12°C.
Triple-Effect Cycles

DeVault and Marsala (1990) evaluated three triple-effect cycle configurations for use with ammoniawater as the absorption fluid pair. The rules for evaluating complex absorption cycles in terms of several
equivalent single-effect cycles presented by Alefeld (1983) were utilized. The performance of the three tripleeffect cycles was compared to that of a single-effect cycle (COP= 0.77) and a basic double-effect cycle (COP=
1.2) at standard rating conditions. The first triple-effect cycle was an extension of the double-effect cycle with
the addition of a high-pressure condenser and generator. This cycle required a much higher temperature in the
third condenser, and the resulting pressure was much higher than the highest pressure required for the doubleeffect cycle. The second triple-effect cycle used three absorbers and three generators allowing operation at the
same pressure as the single-effect cycle but requiring an extremely high temperature lift between the evaporator
and the high-temperature absorber. The third triple-effect cycle used two condensers and two absorbers in a
dual-loop configuration.

This cycle was equivalent to two independent single-effect cycles in which the

condenser and absorber of the high-temperature cycle supply heat to the absorber of the low-temperature cycle.
One advantage of this cycle was the ability to employ two different working fluids in the upper and lower
cycles (Grossman et al. 1994).
By superimposing each of the triple-effect cycles on the pressure-temperature-concentration (PTX)
equilibrium diagram for ammonia-water, Devault and Marsala (1990) evaluated the suitability of using
ammonia-water in each of the three cycles. The three-condenser, triple-effect cycle was not feasible because
the high-temperature condenser operated beyond the critical point of the ammonia refrigerant. The threeabsorber, triple-effect cycle could not be used because the third absorber operated beyond the solubility limit of
ammonia-water. Therefore, they concluded that the two-condenser, two-absorber, triple-effect cycle was the
only configuration of the three basic cycles that could utilize ammonia-water.
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At the standard rating condition, the dual-loop cycle operated with a COP of 1.41 representing a
substantial increase over the COP of the double-effect cycle. Interestingly, the triple-effect cycle operated at a
lower maximum pressure (Pmax = 4.8 MPa) than the double-effect cycle (Pmax = 6.9 MPa) because the hightemperature absorber supplied heat to the hotter part of the generator, thereby allowing the condenser operating
temperature, and thus pressure, to be lower while supplying heat to the cooler part of the generator. The lower
maximum system pressure and reduced solution flow rate required in the high-pressure generator also
significantly reduced the pumping power required for the triple-effect cycle.
Grossman et al. (1994) evaluated several triple-effect cycles using the modular computer simulation
code. A three-condenser, three-desorber triple-effect cycle (3C3D) was investigated in the series-flow type I
and parallel-flow configurations (Gommed and Grossman 1990). A double-condenser-coupled triple-effect
cycle (DCC) that rejects heat from the hot condensate leaving the high-temperature condenser to the lowtemperature desorber was also studied in multiple flow configurations. A variation of this system (DCCA)
accomplished heat recuperation from the high- and intermediate-temperature condensers by discharging the
condensate from the high-temperature condenser to the intermediate-temperature condenser, and from the
intermediate-temperature condenser to the low-temperature condenser. A dual-loop triple-effect cycle was also
investigated.

The triple-effect cycles did have higher COPs than the single- and double-effect cycles

investigated by Gommed and Grossman (1990), but they also required a higher supply temperature. The DCC
systems performed better than the 3C3D systems, and the cycles utilizing the parallel-flow configuration
outperformed those with the series-flow configuration for both cycle types. The parallel-flow DCCA system
achieved the highest COP of 1.825 by optimizing the distribution fractions to the three desorbers. The COP of
the dual-loop cycle was only 1.428 at the design condition. However, initial analysis of this cycle used
identically sized upper and lower loops. By decreasing the solution flow rate of the upper loop by 50%, the
COP of the system was increased from 1.428 to 1.838.
Ivester and Shelton (1994) used a single-point analysis to investigate the performance of a dual-loop
ammonia-water triple-effect cycle. This model included a rectifier, a refrigerant precooler, a solution heat
exchanger, and two internal, recuperative heat exchangers in the absorber and desorber in both the upper and
lower loops. The highest pressure in the upper loop was 3952 kPa while the lowest pressure in both the upper
and lower loops was 494 kPa. The lowest ammonia concentration in the upper loop was 19.2%, which lies well
within the limits of the ammonia-water PTX equilibrium diagram. Additional analyses performed using a range
of pinch temperatures indicated that as the pinch temperature was increased, the COP decreased in an
approximately linear fashion from 1.75 to 1.40. The entire triple-effect cycle easily fit on the ammonia-water
property diagram indicating that the ammonia-water solution pair was a good working fluid for both loops of
the cycle.
A dual-loop ammonia-water/ammonia-sodium thiocyanate triple-effect cycle was investigated by
Garimella et al. (1997) using a modified version of the ABSIM code called OSU-ABSIM.

Previous

investigators had either conducted parametric analyses of a number of simple triple-effect cycles or performed a
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single point analysis. This study expanded upon previous work by presenting a parametric evaluation of a
practical system with representative heat exchangers. In addition, performance estimates in the heating mode
were presented. The total heat exchanger content of the double-effect cycle analyzed by McGahey et al. (1994)
was allocated to the heat exchangers of the triple-effect cycle based on the combination that would yield the
highest COP. The dual-loop cycle was evaluated with ammonia-water in the upper loop, and both ammoniawater and ammonia-sodium thiocyanate in the lower loop. Simulations were conducted over a wide range of
ambient conditions in both the heating and cooling mode using two different control strategies.
At the standard rating condition, the combustion-based triple-effect cycle COP of 0.78 was actually
lower than that reported by McGahey et al. (1994) for a double-effect cycle. This result also seemed to
contradict the double-effect cycle COP of 1.20 and the triple-effect cycle COP of 1.41 reported by DeVault and
Marsala (1990), but the difference in performance was based upon the addition of four heat exchangers needed
to transfer heat from the upper-loop condenser, rectifier, and absorber to the lower-loop desorber. In the other

models, the internal heat transfer occurred directly across heat transfer surfaces without coupling loops, which
is impractical. A simplified cost analysis between vapor-compression systems and triple-effect absorption
systems was also presented. These results indicated that vapor-compression systems cost approximately 1.3
times as much to operate in the cooling mode and 1.75 times as much to operate in the heating mode as tripleeffect absorption systems.
Quadruple-Effect Cycles
Simulation of double- and triple-effect absorption heat pump systems indicates that multi-effect cycles
have the potential to attain a performance that is superior to that of conventional cycles. Therefore, it is natural
to assume that the more effects a cycle has, the better that cycle will perform. Unfortunately, a clarification of
the actual performance potential of multi-effect cycles is needed. Ziegler and Alefeld (1994) analyzed the
performance of three triple-effect absorption cycles and one quadruple-effect cycle by decomposing them into
elementary cycles using superposition in a manner similar to that used by DeVault and Marsala (1990). The
three triple-effect cycles included a three-condenser, three-desorber cycle, a dual-loop cycle, and a triple-effect
cycle containing two condensers, two absorbers, and three desorbers that effectively avoids a high-pressure
stage. The quadruple-effect cycle was similar to the dual-loop cycle with a bottoming stage added to produce
refrigeration. It was assumed that the COP of a single-effect cycle was 0.7, and that of a double-effect cycle
was 1.16. A preliminary investigation indicated that even without a solution heat exchanger in the topping
stages, all triple- and quadruple-effect cycles outperformed the standard double-effect chiller by 20% or more.
With a realistic solution heat exchanger effectiveness of 0.8, the quadruple-effect cycle COP reached 1.62 while
the triple-effect COPs ranged from 1.46 to 1.51. With improvements to system components and control
systems, the COPs of single- and double-effect cycles should reach 0.8 and 1.4 with corresponding increases in
the quadruple- and triple-effect cycles to 2.0 and 1.85 respectively. This result indicates that the performance of
current chillers could be doubled by using more complex cycles. It seems as though proceeding to five-, six-, or
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even seven-effect cycles would have the potential for further improvements in cycle efficiency. Unfortunately,
multiple-effects typically require increasingly large temperature lifts, and therefore, extremely high generator
temperatures. At these temperatures, either the working fluids become corrosive to the heat exchangers, or
decompose, or both, making these cycles impractical.
Grossman et al. (1995) simulated the performance of a quadruple-effect lithium bromide-water cycle
with four condensers and four desorbers using ABS IM. This cycle represented an extension of the conventional
double-effect cycle and the three-condenser, three-desorber triple-effect cycle. Performance was enhanced
through the use of a parallel-flow configuration and double-condenser coupling similar to that used in
Grossman et al. (1994). As in the previous model, the system components were sized such that the performance
could be compared with that of the single-, double-, and triple-effect cycles studied previously. With an even
distribution of the solution among all of the desorbers, the quadruple-effect system attained a COP of 2.013.
This value represented a 16.7% increase over that of the triple-effect cycle, but the required supply temperature
was 230°C. Optimizing the distribution of the solution to the desorbers increased the COP of the cycle to
2.177, but the capacity of the system was reduced from 69.7 to 45.1 kW. The system was also optimized by
varying the sizes of the heat exchangers resulting in a COP of 2.2 with approximately one-half of the heat
transfer surface area of the base case.

GAXSystems
In certain absorption cycles, a wide solution concentration field causes a partial temperature overlap
between the generator and the absorber. This temperature overlap leads to the possibility of using internal heat
recovery from the highest temperature section of the absorber to the lowest temperature section of the generator.
In addition, a portion of the desorption can be accomplished using the high temperature solution exiting the
generator as the heat source. Similarly, a portion of the absorber cooling can be done by the concentrated
solution exiting the absorber at the lowest temperature. Although the generator absorber heat exchanger (GAX)
heat pump cycle has shown the potential for better year-round COPs based on the use of this greater internal
heat recovery, detailed simulation of these complicated ammonia-water systems is difficult. Engler et al. (1996)
presented a comprehensive investigation of various ammonia-water cycles of gradually increasing complexity
and performance using the ABSIM program. First, a basic single-effect cycle (SEC) was modeled both with
and without a refrigerant precooler. This cycle was improved by incorporating solution heat exchangers into
the absorber and desorber to achieve additional heat recovery in a cycle termed the absorber heat recovery
(AHE) cycle. Again, investigations were performed both with and without a solution heat exchanger. Further
performance improvement was seen in the GAX cycle that recovered heat from the absorber to partially heat the
generator. The addition of heat recovery between the absorber and desorber reduced the amount of heat
available for recovery in the solution heat exchanger. Therefore, this heat exchanger was removed from the
GAX cycle.

An improved version of the basic GAX called the branched GAX (BGAX) cycle was also

investigated. The BGAX cycle diverted some of the solution leaving the GAX absorber to an intermediate
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point in the desorber, balancing the thermal capacity rates on the absorption and desorption sides of the GAX
heat exchanger.
The cooling-mode COP of each cycle was reported as a function of the heat rejection temperature at
the absorber and condenser. As this temperature increased from 32.2 to 57 .2°C, the COP of all cycles tended to
decrease linearly. The advanced cycles performed better than the basic cycles, but as the rejection temperature
increased, the width of the solution field decreased, and thus, the potential for internal heat recovery was
diminished. The COP of the basic single-effect cycle ranged from 0.6 to 0.45 while that of the GAX cycle
decreased from 1.35 to 0.6. Above a heat rejection temperature of 55°C, GAX performance coincided with that
of the ARE because the temperature overlap between the absorber and desorber no longer existed. In the
heating mode, the COP decreased almost linearly as the ambient temperature decreased from 21.1 to -40°C.
The GAX cycle could not operate below -6. 7°C due to the vanishing temperature overlap between the absorber
and desorber, and the AHE cycle was ineffective below -28.9°C. It was interesting to note that adding a
solution heat exchanger to the AHE cycle allows operation over the full heating-mode temperature range. The
heating-mode COP of the SEC ranged from 1.22 to 1.74 with slight improvement gained through the addition of
the refrigerant precooler.

The GAX-AHE combination COP ranged from 1.25 to 2.35 over the entire

temperature range. A complete discussion of the results obtained using the branched GAX cycle was not
reported, but optimization of this cycle resulted in a design point COP of 1.15 compared with a COP of 1.0 for
the basic GAX cycle.
Garimella et al. ( 1996) evaluated the performance of a GAX system similar to that studied by Engler et
al. (1996) using OSU-ABSIM.

Realistic results were obtained by coupling the cycle components to the

conditioned space and the ambient air using hydronic fluid loops and direct coupling. A cycle model at the
design conditions was used as the starting point for performance mapping with respect to the ambient
conditions. The solution flow rate was allowed to vary with the ambient conditions to ensure that the solution
temperature remained below 204°C. In the cooling mode, the COP of the system ranged from 0.98 at 18.3°C to
0.84 at 46.1°C after optimization of the respective heat exchangers. In the heating mode, the COP decreased
with decreasing ambient temperature as expected, although the rate of decrease was small for temperatures
greater than 0°C. At this temperature, the mismatch between the condenser and evaporator duties caused a
departure from complete evaporation, lowering the heat duty withdrawn from the ambient, and thus the system
COP. Even at temperatures as low as -5.6°C, the heating-mode COP remained relatively high at 1.4. Below
this temperature, the GAX system could not operate due to the lack of temperature overlap, and a recuperative
solution heat exchanger was added. The cycle COP continued to decrease with decreasing ambient temperature
but remained above 1.0 down to -30°C performing better than a gas furnace.
The above discussion indicates that the investigation of the thermodynamics of a variety of absorption
cycles has shown the potential for high COPs with much of the research in this area directed at gaining
incremental improvements in the theoretical COPs of these cycles.

Double-effect cycles (Gommed and

Grossman 1990; Garimella et al. 1992; McGahey et al. 1994), triple-effect cycles (Devault and Marsala 1990;
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Grossman et al. 1994; Ivester and Shelton 1994; Garimella et al. 1997), and even quadruple-effect absorption
chillers (Ziegler and Alefeld 1994; Grossman et al. 1995) have been studied for performance improvement. In
addition, Garimella et al. (1996) and Engler et al. (1996) reported high cooling- and heating-mode COPs for the
GAX heat pump cycle over a wide range of ambient conditions. However, the increased complexity necessary
to achieve high theoretical COPs requires numerous additional heat exchangers.

Therefore, every cycle

improvement relies to an increasing degree on the availability and viability of more and more heat and mass
exchangers.

Component Level Investigation
The absorber has been referred to as the "bottleneck" in the absorption heat pump (Beutler et al.
1996a). The deficiencies inherent in conventional absorber designs were discussed in the introduction. In
addition to these shortcomings, an understanding of the heat and mass transfer phenomena within absorbers,
especially with experimental validation, has been lacking. A comprehensive survey of falling-film absorption
processes and models appears in the recent paper by Killion and Garimella (2001 ), although much of the
attention of such efforts seems to be directed toward lithium bromide-water systems.
Beutler et al. (1996a) conducted experiments on absorbers with both horizontal and vertical tubes. The
vertical-tube lithium bromide-water absorber built at Technion-Israel Institute of Technology consisted of two
concentric tubes. The absorbent strong solution was distributed over the outside of the 19 mm diameter inner
tube with a sand blasted surface that enhanced wetting. The vapor entered the top of the absorber and filled the
annular space between the tubes. Coolant flowing upward inside the inner tube removed the heat of absorption.
The coolant heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by inserting a wire-wrapped tube into the inner tube to
induce turbulence. The 80 mm diameter outer tube was constructed of Pyrex for flow visualization purposes.
The horizontal-tube absorber constructed at TU Miinchen consisted of 24 horizontal copper tubes of 15.9 mm
diameter with 6 mm spacing between the tubes. Cooling water flowed upward through the tube array in
countercurrent flow with the solution flowing over the outside of the tubes. Helical rods were placed within the
tubes to enhance the coolant heat transfer coefficient. The horizontal-tube absorber was also mounted in a glass
cylindrical vacuum chamber. Tests were conducted with smooth and knurled tubes. Overall heat transfer
coefficients and film heat transfer coefficients were calculated from the measured data.
The absorbed mass flux in the vertical absorber initially increased rapidly with the cooling water flow
rate before leveling off. It was noted that the heat transfer resistance on the cooling-water side of the absorber
was negligible compared with that of the solution side for cooling water flow rates above that at the inflection
point. The absorbed mass flux decreased as the salt concentration at the solution inlet increased from 39 to 57%
due to decreasing pressure and the resulting change in vapor density. The absorbed mass flux increased linearly
with increasing solution flow rate. Absorption was found to be more effective near the film entrance region.
In the horizontal-tube absorber, the coolant side heat transfer coefficient was 5500 W/m2 -K, while the
film heat transfer coefficient dropped from 1400 to 500 W/m2-K as the salt concentration at the solution inlet
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was increased from 40 to 59%, due to a decrease in the actual wetted surface of the tubes. The film thickness
increased and the thermal conductivity of the solution decreased with salt concentration, causing the transport
resistance to grow substantially. As the solution flow rate was increased, the film heat transfer coefficient rose
steadily due to improved wetting of the surface of the tubes. The knurled tube yielded an average improvement
in the film heat transfer coefficient of 15% over that of the smooth tube.
Similar experiments were conducted on a horizontal-tube absorber by Beutler et al. (1996b) using
NaOH-KOH-water solutions. The horizontal-tube absorber consisted of 16 smooth horizontal copper tubes of
16 mm outside diameter. Flexible hoses were used to connect the tubes so that the spacing between the tubes
could be continuously varied. Helical rods were again placed within the tubes to enhance the coolant heat
transfer coefficient. The horizontal-tube absorber was mounted in a glass cylindrical vacuum chamber with a
known leakage rate that allowed the effect of inert gases on the absorption process to be determined. These
results indicated that an inert gas concentration of as little as 3% reduced the heat transfer coefficient by 30%.
After correcting for the presence of inert gases, the heat transfer coefficient improved from 500 to 600 W/m2 -K
with an increase in solution flow rate due to improved wetting of the surface of the tubes. These results were
similar to those of Cosenza and Vliet (1991) for aqueous solutions oflithium bromide.
Although no results were presented, Hoffman and Ziegler (1996) presented an outline for the
investigation of simultaneous heat and mass transfer during the absorption and desorption processes in
ammonia-water horizontal-tube heat exchangers. An absorber, a generator, and dephlegmator were mounted in
a single vessel with numerous sight ports for visualization of the flow phenomena occurring in each component.
The 0.35 m2 generator was composed of a 4 x 3 staggered array of 16 mm diameter tubes. The dephlegmator
consisted of 100 steel plates placed around two rows of 12 mm diameter tubes. The vapor exiting the generator
would condense on the surface of the dephlegmator plates reducing the water fraction of the vapor entering the
absorber. The 0.8 m2 absorber was composed of an 8 x 3 staggered array of 18 mm diameter tubes. The
ammonia vapor would be absorbed into the solution falling over the tube bundle as the heat of absorption was
removed by the cooling water flowing within the tubes. The relevant heat and mass transfer parameters within
the absorber would be calculated from the known inlet and outlet solution flow rates, and the solution and
cooling water temperatures measured along the length of the absorber. The calculated heat and mass transfer
coefficients would be the basis for the theoretical investigation of the absorption and desorption processes.
The heat transfer performance of a coiled-tube heat exchanger using ammonia-water as the refrigerant
pair was experimentally studied both with and without absorption by Jeong et al. (1998). The tightly wound
coiled-tube heat exchanger had a coil diameter of 82.7 mm and a tube diameter of 12.7 mm. The liquid solution
film flowed over the outside of the tubes with the refrigerant vapor flowing upward in the shell countercurrent
to the solution. The heat of absorption was removed by coolant flowing within the tube. Sight ports located
near the top and bottom of the absorber allowed for observation of the absorption process. Temperature probes
were located as close to the surface of the tube as possible so that the film temperature could be accurately
measured.

Mass, concentration, and heat balances were combined to determine the amount of ammonia
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absorbed during each test, and the overall heat transfer coefficient was calculated by equating the heat
transferred to the coolant to that expressed as a UA-LMTD where the log mean temperature difference was
between the coolant and liquid solution. The film heat transfer coefficient was then calculated from the overall
heat transfer coefficient using a resistance network approach.
The film heat transfer coefficient increased linearly from 0 to 3000 W/m2-K as the solution flow rate
increased from 0 to 0.028 kg/s for experiments without absorption. The heat transfer rate was higher for
experiments conducted with absorption due to the addition of the heat of absorption, however, the film heat
transfer coefficients were found to be lower for experiments with absorption than for those without absorption.
The authors suggested that insufficient wetting caused by vapor shear lowered the film heat transfer coefficient
during the absorption process.
It is evident from the experiments conducted by Beutler et al. (1996a; 1996b) and Jeong et al. (1998)
that inadequate wetting is a significant problem in horizontal-tube falling-film absorbers, but it is difficult to
estimate the impact of this flow phenomenon on a particular absorption application. Jeong and Garimella
(2002) presented a model for a horizontal-tube absorber using LiBr-water as the working fluid that predicted the
heat and mass transfer in falling-film and droplet-formation modes while accounting for incomplete wetting. A
horizontal-tube absorber with 13 tubes of 16 mm diameter and 21 mm center-to-center spacing was evaluated in
this study. This absorber was identical to that investigated experimentally by Nomura et al. (1994) to facilitate
comparison with experimental results. The falling-film, drop-formation, and droplet-fall regimes described by
Kirby and Perez-Blanco (1994) were investigated while varying flow conditions. Based on the work of Hu and
Jacobi (1996), for the Reynolds number range under consideration, the solution was assumed to flow between
the tubes in a droplet mode. Also, the droplet departure sites were approximately 18 mm apart (Hu and Jacobi
1998). Therefore, a wetting ratio was introduced as a model parameter to investigate the effect of incomplete
wetting on the absorption process.
The thickness, velocity, and total residence time of the falling-film were found by modifying the
Nusselt analysis ( 1916) for a fully developed laminar film to include the effect of the wetting ratio. One half of
the circumference of the tube was divided into 100 segments, and five differential equations were solved for the
solution mass flow rate, solution bulk temperature, interface temperature, interface concentration, and the ratio
of the concentration boundary layer thickness to the film thickness of each segment. The results from the
analysis of each segment were used as inputs to subsequent segments. The shape of the droplet during the
droplet-formation regime was idealized as a half sphere. When the diameter of a droplet reached some critical
value, it detached from the tube. The mass transfer coefficients used in this study were 2-3 times higher than
those of other investigators because Jeong and Garimella (2002) considered internal circulation in the droplet
during the droplet-formation regime. The droplet-fall time was calculated using a simple free-fall expression.
Although the equations governing the droplet during the droplet-fall regime were similar to those governing the
droplet formation, internal circulation and convection were ignored. Five differential equations were solved for
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the droplet mass, the solution bulk temperature, the solution bulk concentration, the interface temperature, and
the interface concentration at each of 100 time steps.
Representative results were presented for a tube located in the middle of the tube bank. The falling
film was thicker at the top and bottom of the tube leading to a reduction in the local absorption rate, while the
concentration boundary layer increased almost linearly with angular position along the tube circumference until
the increased film thickness and lower solution velocity near the bottom of the tube caused the concentration
boundary layer thickness to increase more rapidly. The bulk and interface temperatures decreased at the same
rate, but the decrease in the interface concentration was about 10 times that of the bulk concentration. Vapor
was absorbed rapidly at the beginning of the droplet-formation regime resulting in a steep decline in the
solution concentration and a steep increase in the bulk temperature.

The interface temperature and

concentration remained constant. As the droplet grew, however, the vapor absorption rate decreased, and the
solution concentration and bulk temperature leveled off. The droplet-fall time interval was much smaller than
that of the falling film and droplet formation; therefore, the droplet-fall and droplet-formation regimes were
incorporated into one regime.
Results were presented for three solution flow rates with a constant wetting ratio of 0.8. Between 80
and 86% of the total absorption took place in the falling-film regime at the low flow rate. This decreased to half
of the absorption rate at the intermediate flow rate, and the droplet-formation regime appeared to play an even
more significant role in the absorption process at the high solution flow rate. The results at the high solution
flow rate also showed excellent agreement with the experimental data of Nomura et al. (1994). The heat
transfer and vapor absorption rate in the falling-film regime were reduced significantly as the wetting ratio
decreased; however, vapor absorption in the droplet-formation regime was not affected to any great extent
because the droplet-formation sites do not depend on the wetted tube surface. A comparison with the data of
Nomura et al. (1994) indicated that most of their experiments were conducted with a wetting ratio of between
0.6 and 0.8, but even at specific conditions, the wetting ratio fluctuated considerably. As the wetting ratio
decreased, the performance of the absorber was reduced to as little as 30% of that of the absorber with fully
wetted tubes.

This is significant because the wetting ratio in actual absorption machines decreases with

decreasing solution flow rate.
The entire absorption process may be controlled by any number of transport operations. Briggs (1971)
assumed that the film heat transfer resistance was most significant, while past research on lithium-bromide
systems (Grossman 1982; Andberg 1986) indicated that absorption was controlled by the mass transfer
resistance within the film. The heat transfer resistances within the vapor phase, the absorber wall material, and
the coolant may also be important factors in absorber performance. Perez-Blanco (1988) presented a simple
model for the absorption process in a horizontal-tube, falling-film, ammonia-water absorber consisting of two
ordinary, first-order differential equations with suitable initial and boundary conditions.

The model is

applicable for laminar, steady flow at low Reynolds numbers, and uniform wetting was assumed. For ease of
solution, one-dimensional flow was considered so that a set of ordinary, as opposed to partial, differential
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equations could fully describe the absorption process. The equations governing the absorption process were
formulated for a control volume comprised of the solution film and adjacent vapor.

The mass balance

accounted for water transport both into and out of the solution film. The initial conditions at the top of the tube
were easily identified, but the conditions at the interface between the vapor and the solution were more difficult
to determine. Andberg (1986) assumed that the interface concentrations were at equilibrium, but in this study,
the volatile nature of the absorbent led to excessively high mass transfer rates at the interface using this
assumption. The two-film model was used to decouple the interface concentrations of ammonia in the liquid
and vapor (Bird et al. 1960). The overall heat transfer coefficient was expressed as a function of the coolant
heat transfer coefficient, the wall resistance, and the film heat transfer coefficient. The film heat and mass
transfer coefficients were found using penetration theory (Higbie 1935; Ruckenstein and Berkente 1968) that is
applicable for laminar falling films with short exposure times. The differential equations governing the heat
and mass transfer were then solved using a Runge-Kutta technique (Thomas 1986). Experimental validation
indicated that this model predicted relevant heat and mass transfer parameters to within 10%.
Parametric studies were conducted around a low concentration, high temperature baseline condition
and a high concentration, low temperature baseline condition. The solution flow rate and liquid phase mass
transfer coefficient influenced absorber performance significantly at the low concentration, high temperature
condition. The performance sensitivity to other parameters was small, although the relative importance of the
coolant heat transfer coefficient increased as the solution approached saturated conditions.

At the high

concentration, low temperature condition, similar trends were seen. For the range of operating conditions
considered, the absorption process was not improved significantly without enhancing the liquid-phase mass
transfer coefficient. However, it was noted that excessive water evaporation and migration from hot to cold
areas in the vapor phase resulted in performance degradation.

To improve absorber performance, it was

recommended that this water transport be minimized and that the mass transfer resistance be reduced by
periodic mixing of the film, the addition of surfactants, or the utilization of special surfaces.
Herbine and Perez-Blanco (1995) presented a model of a vertical-tube bubble absorber using
ammonia-water as the solution pair. The model consisted of five ordinary, first-order differential equations
with suitable initial and boundary conditions. Solution and ammonia vapor flowed co-currently upward in the
12.7 mm diameter inner tube of the bubble absorber as coolant flowed downward in the 25.4 mm diameter outer
tube countercurrent to the solution. A helically wound copper wire was inserted in the annulus to enhance the
coolant heat transfer coefficient. This geometry allows for GAX transfer without an intermediate coupling
loop. It was assumed that the absorption process was at steady state, the process occurred at a constant
pressure, all bubbles had the same diameter and velocity at a given location along the absorber length, bubble
breakup and coalescence were negligible, resistance to mass transfer in the bubble was negligible, and no direct
heat transfer took place between the vapor and the coolant. The rate of ammonia transfer out of the bubbles was
assumed constant for each incremental length. The direction of water mass transfer was based upon the
ammonia concentration within the bubble. Above the equilibrium ammonia concentration, water and ammonia
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transfer occurred in opposite directions across the bubble interface. When the ammonia concentration dropped
below that at equilibrium, water and ammonia transfer were in the same direction. The system of differential
equations was solved for the change in mass of the liquid and vapor, and the change in enthalpy of the liquid,
vapor, and coolant using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique.
Ammonia was always transferred from the bubbles to the liquid, while water transfer was into the
bubble for the first 0.06 m of the absorber. The absorption process was completed at a distance of0.18 m along
the absorber. After increasing slightly due to a rise in the bubble temperature, the bubble diameter gradually
decreased throughout the absorber. Although the interface temperature and bulk liquid temperature were nearly
identical due to the high heat transfer coefficient of the liquid, when water was transferred into the bubble, the
interface temperature was slightly below that of the bulk liquid, and when water was transferred from the
bubble, the interface temperature rose above that of the bulk liquid.
Potnis et al. (1997) developed a computer program that simulated liquid film absorption and flowboiling desorption in a single GAX component for an ammonia-water system. The GAX component consisted
of a 39 m fluted helical coil between two shrouds. Dilute solution fell over the fluted tube countercurrent to the
rising ammonia-water vapor, while concentrated solution flowed upward within the coil removing the heat of
absorption. The local heat and mass flux equations were derived from the Colburn-Drew (1937) analysis of the
condensation of binary mixtures.

The liquid-film thickness and heat and mass transfer coefficients were

estimated from Nusselt (1916), Henstock and Hanratty (1979), Sherwood et al. (1975), and Chen et al. (1987).
A number of flow regimes were encountered on the flow-boiling side of the heat exchanger. The transitions
between these flow regimes were calculated using the criteria given by Frost and Dzakowic (1967) and Saha
and Zuber (1974). The bulk vapor on the flow-boiling side was assumed to be in equilibrium with the bulk
liquid, and the flow-boiling side mass transfer resistance was assumed negligible compared to that of the
absorption side.
The predicted temperature profiles of the absorption-side liquid matched those measured
experimentally for a number of cases. The validated program was then used to predict the local absorption-side
vapor- and liquid-phase flow rates. The minimum heat flux between the absorption side of the heat exchanger
and the flow-boiling side was experienced at approximately 9 m along the coil. Up to this point, a single-phase
heat transfer regime was seen on the flow-boiling side of the heat exchanger, and boiling occurred beyond this
point. The variation of the mass flux as a function of coil length was similar to that of the heat flux. Water
transfer was initially into the liquid film, but from 6 to 29 m along the absorber, water was desorbed from the
liquid film into the vapor. The mass transfer coefficients in the vapor phase were significantly lower than those
in the liquid phase indicating that the mass transfer resistance was mainly in the vapor phase. However, the
mass transfer resistance in the liquid phase was not low enough to be neglected. The trend in the heat transfer
coefficients was similar to that in the mass transfer coefficients.
Merrill et al. (1994; 1995) performed experiments on vertical-tube bubble absorbers using ammoniawater as the solution pair, and discussed their application in the generator absorber heat exchanger (GAX)
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cycle.

The performance of two absorbers was investigated.

The first absorber was an inverted U-tube

consisting of two concentric tubes. The second absorber incorporated internal spacers between the concentric
tubes to increase the coolant velocity, and repeated roughness elements to augment the internal heat transfer.
The thermal conductivity of the tube wall was increased by using a low carbon steel, and the diameter of the
descending leg was reduced to increase the solution mass flux and maintain bubbly two-phase flow. Two
different injectors were also used in each of the absorbers.
When both absorbers were tested under similar conditions with the second vapor injector, the enhanced
absorber displayed a GAX load of nearly 3.4 times that of the reference absorber. However, this increased
capacity was accompanied by an approach temperature difference that was three times that of the reference
absorber. The introduction of mixing tape provided the best results yielding three times the GAX load with
only a 31 % increase in the approach temperature difference. Although these results indicate the potential for
increased absorber performance through simple modification of existing designs, the maximum GAX load of
1.56 kW and maximum vapor flow rate of 5.3xl0-3 kg/s were 50% below design specifications for the heat
pump under consideration.
Kang and Christensen (1994) presented a model for use in evaluating vertical fluted-tube ammoniawater GAX absorbers.

The GAX absorber under investigation consisted of a hydronically-cooled heat

exchanger, a solution-cooled heat exchanger, and a heat exchanger that was cooled through heat recovery with
the generator. The vapor and coolant flowed upward countercurrent to the liquid in all three sections of the
GAX absorber. Model assumptions included countercurrent absorption, equilibrium at the interface between
the liquid and the vapor, complete wetting of the tube wall, the heat and mass transfer resistances in the vapor
lying within the effective vapor-film thickness, and no flooding or entrainment occurring at the interface. The
rate of mass transfer of ammonia and water was expressed in terms of the Colburn-Drew (193 7) mass transfer
coefficient. Mass and concentration balances were given for the vapor and liquid regions, and the total heat
transferred to the coolant was the sum of the heat of absorption and sensible heat due to the absorbed vapor
flow. The sensible heat due to the absorbed vapor flow was the sum of the heat due to the vapor flow to the
interface and that due to conduction through the vapor. The total heat transferred to the coolant was also
expressed as a UA-LMTD. The overall heat transfer coefficient, U, was composed of the film heat transfer
coefficient, the wall resistance, and the coolant heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient in the
vapor was needed to determine the sensible heat transfer in the vapor. The Chun-Seban correlation (1971) was
used to calculate the film heat transfer coefficient, and a correlation developed by Garimella and Christensen
(1993) was used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the coolant flowing in the annulus of the heat
exchanger. The composition of the absorbing vapor and the interface temperature were calculated for each
incremental length of the absorber until the outlet conditions were reached or the vapor was completely
absorbed.
Detailed results were presented for the hydronically-cooled absorber. As the temperature difference
between the interface and bulk vapor temperatures increased along the length of the absorber, the concentration
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difference also increased leading to an increase in the absorption rate. The temperature profile of a crosssection of the fluted tube indicated that the interface temperature was the highest temperature in the radial
direction due to the heat of absorption within the effective vapor film thickness. The molar flux of the water
was negative for the bottom heat exchanger indicating that water was evaporating from the liquid film in this
region. The most important result reported in this paper was that the overall heat transfer coefficient was
proportional to the coolant heat transfer coefficient. If improvement in the overall absorber performance was
required, the heat transfer coefficient in the annulus of the absorber would need to be increased. In addition, it
was recommended that the vapor velocity be increased to enhance the heat transfer coefficient in the vapor.
A similar study on fluted tubes with a porous medium in confined cross flow was conducted by Kang
and Christensen (1995) using ammonia-water as the solution pair. Although they had earlier suggested (Kang
and Christensen 1994) that the vapor velocity be maximized in order to increase the absorption rate, flooding
will occur when the vapor velocity is high compared to that of the liquid. A coiled fluted tube was placed inside
a cylindrical annular shell with hydronic fluid flowing upward perpendicular to the axis of the tube in confined
cross flow. The refrigerant-weak solution entered the top of the absorber with vapor flowing countercurrent to
the solution from the bottom of the absorber. A porous medium was placed on the inside surface of the fluted
tube to reduce flooding. The absorber was separated into three regions. The first region involved heat transfer
from the interface to the bulk vapor through a single-phase vapor. The second region involved single-phase
vapor transport through a porous medium at a constant interface temperature. The third region involved forced
convection through a porous medium with a constant wall heat flux. As in Kang and Christensen (1994), the
mass transfer of ammonia and water in the first region was expressed in terms of the Colburn-Drew (1937) mass
transfer coefficient. Mass and concentration balances were given for the vapor and liquid in each of the three
regions, and the heat transferred to the coolant from the interface was set equal to the sum of the total heat
transferred to the interface from the bulk vapor and the sensible heat transfer rate to the liquid region. The total
heat transferred to the coolant was also expressed as a UA-LMTD. The heat transfer coefficient for singlephase vapor was used in the first region, while the heat transfer coefficient in the vapor between the interface
and the upper boundary of the porous media and in the liquid between the interface and the wall was found
using correlations from Kang et al. (1994). The coolant-side heat transfer coefficient was calculated using a
correlation presented by Garimella et al. (1990). The composition of the absorbing vapor and the interface
temperature were calculated iteratively for each incremental length until the outlet conditions were reached or
the vapor was completely absorbed.
As in previous studies, the temperature difference between the interface and the bulk vapor decreased
with position along the length of the absorber. The coolant-side heat transfer resistance was dominant, but the
other heat transfer resistances were not negligible due to the effect of the mass transfer in the vapor region on
the absorption rate. The absorption rate was increased by increasing the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the
porous medium to that of the liquid solution, but no further incremental increase in the absorption rate was seen
beyond a ratio of approximately l 0.

The absorption rate decreased with increasing porosity due to the
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difference in the thermal conductivities of the liquid solution and the porous medium. In addition, the innerbore diameter was found to have a significant effect on the length of the absorber due to its influence on both
the solution and coolant velocities.
A vertical fluted-tube ammonia-water absorber with inserts was tested by Palmer and Christensen
(1996). This absorber consisted of three sets of coaxial tubes. An outer annulus was formed by a smooth tube
and a fluted inner tube. An inner annulus was formed by the fluted tube and one of three different inserts (A, B,
or C). Dilute solution was distributed as a thin film on the inner surface of the fluted tube flowing downward
countercurrent to the rising refrigerant vapor. The heat of absorption was removed by cooling water flowing
upward from the bottom of the absorber. It was assumed that equilibrium occurred only at the interface
between the liquid film and the vapor, the liquid film was well-mixed, heat and mass transfer occurred at steady
state, heat transfer occurred in the direction perpendicular to the tube axis, absorption occurred at a constant
pressure, and fouling resistance was significant on the inner surface of the outer annulus. The heat exchanger
was divided into a number of segments. Again, the total molar flux was determined using the diffusion
equation of Colburn and Drew ( 193 7). Mass and concentration balances were developed for the liquid solution
and vapor, and the heat transferred to the coolant was expressed as the sum of the sensible cooling of the liquid,
the heat of absorption, the sensible heating of the vapor, and convection between the vapor and the wall. An
additional expression for the heat transferred to the coolant was expressed as a UA-LMTD, where the overall
heat transfer coefficient, U, was based on a resistance network including the coolant resistance to convection
along the wall, a coolant-side fouling resistance, the wall resistance to conduction, the vapor resistance to
convection along the wall where liquid was not present, and the liquid-film resistance to convection and the
resistance to the sensible heating of the vapor where liquid was present along the wall.

The mass,

concentration, and energy balances were solved using a computer model that allowed the wetted area of the
fluted tube to be varied until the length of the absorber model agreed with the actual length of the absorber.
Representative temperature, concentration, and heat transfer profiles were provided for one test case
using insert B. The concentration of the refrigerant-weak solution entering the absorber was 16% while that of
the strong solution exiting the absorber was 28%. The model tube length matched that of the actual absorber
when 33% of the fluted tube surface area was wetted. All temperatures increased along the length of the
absorber with the bulk vapor temperature approaching that of the interface near the top of the absorber. All
concentrations decreased along the length of the absorber, and the bulk vapor concentration remained above that
of the interface throughout providing the driving force for absorption.

A comparison of the predicted

concentration of the weak solution and that found experimentally indicated that for all cases, the model
prediction was within 2%, and the model heat transfer rate was within 18. 7% of the experimental heat transfer
rate for all cases. The wetted wall fraction increased with increasing solution flow rate, with the maximum
wetted wall fraction of0.5 attained using insert C.
Merrill and Perez-Blanco (1997) developed a finite difference technique used to analyze the bubble
injection method for vapor absorption in an ammonia-water absorber. Their paper includes a detailed review of
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the literature relating to the fluid mechanics, mass transfer, heat transfer, and coupled heat and mass transfer for
the flow of bubbles. A brief description of their model is presented here. It was assumed that the bubbles were
spherical from injection to collapse, the pressure on both sides of the bubble interface was constant and equal,
the vapor concentration and temperature fields were uniform, and that the flow was irrotational outside the
bubble. The control volume and the bubble coordinate system were fixed to the bubble center of mass. The
equations for the radial and tangential velocity components in the liquid outside of the bubble were modified
from those presented by Wittke (1966) to account for convective effects during bubble collapse. The energy
equation was simplified using constant properties and a thermal boundary layer approximation.

The

conservation equation governing the mass fraction of the ammonia surrounding the bubble was also provided.
The system of equations was completed by introducing initial conditions and boundary conditions at the
interface, far from the interface, and along the axis of symmetry. Closure was provided by the vapor-liquid
equilibrium condition at the bubble interface. A fully implicit solution method was used to create a tri-diagonal
system of algebraic equations that was solved using the Thomas algorithm.
The size of the absorber was greatly reduced by breaking the vapor into small bubbles and injecting
them into the liquid during the absorption process to increase the interfacial area per unit volume. No complete
solution to the problem described above existed, so comparisons with simplified cases were used to determine
the accuracy of the model. After model validation was completed, results were presented in the form of contour
plots of the mass fraction field and temperature field at a time of0.22 s. Concentration and temperature profiles
were provided as functions of the distance from the center of the bubble at 0.11 and 0.33 s. According to
theory, as the Peclet number decreases, the boundary layer thickness should grow, but the results of this study
did not behave in this manner due to the interface dynamics. The changes in the concentration and thermal
boundary layer thicknesses appeared to be independent of the Peclet number.

The local mass transfer

coefficient doubled and the local heat transfer coefficient changed by over six fold over the life span of the
bubble. A comparison between the heat and mass transfer coefficients calculated in this study and the semiempirical correlations provided by Azbel (1981) indicated that the average heat transfer coefficient of 16,783
W/m2-K was predicted within 5%, and the average mass transfer coefficient of l.1447x10-3 mis was predicted
within 1%.
Kang et al. (1997) expanded upon their work (Kang and Christensen 1994; Kang et al. 1994; Kang and
Christensen 1995; Kang et al. 1996a, b) and that of previous investigators by developing a generalized design
model using combined heat and mass transfer analysis for all components of an ammonia-water absorption heat
pump system. The components of the GAX system that were investigated included a hydronically-cooled
absorber, a solution-cooled absorber, a GAX absorber, a gas-fired desorber, a solution-heated desorber, a GAX
desorber, rectifier, condenser, evaporator, precooler, and air coils. Due to differing flow configurations, a unit
vector was introduced to account for the countercurrent and co-current flows within various components. The
total molar flux of ammonia and water condensed or evaporated was determined using the diffusion equation of
Colburn and Drew (1937). Mass and concentration balances for the liquid and vapor were provided, and the
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energy transferred to the coolant from the interface was set equal to the sum of the heat of
absorption/desorption, the sensible heat from the vapor, and the sensible heat transfer from the condensate. The
total heat transferred to the coolant was also set equal to a UA-LMTD.

Here, the overall heat transfer

coefficient, U, was composed of the coolant heat transfer coefficient, the wall resistance, and the heat transfer
coefficient of the solution side. The heat transfer coefficients within each region of the flow were functions of
the flow regimes within each region and the geometric configuration of the heat exchanger. The diffusion
equation and the mass, concentration, and energy balance equations were solved simultaneously for each
segment of a particular component.
Sample results were presented for the solution-heated desorber, and results for the absorber, rectifier,
and condenser were taken from previous publications for discussion purposes. In the solution-heated desorber,
solution flowed down the inner wall of a fluted tube while vapor rose in the core. The weak solution flowing
upward in the annulus provided the heat of desorption to the falling solution. The vapor temperature was higher
than that of the solution due to the desorption energy released to the bulk vapor from the interface. The vapor
temperature was lower than that of the weak solution in the annulus at the bottom of the desorber, but near the
midway point, the weak solution temperature dropped below that of the vapor. The vapor temperature remained
relatively constant because the heat transfer coefficient in the bulk vapor was relatively small. Initially, both
water and ammonia were desorbed into the vapor, but ammonia and water transfer occurred in opposite
directions through most of the desorber.
A composition map for the absorbed/desorbed vapor was developed to investigate concentration
relationships within each component. The bulk vapor concentration was higher than the vapor concentration at
the interface in the absorber, while the interfacial concentration was higher in the rectifier, condenser, desorber,
and evaporator. Although the heat transfer coefficient in the vapor had a significant effect on the size of the
desorber and the heat transfer coefficient in the liquid was more important in the absorber, in general, the best
way to decrease the size of a heat exchanger was to increase the heat transfer coefficient on the coolant side.
Garrabrant and Christensen (1997) modeled a perforated-fin heat and mass transfer device
(Christensen et al. 1998) for use as a compact absorber for a GAX cycle, with experimental validation. Two
prototype perforated-fin absorbers were tested. The first prototype had a single perforated-fin column and a
single offset strip fin (OSF) column assembled in a machined plate. The second prototype was a single
perforated-fin column brazed between two OSF columns. The perforated fin consisted of a carbon steel sheet
with specially shaped holes, folded accordion style and sandwiched between two thin sheets of carbon steel.
The test facility used to analyze the prototype absorbers was similar to the test facility used in the current
research. Solution and vapor flowed co-currently through the generator before being separated in a cyclone
separator. Saturated vapor exited the top of the separator before entering the bottom of the absorber. Saturated
refrigerant-weak solution exited the bottom of the separator and entered the top of the absorber after flowing
through a sight glass and needle valve. Cooling water entered the bottom of the absorber flowing upward
through the OSF column countercurrent to the liquid solution.
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It was assumed that countercurrent absorption occurred in a finned rectangular tube with coolant

flowing in an adjacent duct countercurrent to the solution. They also assumed that equilibrium between the
vapor and solution occurred at the interface, heat and mass transfer resistances in the vapor region were within
the effective vapor film thickness, the liquid film was very thin and had no mass transfer resistance, the liquid
film was well mixed, and no flooding or entrainment existed at the interface. The model developed by Colburn
and Drew (1937) and modified by Price and Bell (1974) was used to determine the net flux of ammonia and
water from the vapor to the solution. The diffusion equation and mass and concentration balances in the liquid
and the vapor were used to iteratively determine the unknown molar flux concentration. The heat transferred to
the coolant was the sum of the heat of absorption, the sensible heat lost or gained by the vapor, and the sensible
heat of the liquid. Convection between the vapor and the liquid was modeled as a single-phase flow over a flat
plate. The vapor also transferred heat directly to or from the wall and indirectly to or from the perforated fin.
The single-phase convective heat transfer coefficient was used with the incremental wall length for heat transfer
with the wall, and the fin efficiency was introduced for heat transfer through the fin. The film heat transfer
coefficient provided by Chun and Seban (1971) was used along with a fin efficiency to model the heat transfer
from the solution film to the wall. Convection heat transfer to the coolant was modeled using the results from
experimental studies for offset strip fins performed by Manglik and Bergles (1990). The interface temperature
was iteratively determined using the energy balance between the coolant and the interface.

The wall

temperature was also determined iteratively using the converged heat transfer rate and the OSF heat transfer
resistance. The solution procedure continued until the user specified length was reached or vapor absorption
was completed.
Raw data from the experiments performed on the first prototype absorber were used as the inputs to the
design model. Key heat and mass transfer parameters were modified through the introduction of constant
multipliers until the model results agreed with the experimental data. Calibration correlations were added to the
model to account for these constants. The wetted fin area was highly dependent upon the solution flow rate,
and the fin efficiency multiplier was found to be dependent upon the solution flow rate, vapor flow rate, and
solution concentration. The heat transfer coefficient was modified to account for the increase in direct contact
area with the wall due to increasing solution flow rate and the turbulence induced in the film due to vapor shear.
The calibrated model was used to predict the performance of the second prototype absorber, and in all cases,
good agreement was observed without further modification to the calibration correlations. The second absorber
was able to achieve absorber loads ranging from 1.47 to 2.93 kW at overall heat transfer conductances of 1829
to 2445 WIK in a small 432 x 127 x 38.1 mm package.
Kang et al. (1998) developed a model for ammonia-water bubble absorption within a plate heat
exchanger that determined the heat and mass transfer resistances within both the liquid and the bubble.
Although the model was developed for a hydronically-cooled plate heat exchanger, the model could also be
applied to a solution-cooled absorber or a GAX absorber. Liquid solution flowed from the top of the absorber
in a 3.3 mm channel countercurrent to the rising refrigerant vapor. The hydronic fluid also flowed upward in a
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2.54 mm channel countercurrent to the liquid solution. An offset strip fin (OSF) was inserted in the coolant
channel to enhance the heat transfer coefficient. An incremental control volume analysis was performed, and it
was assumed that the process was at steady state, the system pressure was constant, the size and velocity of the
bubbles were uniform at each incremental position, bubble breakup and coalescence were negligible, and no
direct heat transfer occurred between the bubbles and the hydronic fluid.

The volumetric mass transfer

coefficient presented by Hikita et al. (1981 ), the mass transfer coefficient in the liquid phase by Akita and
Yoshida (1974), and the mass transfer coefficient in the vapor phase by Clift et al. (1978) were used. Mass,
concentration, and energy balances were developed based on the incremental control volume, and a total energy
balance between the coolant and the solution was established. The total heat transfer to the coolant was also
expressed as a UA-LMTD where the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, was a function of the liquid-phase heat
transfer coefficient, the hydronic fluid heat transfer coefficient, and the wall resistance. Two iterative loops,
one for the diffusion and mass balances and the other for the energy balance, were required to obtain a
converged solution.
Unlike several previous studies, this paper considered the heat and mass transfer resistances in the
liquid and bubble regions. The bulk liquid and interface temperatures were almost identical throughout the
absorber, but the temperature difference between the bulk liquid and the coolant increased along the length of
the absorber. Although the vapor inlet temperature was much lower than that of the coolant, it rose quickly to
approach that of the interface. Ammonia and water transfer were in opposite directions for the first 125 mm of
the absorber. Beyond that point, both ammonia and water were absorbed into the liquid region. The mass
transfer resistance of the liquid was much higher than that of the vapor, while the heat transfer resistance of the
coolant was most important in determining the overall heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer area remained
constant throughout the absorber, but as the bubbles collapsed and the gas holdup decreased, the area for mass
transfer also decreased. A parametric analysis indicated that the mass transfer area per unit length has a much
greater impact on the overall length of the absorber than the heat transfer area per unit length.

Summary
The increased complexity inherent in the design of advanced absorption cycles requires improvement
of the current design tools for developing absorption technologies at the component level. A comprehensive
survey of falling-film absorption processes and models appears in the review paper by Killion and Garimella
(2001). Beutler et al. (1996a; 1996b) and Hoffman and Ziegler (1996) conducted experimental studies on
NaOH-KOH mixtures, LiBr-H20, and NH 3-H 20 films over horizontal tube banks and vertical tubes to show
that the solution does not fully cover the tube surface of smooth tubes and tends to flow as rivulets
corresponding to distributor locations. An experimental study of a falling film over a coiled tube ammoniawater absorber was conducted by Jeong et al. (1998), who found that the heat transfer coefficient of the falling
film increased linearly with the solution flow rate both with and without absorption, although the film heat
transfer coefficient was higher without absorption due to inadequate wetting caused by vapor shear in the
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absorption experiments. Jeong and Garimella (2002) addressed this lack of complete wetting by introducing a
wetting ratio for LiBr-H2 0 absorbers that successfully predicted data from other investigators and also provided
insights into the relative significance of absorption in the falling-film and droplet-formation and fall modes,
respectively. For horizontal-tube, falling-film ammonia-water absorbers, Perez-Blanco (1988) found that at
typical operating conditions, the absorption rate is controlled by the mass transfer process in the falling film,
with all other factors having negligible effects. Herbine and Perez-Blanco (1995) modeled the absorption
process in an ammonia-water vertical-tube bubble absorber. Unlike other previous models, their analysis was
able to account for water desorption from the solution in some portions of the absorber due to the prevailing
concentration gradients. Potnis et al. (1997) used a generalized approach for GAX component and system
simulation and reported that although the mass transfer resistance resides primarily in the vapor phase, the
liquid-phase mass transfer resistance should not be considered negligible for an ammonia-water system.
Attempts at obtaining compact ammonia-water absorber geometries have included counter-current
fluted-tube absorbers (Kang and Christensen 1994, 1995; Palmer and Christensen 1996) and bubble absorbers
for GAX systems (Merrill et al. 1994, 1995). Merrill et al. (1994; 1995) used numerous passive enhancement
techniques such as repeated roughness elements, internal spacers, and increased thermal conductivity metal to
improve heat transfer, and mass transfer improvement was achieved through the use of static mixers, variable
cross-section flow areas, and numerous vapor injector designs. Palmer and Christensen (1996) developed a
model for predicting the performance of three different fluid distribution inserts in a vertical fluted-tube
absorber for the GAX cycle. Merrill and Perez-Blanco (1997) investigated ammonia-water bubble absorption
in a compact absorber in which the interfacial area per unit volume of vapor and the liquid mixing at the vaporliquid interface were increased by breaking the vapor up into small bubbles and injecting them into the liquid.
A generalized design tool capable of modeling all components within an absorption system was presented by
Kang et al. (1997). Garrabrant and Christensen (1997) analyzed a corrugated and perforated fin surface placed
between rectangular coolant channels (Christensen et al. 1998) for ammonia-water absorbers. In this design,
the vapor flows upward through perforations in the corrugated fins, while absorbent solution flows downward
over the corrugated fins and through the perforations. Kang et al. (1998) evaluated the heat and mass transfer
resistances in both the liquid and vapor regions in a countercurrent ammonia-water bubble absorber composed
of a plate heat exchanger with offset strip fin inserts.

Need for Further Research
The success of the entire absorption cycle depends on the design of the absorber. Therefore, the
development of a number of absorption technologies has been directed at improving the performance of the
absorber. In most cases, design tools are specific to certain absorber geometries and flow conditions. In
addition, although some of the concepts presented above have yielded high heat and mass transfer rates in
commercial applications, designs for use in residential systems must have favorable heat and mass transfer
rates, and they must necessarily attain these rates with simple and compact geometries.

The lack of
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understanding of the heat and mass transfer in absorbers with volatile absorbents, especially with experimental
validation, must also be addressed.
The current research investigates the performance of a simple ammonia-water absorber design that
incorporates low thermal resistances on both the coolant and absorption sides, adequate transfer surface area on
both sides, and low pressure drops on both sides. In addition, this absorber achieves these requirements for the
design of a successful absorber in an extremely compact, versatile geometry that can be used for all other
absorption components. A design model with experimental validation is also presented. Thus, this study
addresses many of the deficiencies found in the pertinent literature.
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CHAPTER 3. PROTOTYPE ABSORBER DEVELOPMENT
The discussion in the previous chapters highlighted the need for compact heat and mass exchangers to
facilitate the implementation of absorption cycles for space-conditioning applications.

The deficiencies in

current designs, as well as the inadequate understanding of the transfer phenomena were also described. In this
chapter, a miniaturization technology for heat and mass exchangers introduced by Garimella (1999) to address
each of these deficiencies in an extremely compact geometry is described.

Concept Description
The proposed concept is presented in Figure 6, where the global flow paths and the details of two
successive passes of the absorber are shown. Short lengths of microchannel tubes are placed in the square array
Al-Bl-Cl-Dl.

A second tube array A2-B2-C2-D2 is placed above level 1 in a transverse orientation

perpendicular to the tubes in level 1. The number of levels forming the complete lattice is based upon design
duty requirements. Hydronic fluid (coolant) enters the tube lattice at Al. The fluid flows from header Al-Bl
in parallel through all of the tubes in level 1 and is collected in the outlet header C 1-D 1 on the opposite side of
the tube array. The fluid flows to the upper level passing from Dl to D2. In level 2, the fluid again flows in
parallel from header D2-B2 to the outlet header C2-A2. This flow pattern continues upward through the lattice
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Figure 6. Binary Fluid Heat and Mass Exchanger Miniaturization Technology Concept
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until the fluid exits at the outlet of the upper-most header.

Due to the small diameter of the tubes, this

configuration allows for extremely high coolant-side heat transfer coefficients even though the flow is laminar.
No complex and expensive passive or active heat transfer enhancements are required. In addition, the coolantside pressure drop is easily kept within the required limits by appropriately increasing the number of tubes per
row and the number ofrows per pass.
A distribution device above the first row of tubes distributes the solution so that it flows in the fallingfilm mode countercurrent to the coolant flowing within the tubes. Vapor is introduced at the bottom of the
absorber and rises upward countercurrent to the gravity-driven falling solution. This flow arrangement leads to
effective vapor-solution contact, minimizing heat and mass transfer resistances. The low absorption-side heat
transfer resistance coupled with the high tube-side heat transfer coefficient means that the heat of absorption is
transferred to the coolant with low thermal resistances. Gravity driven absorbent/refrigerant flows minimize the
solution-side pressure drops. Larger surface-to-volume ratios are also achieved in this configuration. The
prototype absorber thus addresses the requirements of low heat and mass transfer resistances on the absorption
side, adequate surface area on both sides, low heat transfer resistance of the coupling fluid, and low pressure
drop on both sides in an extremely compact design.
This simple geometry is suitable for almost all absorption heat pump components and can operate with
any fluid pair regardless of absorbent volatility.

High heat and mass transfer rates are achieved through

countercurrent vapor-liquid flow, vapor shear, adiabatic absorption between tubes, species concentration
redistribution due to liquid droplet impingement, and significant interaction between vapor and liquid flow
around adjacent tubes in both the transverse and vertical directions.

Prototype Design and Construction
A heat and mass transfer model based on the Colburn-Drew (1937) method was used by Garimella
(1999) to estimate the size of a hydronically-cooled absorber for a single-effect heat pump using the
miniaturization technology described above.

The absorber was designed for a 10.55 kW cooling load

residential heat pump, i.e., an absorption load of about 19 .28 kW. The resulting design consisted of 5 passes of
15 tube rows each with 40, l.587 mm outside diameter by 127 mm long tubes per row for a total of 3000 tubes.
A tube center-to-center spacing of 3.175 mm was used in the horizontal direction, while the pitch in the vertical
direction was 6.35 mm. The resulting absorber was 0.476 m high with a total surface area of l.9 m 2• The 5
pass arrangement was selected to keep the tube-side pressure drop below 23.5 kPa. The Kutateladze number
criterion provided by Richter (1981) was used to ensure that the horizontal pitch chosen for the prototype did
not cause any flooding due to the countercurrent flow of the vapor.
In addition to this modeling effort, flow-visualization studies were conducted by Dowling (2000) to
ensure optimum tube spacing. No heat transfer took place during these experiments. Seven test sections of
varying horizontal and vertical pitches were fabricated to simulate the absorber tube array. These test sections
were placed in a transparent enclosure during the visualization experiments. Mixtures of water and alcohol
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were used to represent the refrigerant/absorbent pair so that the tests could be run at atmospheric conditions.
These tests indicated that a pitch of 4.76 mm in both directions minimizes bridge and column formation
between adjacent tubes, while providing adequate flow area for the rising vapor. Here, bridging is defined as
liquid solution hanging between adjacent tubes in the horizontal direction blocking the path of the vapor.
Columns occur when the liquid solution flows between adjacent tubes in the vertical direction without forming
droplets. Droplet formation and impingement are desired to enhance the local heat and mass transfer within the
absorber.
Figure 7 shows three photographs of the prototype absorber fabricated based on these analyses and
preliminary tests. Details of the absorber geometry are given in Table 1. Note that the header arrangement was
modified from the original concept shown in Figure 6. The distribution tubes have been replaced by larger
reservoirs based on fabrication considerations. The photograph on the left shows the absorber tube array before
the end plates for the headers are brazed, to reveal the details of the tube spacing and pass arrangement. The
coolant tubes were brazed to the header assembly with a 4.76 mm tube pitch in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. Cooling water enters the absorber at the bottom section on the visible side of the absorber. The
coolant then flows upward through the tube array in a serpentine fashion before exiting the absorber on the
opposite side of the absorber. The photograph in the center shows the crisscross structure of the tube array.
Dilute solution flows over the outside of this tube array in the falling-film mode countercurrent to the vapor
passing through the spaces between the tubes and the coolant flowing within the tubes. In this photograph, two
of the tubes appear warped due to the brazing process. However, backlit photographs of the entire tube
assembly indicate that light passes through almost every tube in the array, confirming that only an extremely
small fraction of the tubes near the top were affected.

Baffle covers with thermocouple ports for each

Figure 7. Photographs of the Prototype Absorber
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Table 1. Prototype Absorber Geometry
Geometric Parameter

Value

Tube outer diameter, d 0 ,r. mm

1.575

Tube inner diameter, d;,r. mm

1.067

Tube wall material and thermal conductivity, kw, W/m-K

T304 Stainless Steel, 15.4

Tube length, L 1, m

0.140

Number of tubes per row, N 1,pr

27

Number of rows per pass, Nr,pp

16

Number of passes, NP

5

Tube transverse pitch, P 1,1, mm

4.76

Row vertical pitch, Pr,v• mm

4.76

Absorber height,

habs.

m

Total surface area, A 0 s 11i. m2

0.508
1.50

coolant-side pass were welded to the outside of the absorber as seen in the photograph on the right. This
photograph shows the completed absorber with the drip tray and the dilute solution inlet tube attached to the top
of the assembly. The concentrated solution collection tray is located at the bottom of the absorber.
Figure 8 is a schematic of the absorber test section. During testing, the entire assembly was enclosed
in a flanged stainless steel shell with a domed top. This shell was bolted to a base flange, and all of the fluid
inlets and outlets, thermocouple probes, and pressure transducer taps entered the absorber through the base
flange. The coolant entered the absorber through the base flange in a 12.7 mm tube connected to the header of
the first pass of the absorber. This coolant flowed upward through the absorber and exited the header of the
final pass in a 12.7 mm tube that carried the coolant out through the base flange of the absorber. The baffle
covers mentioned above were designed to hold 1.59 mm Type T thermocouples at the midpoint of the header of
each pass so that the progression of coolant temperature could be measured along the length of the absorber.
The weak solution entered the absorber in a 12.7 mm tube with a vertical section carrying it to the top of the
tube array. Here, the tube curved over the distribution tray where the solution was distributed over the top row
of tubes by a flat plate with 0.742 mm holes drilled directly above the locations where successive tube rows
crossed in the array.

A 3.175 mm diameter Type T thermocouple probe located in the distribution tray

monitored the temperature of the weak solution entering the absorber. The ammonia-rich vapor entered the
absorber through the base flange in a hook-shaped 12.7 mm tube located just above the concentrated solution
collection tray at the bottom of the absorber. The hook shape with the vapor outlet facing downward ensured
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Figure 8. Prototype Absorber Test Section Schematic

that falling solution could not enter the vapor line. The concentrated solution exited the absorber in a 12.7 mm
tube located flush with the bottom flange. The concentrated solution temperature was also measured using a
3.175 mm diameter Type T thermocouple probe located in the center of the collection tray. The tube array of
the prototype absorber was bolted to the base flange to allow replacement of this geometry with other tube array
designs.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter outlines the experimental approach used to investigate the performance of the prototype
absorber. Detailed descriptions of the absorption test facility, testing procedures, and data analysis techniques
are provided. Procedures for safe handling of ammonia, charging the test facility, and running experiments are
also outlined. The description of the data analysis techniques includes the determination of the absorber heat
duty and absorption-side heat transfer coefficient along with the method for determining the uncertainty in these
calculations.

Absorption Test Facility
The test facility incorporates all components and instrumentation necessary to evaluate the
performance of a variety of absorber designs. A steam-heated desorber supplies the thermal energy that drives
the system while the heat of absorption is rejected to city water through a closed cooling-water loop.
Temperature and pressure measurements at the inlets and outlets of each heat exchanger along with flow rate
measurements for each solution and cooling-water stream provide redundant measurements of the heat duty of
each component. These measurements allow the performance parameters of the absorber to be calculated with
a high degree of certainty.
A schematic of the test facility is given in Figure 9. Two views of the test facility are shown in Figure
10 with important elements of the test facility highlighted in the smaller photographs at right. Note that testing
of the prototype absorber had been completed when these photographs were taken, and a shell-and-tube
absorber is located in the test section. The essential components of the test facility remain unchanged, however,
and these photographs provide a better indication of the location of these components than previous
photographs as the loop had not yet been reinsulated. A photograph of the prototype absorber in the test section
of the test facility is shown in Figure 11 for comparison.

Component Overview and Operation
This section describes the function of each test facility component starting at the inlet of the solution
pump and ending with the absorption components. A variable-speed pump delivers the desired concentrated
solution flow rate at state 1 to the steam-heated tube-in-tube convective-flow desorber where vapor generation
is controlled by varying the inlet pressure of the steam. Dilute solution and vapor exit the desorber at state 2 in
co-flow. The vapor and dilute solution are then separated downstream of the desorber outlet. Separation of the
vapor and the dilute solution enables these two streams to enter the absorber at different locations while also
allowing the dilute solution flow rate to be measured. The dilute solution at state 3 is cooled to state 4
downstream of the separator as necessary to ensure that a single-phase liquid flows through the dilute solution
mass flow meter. This stream enters the absorber and is evenly distributed over the coolant tubes through the
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T =Temperature Probe
P = Pressure Transmitter
m = Mass Flow Meter
ll = Regulating Valve
X = Ball Valve
IS2I = Bullseye Sight Glass
1 = State Point
(1 )= Component
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Figure 9. Test Facility Schematic
drip tray. The vapor stream leaves the separator at state 6 and enters the absorber at the bottom of the tube array
before flowing upward countercurrent to the dilute solution as the heat of absorption is removed by the coolant
flowing upward inside the tube array. A system of valves allows for testing of other absorber geometries that
require the dilute solution and vapor to enter the absorber together. The concentrated solution exiting the
absorber at state 5 is further subcooled as necessary in a small shell-and-tube heat exchanger before returning to
the solution pump. The coolant loop consists of a circulation pump and a plate heat exchanger. The heat of
absorption removed in the absorber by the cooling water at state 8 is rejected from the cooling water at state 7 to
the city water flowing through the plate heat exchanger. The city water flow rate was varied to provide the
requisite closed loop coolant temperature. In addition, the closed loop coolant flow rate is controlled to obtain
the desired coolant temperature difference and the required absorption rate.
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Figure 10. Photographs of the Absorption Test Facility

1. Weak Solution Subcooler
2. Weak Solution Regulating Valve
3. Weak Solution Coriolis Flow Meter
4. Pressure Transmitter
5. Differential Pressure Transmitter
6. Solution Pump
7. City Water Flow Meters
8. Separator Assembly
9. Solution Pump Flow Control
10. Solution Flow Displays
11. Coolant Pump
12. Plate Heat Exchanger
13. Desorber
14. Electronic Switch Box
15. Coolant Magnetic Flow Meter
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Figure 11. Photograph of the Prototype Absorber in the Test Section

The test facility is designed to be a single-pressure system, without a condenser and evaporator. This
allows closer control of the absorber conditions, without a dependence on evaporator and condenser coupling
fluid conditions. This is also beneficial in keeping the maximum system pressure to the relatively lower values
characteristic of the absorber rather than the desorber pressure in a real sytem. The solution-side of the test
facility is designed to operate between 400 and 700 kPa. Because the ammonia-water solution pair is extremely
corrosive, all solution-side components are constructed of stainless steel and Teflon.

Cooling-water and

solution-side plumbing consist of stainless steel Swagelock compression fittings and 12.7 mm diameter tubing
selected to keep the refrigerant vapor and cooling-water pressure drops to a minimum.
The solution pump ((6) in Figures 9 and 10) is a variable speed MicroPump gear pump with a
maximum flow rate of 4. 7x 10-5 m3/s. This pump is rated for a maximum differential pressure of 345 kPa and a
maximum system pressure of 2.1 MPa. During testing, the maximum system pressure remains well below this
value, and the maximum differential pressure was approximately 144 kPa at 2.3xl0-4 m3/s. The desorber (13) is
a 5.9 m long stainless steel coiled tube-in-tube heat exchanger manufactured by Exergy, Inc. The solution flows
through a 12.7 mm outer diameter, 1.65 mm wall thickness inner tube while steam flows in the annulus between
the inner tube and a 25.4 mm outer diameter, 1.65 mm wall thickness outer tube countercurrent to the solution.
The steam pressure is reduced to the desired pressure using a regulating valve from a high-pressure supply of
690 kPa. The inner tube is rated to a maximum system pressure of 20 MPa, at 425°C while the outer tube is
rated to 6.9 MPa at 425°C.
The separator (8) shown in Figure 12 was designed and fabricated in-house. The photograph on the
left is of the separator plumbed into the test facility. The photograph in the middle is looking down into the
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Figure 12. Photographs of the Separator

separator from the top, and the photograph on the right is of the top flange of the separator shown upside down
in this figure. The shell consists of two flanges welded to a 0.3 m long section of 0.15 m diameter stainless
steel pipe. Two blank flanges are bolted to the flanged shell with gaskets made of Teflon. The solution enters
the separator in a 12.7 mm diameter tube through a bored-through Swagelock fitting in the center of the top
flange. This tube extends approximately halfway down the length of the separator where it is capped, and 32,
1.6 mm holes are drilled along its length to decrease the velocity of the two-phase mixture entering the
separator. A 0.15 m long, 50 mm diameter stainless steel pipe nipple with 56, 3.2 mm holes drilled along its
length allows for further expansion and separation. After the two-phase mixture enters the large separation
chamber, the vapor rises to the top by buoyancy, and the dilute solution falls to the bottom by gravity. Stainless
steel meshes of varying mesh size at the top and bottom of the separator collect any liquid that is still entrained
in the vapor before the vapor exits the separator through a 12.7 mm fitting at the top of the assembly. The dilute
solution collects at the bottom of the separator and also exits through a 12.7 mm fitting.
The pump precooler and dilute solution subcooler (1) are identical 0.254 m long single-pass shell-andtube heat exchangers manufactured by Exergy, Inc. In the pump precooler, the concentrated solution flows
through the 7 baffle, 38.1 mm diameter shell while city water flows inside 55, 3.2 mm outside diameter, 0.32
mm wall thickness tubes. In the dilute solution subcooler, the dilute solution flows in the tube side while city
water flows in the shell side. Each of these heat exchangers is capable of operation at a maximum tube-side
pressure of 8.2 MPa, a maximum shell-side pressure of 5.5 MPa, and a maximum average temperature
difference of 70°C.
The coolant pump ( 11) is a % hp Goulds Pumps, Inc. centrifugal pump with a maximum flow rate of
l .5x 10-3 m3Is and a maximum differential pressure of 310 kPa. The closed cooling-water to city water heat
exchanger is a Tranter, Inc. Superchanger plate heat exchanger (12) rated to a maximum system pressure of 1.0
MPa at 93°C.
The test facility control system includes numerous valves for controlling the flow of the dilute solution,
vapor, cooling water, steam, and city water streams. Whitey severe service union bonnet valves (2) are used to
regulate the flow of the dilute solution and vapor streams. These linear valves have an 11.1 mm orifice and
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require 8 turns to close from fully open. The steam pressure is regulated by a pneumatic Fisher Controls control
system. The flow rate of each city water stream is regulated using Dwyer rotameters (7) with flow control
valves.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
Temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate measurement locations are shown in Figure 9. A summary
of the instrumentation and accuracies is presented in Table 2. Micromotion CFM025 Elite coriolis mass flow
meters (3) with ±0.15% uncertainties are used for the measurement of the concentrated and dilute solution flow
rates. The concentrated solution flow rate is controlled by the variable-speed solution pump (6) while the vapor
generation rate is varied by increasing or decreasing the saturation pressure of the steam in the desorber
between 140 and 310 kPa.

This vapor generation rate is calculated by taking the difference between the

measured concentrated and dilute solution flow rates. The closed-loop cooling-water flow rate is measured
using a Rosemount 8711 magnetic flow meter (15) with an uncertainty of ±0.5%. The city-water flow rates are
measured and regulated using Dwyer rotameters (7). The uncertainty associated with the measurement of these
flow rates is relatively insignificant for the analysis as these streams are only used to roughly confirm the heat
Table 2. Instrumentation Specifications
Instrument

Manufacturer

Model

Fluid

Accuracy

Temperature
Thermocouple

Omega

TypeT

NH3-H20, City, and
Cooling Water

±0.5°C

RTD

Omega

Pr-13

NH3-H20

±0.5-0.8°C

NHrH20

±0.15% Reading

Mass Flow Rate
Coriolis Mass
Flow Meter

Micromotion

CFM025 Elite
Volumetric Flow Rate

Magnetic Flow
Meter

Rosemount

8711

Cooling Water

±0.50% Reading

Rotameter

Dwyer

Visi-Float

City Water

NIA

NH3-H20

±0.25% Span

Cooling Water

±0.075% Span

Pressure
Pressure
Transducer

Rosemount

2088
Differential Pressure

Diff. Pressure
Transducer

Rosemount

3051
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duties measured at the absorber and plate heat exchanger. Solution and vapor inlet and outlet pressures are
measured using Rosemount 2088 Smart pressure transducers (4) with uncertainties of ±0.25% of span. In
addition, the tube-side pressure drop in the absorber is measured using a Rosemount 3051 differential pressure
transducer (5) with an uncertainty of ±0.075% of span.

The temperatures of the dilute solution in the

distribution tray and the concentrated solution in the collection tray are measured using Omega type T
thermocouples (±0.5°C uncertainty). All other solution-side temperatures are measured using Omega type Pr13 platinum resistance temperature devices (RTDs) with uncertainties of ±0.5°C to ±0.8°C depending on the
measured temperature. Omega type T thermocouples are used to measure the coolant temperatures at the inlet
and outlet header of each pass of the absorber, the coolant temperature at the inlet and outlet of the plate heat
exchanger, and the city water temperatures at the inlets and outlets of the pump precooler, the dilute solution
subcooler, and the plate heat exchanger.

An IOTech TempScan 1100 data acquisition system capable of

recording 992 independent channels at up to 960 channels per second records all measured data for real-time
data analysis. Plots of the temperatures and pressures versus time are used to ensure that steady-state conditions
are reached before data for any test condition are recorded.

Experimental Procedures
Step-by-step procedures and checklists for the charging, startup, testing, and shutdown of the
absorption test facility are provided in Appendix A. A brief overview of each of those procedures is presented
here.

Safety Precautions
When working with chemicals such as ammonia that are harmful to humans if used improperly, safety
is always the first priority. Whenever direct contact with ammonia is a possibility such as during the charging
and discharging of the loop or when plumbing modifications are made to a section of the loop that has been in
contact with ammonia, gloves and a Wilson Safety Products full face mask fitted with ammonia/methylamine
cartridges are worn. Protective goggles are worn at all times during testing as a precautionary measure. The
entire test facility is located under a fume hood, within a plastic curtain to trap and remove any ammonia that
might be released during charging or testing. A Lumidor ammonia detector calibrated to sound an alarm at 25
ppm ammonia is located on the wall next to the test facility serving as an additional safety measure.

Charging Procedure
Preparation for the charging of the test facility requires that a leak check be conducted under pressure
followed by the evacuation of the test facility. The solution-side of the test facility is pressurized to 1.2 MPa
with nitrogen gas and a trace amount of R-134a. A CPS model L-709a electronic refrigerant leak detector is
used to check all of the fittings, gaskets, and welds to verify that the system has no leaks. In addition, the
system remains pressurized overnight while the data acquisition system monitors the system pressure. If the
pressure trace indicates that no leaks are present, the test facility is evacuated to 150 microns (20.03 Pa) using a
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DV Industries model DV-85N vacuum pump. This removes any non-condensable gases that may be present in
the loop. All of the ball valves located on the solution side of the loop are closed and opened three times at 30
minute intervals to remove any air that may be trapped in the valve packing. A Thermal Engineering model
14571 vacuum gauge is used to monitor the vacuum pressure. A similar technique is used prior to charging the
cooling-water side of the test facility. Evacuating the cooling-water side of the loop ensures that no air bubbles
that might affect coolant properties are trapped during charging.
The cooling-water side of the test facility is charged before the solution side so that the circulating
cooling water can act as a heat sink during charging of the ammonia. A cooling-water tank is attached to the
evacuated test facility, and cooling water flows into the loop until the system pressure equalizes. The masses of
ammonia and water required to operate the loop at a nominal test condition are calculated using the total volume
of the solution side of the test facility, and the concentration and specific volume of the solution in each
component and the connecting lines of the test facility. A table of component volumes and void fractions, and
local mixture specific volumes, mass fractions, and ammonia and water masses is located in Appendix B.
Nominally, 2.0 kg of ammonia and 3.0 kg of water are required. After evacuation, the ammonia and water are
introduced at the lowest point in the loop so that the solution stream can be circulated during charging. The
amounts of ammonia and water introduced into the loop are continuously monitored using a scale. First, the
required amount of distilled water is released into the loop. The required amount of ammonia is then slowly
introduced into the loop at the same location so that the ammonia is absorbed into the water as it enters the loop.
As the ammonia enters the loop, the city water, cooling water, and solution are circulated throughout the test
facility to remove the heat of absorption. As the vapor expands from the ammonia tank into the loop, a certain
amount of condensation and freezing on the outside of the plumbing near the charging port is expected. A blow
dryer is used to keep this to a minimum.
Startup and Testing Procedures
The goal of the procedures for each data point is to obtain and maintain the desired cooling-water flow
rate, concentrated solution flow rate, and vapor production rate. For each test condition, the city- and coolingwater flow rates are first set to their respective values before opening the steam control valve. The city-water
flow rate to the plate heat exchanger is adjusted to some nominal value for each desired concentrated solution
flow rate while the city-water flow rates to the pump precooler and the dilute solution subcooler are adjusted at
a later time based on the requirements of the specific test condition. The cooling-water pump is turned on, and
the cooling-water flow rate is adjusted to the specified value using a regulating valve. After the heat removal
mechanism is operating, the steam control valve is opened, and the desorber steam inlet temperature is closely
monitored. The steam flow rate through the desorber fluctuates for the first few minutes after opening the
control valve due to condensate from previous tests trapped in the steam lines. Once the desorber steam inlet
temperature indicates that steam is steadily flowing through the desorber, the solution pump is turned on, and
the solution flow rate is slowly increased while monitoring the desorber solution exit temperature and the
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desorber solution inlet pressure which represents the highest pressure in the system. Initially, the heat removal
system easily removes the heat input to the system at the desorber, but as the steam flow rate is increased, the
temperature of the solution exiting the desorber increases as does the system pressure.
The steam flow rate and the concentrated solution flow rate are steadily increased until the desorber
solution exit temperature reaches approximately 90°C at the desired concentrated solution flow rate. The
cooling-water and concentrated solution flow rates are now set at their respective operating conditions.
However, the flow rate of the mixture flowing through the dilute solution line cannot be measured because this
solution stream is typically two-phase as indicated by a 9.5 mm Bulls Eye sight plug located downstream of the
dilute solution mass flow meter. The pressure drop in the dilute solution line needs to be increased to coincide
with that of the single-phase vapor line. The dilute solution regulating valve is closed until a liquid level is seen
in the Vilter sight glass located in parallel with the separator. If the solution flow meter and sight plug still
indicate that the dilute solution is two-phase, the city-water flow rate in the dilute solution subcooler is
increased to condense and subcool any vapor in this stream. When all temperatures, pressures, and flow rates
have reached a semi-steady state, the vapor production rate is slowly increased by increasing the saturation
pressure of the steam entering the desorber. The increase in refrigerant vapor production is accompanied by
further closing of the dilute solution regulating valve so that the pressure drops in both the refrigerant vapor line
and the dilute solution line to the absorber remain the same. When the desired refrigerant vapor production rate
is reached, as indicated by the difference between the concentrated and dilute solution flow rates, the system is
allowed to reach steady state.
During testing, the system pressures, temperatures, and flow rates are constantly monitored using the
data acquisition system. Not only does this allow the test conditions to be reached efficiently, but it also serves
as a safety measure to ensure that the system pressure and temperature do not increase beyond prescribed limits.
Typically, the absorber pressure during testing was not allowed to exceed 650 kPa. After reaching the desired
test conditions, plots of the temperatures and pressures versus time are monitored to establish that steady state
has been achieved. For the initial test condition following system startup, it typically takes two hours to achieve
steady state. For each subsequent data point, steady state is achieved after approximately 30 minutes. For each
data point, 121 scans are averaged over a two-minute interval.

Before changing the test conditions, a

preliminary analysis of the data for each point is conducted using Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software
(Klein and Alvarado 2001). If this preliminary analysis indicates that no problems were encountered during the
test run, the data are saved, and testing at the next data point commences.

Data Analysis
Appendix C provides the measured test conditions for a representative experimental run. In Appendix
D, the calculation of the overall absorber duty and solution-side heat transfer coefficient is demonstrated for this
test condition with a concentrated solution flow rate of2.88x10-2 kg/s, a vapor flow rate of6.85xl0-3 kg/s (24%
of concentrated solution flow rate), and a closed-loop cooling water flow rate of 3.43xl0-4 m3/s. Temperature
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and pressure measurements at the desorber outlet are used to determine the concentrations of the saturated vapor
and dilute solution as shown in the following expressions:
(1)

xv,o,des = f(T.,o,des, Ps,o,des, qv,o,des)

(2)

This information, along with the measured mass flow rates of each of the solution streams, is used to
determine the concentration of the concentrated solution as follows:
x s,i,des -- md ·Xdodes
.. .+m. ·Xvodes
..

(3)

m,

The enthalpies of the vapor, the dilute solution, and the concentrated solution are then determined from
the calculated concentrations and the measured temperatures and pressures as shown in the following
expressions:

h.~.abs = J(T,,,;,abs, Pv,i,abs' xv,i,abs)

(4)
(5)
(6)

h,,o,abs = f(T.,o,abs' Ps,o,abs' x,,o,abs)

The solution-side duty in the absorber is calculated using an enthalpy balance between the vapor, dilute
solution, and concentrated solution as follows:
(7)

Qs,abs = md . hd,i,abs + "'· . hv,i,abs - "'· . hs,o,abs

The temperatures and flow rate of the closed-loop cooling water, along with the specific heat
determined from the measured temperatures, are also used to calculate the heat duty. This helps to establish an
energy balance between the two sides of the absorber as shown below:

Qc,abs

-m
-

c

·cp,c,abs

·(Tc,o,abs -Tc,i,abs )

(8)

Other energy balances between the closed-loop cooling water and the city water and between the heat
rejected at the dilute solution subcooler, pump precooler, and absorber and the desorber heat input provide
additional validation of the measured heat duties.

Once the absorber heat duty is known, the log mean

temperature difference, LMTDabs. between the tube side and solution side of the absorber is used to calculate the

l

overall heat transfer coefficient, Uabs. as follows:
LMTDabs =

(T
-T
)-(T
-T
)
d,i,abs [c;,abs _ ;·o,abs
c,i,abs
ln d,i ,abs
c,o,abs
T.,o,abs -1',,,i,abs

(9)

uabs = ___Q~a=bs~-Aos,t,tt • LMTDabs

(10)

Note that in cases where the concentrated solution exits the absorber as a subcooled liquid, the
corresponding saturation temperature, Ts,o.sat,abs. is used for the LMTDabs to better represent the available driving
temperature difference in the absorber. The tube wall resistance is negligible (Rw

=

l.35xl0"5 m2-K/W). The
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tube-side heat transfer coefficient,

ac,abs.

is calculated using the Churchill equation (Churchill 1977a, b) for the

Nusselt number. The solution-side heat transfer coefficient,

CXJ,abs.

is then deduced using a resistance network

approach as follows:

a

1

(11)

-~-------~

f,abs - [

d

1

)

R

01

uabs - ac,abs '. di,t

w

The uncertainty in the solution-side heat transfer coefficient is estimated using an error propagation
technique from Taylor and Kuyatt (1994). Appendix E provides the details of the error propagation technique
used to evaluate the uncertainty in the solution-side heat transfer coefficient.

At the representative test

condition, the uncertainties associated with the temperatures, pressures, and flow rates used for the
determination of the respective concentrations yield the following:
0.229±0.0035, and xv,o,des

=

Xs,i,des

= 0.381±0.0039,

xd,o,des

=

0.867±0.0047. These values along with temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate

uncertainties yield a solution-side duty of 12.75±0.19 kW. The corresponding coolant-side duty is 12.82±1.01
kW. The average absorber duty for this case is therefore, 12.79±0.51 kW. This average absorber duty and an
LMTDabs

of27.l±0.59°C yield an overall

Uabs

of316±14.0 W/m2 -K. A conservative uncertainty of±25% is

assumed for the tube-side heat transfer coefficient, which for this representative point, yields
W/m2-K. This high uncertainty has little effect on the uncertainty in

fXf,abs.

ac,abs =

2600±650

however, because the ratio of the

solution-side resistance to the tube-side resistance is approximately 5 (For all tests conducted in this study, the
resistance ratio is between 3.5 and 12). The resulting value of af.abs is 387±29.9 W/m2-K.
An estimate of the heat loss from the absorber is also calculated to show that it is negligible in
comparison with the absorber heat duty. The details of this calculation are provided for the highest heat duty
test condition in Appendix F. The heat loss from the absorber is the sum of the heat loss due to natural
convection and that due to radiation as shown below:

Q1o•• ,abs = (aconv + a rad ) · Atank
Here,

aconv

Churchill (1983) and
a rad

=

(12)

• ('I;ank,surf - Tambient )

is the heat transfer coefficient due to natural convection calculated using equations from
arad

er· &tank

is that due to radiation given by the following expression:

• (I;ank.surf

+ Tambient) · (i;;nk.suif + ~2,,,bient)

Here, er is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and

&tank

(13)

is the emissivity of the stainless steel tank. For the

lowest experimental absorber heat duty of 4.77 kW, the surface temperature of the absorber was approximately
40°C corresponding to a heat loss due to convection and radiation of 42.7 W or 0.9% of the absorber duty. At
the highest experimental absorber duty of 16.24 kW, the surface temperature was approximately 60°C
corresponding to a heat loss of 102.7 W or 0.6% of the absorber duty. Therefore, even at the most extreme
absorber conditions, the heat loss due to natural convection and radiation represents less than 1% of the
absorber duty.
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The analysis techniques described above provide the experimentally obtained overall and solution-side
heat transfer coefficients, treating the entire absorber as one unit. However, a better understanding of the
transfer processes and their respective variations in the liquid and vapor phases along the length of the absorber
is obtained by analyzing the heat and mass transfer rates incrementally on a pass-by-pass basis. These analyses
are described in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5. HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER MODEL
The experimental results obtained from the tests described in the previous chapter are analyzed using a
model that accounts for the incremental variations in the heat and mass transfer resistances along the length of
the absorber. This chapter provides the details of a model that was first used to analyze the current absorber
geometry by Garimella (1999). The basic approach follows that given by Price and Bell (1974), who in turn
used the technique developed by Colburn and Drew ( 193 7) for the condensation of a binary vapor with a
miscible condensate. Other investigators (Kang and Christensen 1994, 1995; Garrabrant and Christensen 1997;
Kang et al. 1997, 1998) have also adapted this technique to the design of ammonia-water absorbers.
A schematic of the respective gradients in a counter-flow absorption process with refrigerant vapor
rising upward over a falling liquid film is given in Figure 1. Representative concentration profiles are given in
the liquid and vapor films, and temperature profiles across the coolant, the wall, and the liquid and vapor films
are also provided.

The absorption of the vapor into the falling film is governed by the mass transfer

Wall

Temperature
~-----Tv. hu/k

t

Liquid Vapor
Film Film

Coolant

i

Bulk Vapor

Concentration

Figure 13. Representative Concentration and Temperature Profiles During Countercurrent Absorption
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coefficient in the vapor phase and the concentration gradient between the bulk vapor and that at the vapor-liquid
interface. It is assumed that the compositions of the two phases at the vapor-liquid interface are the equilibrium
compositions at the interfacial temperature and the system pressure, and that all of the resistance to heat and
mass transfer in the vapor phase lies in a boundary layer or film with an effective thickness of 0-,v,eff adjacent to
the vapor-liquid interface. It is also assumed that no flooding or entrainment occurs at the interface and that the
liquid film is well mixed. The following calculations are performed on an incremental basis for each pass of the
absorber with the outlet conditions for each pass used as the inputs for the subsequent segment. A sample
calculation using this procedure is provided in Appendix G for the top segment of the absorber under the test
conditions reported in Appendix C.

Transport Properties
Although the thermodynamic properties of ammonia-water mixtures are available from a variety of
sources, reliable transport properties are not widely available.
principles are used to facilitate the analysis of the data.

Therefore, simple relationships from first

The Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory of gases

(Hirschfelder et al. 1954; Chapman and Cowling 1964) presented in Mills (1995) provides a model for the
computation of the transport properties of the mixture in the vapor phase. The potential energy of interaction
between a pair of molecules during a collision is well represented using the Lennard-Jones potential model.
Mills (1995) provides the collision diameter at which this potential energy is zero, o;,, and the maximum energy
of attraction between a pair of molecules, t;,, in tabular form for a number of chemical species. Although the
Lennard-Jones potential model is, strictly speaking, only valid for nonpolar molecules, it has been found
adequate for molecules with appreciable dipole moments such as ammonia and water.
The viscosities of ammonia and water are calculated using the Lennard-Jones potential model in the
Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory of gases as follows:
µv

= 2.67x10·6 .

~M ·T
2v

(14)

v,bulk

CTv .!Jµ,v

Here,

Tv.butk

(angstroms), and

is the bulk temperature (K) of each component in the vapor, o;, is the collision diameter

ilµv

is the collision integral given in tabular form as a function of the temperature and the

maximum energy of attraction.
For monatomic gases, the relationship between the thermal conductivity and the viscosity is given by
Equation (15):
kV

=

5

(15)

-Cv v µv '

2 '

0

Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (15) yields the translational thermal conductivity:
kv,translational

•2

~T.,,bu1k/Mv

= 8.32x10 .~....,.2--
(Tv

0

(16)

!Jk,v
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Note that the collision integral for thennal conductivity,

J4..v,

is identical to that for viscosity. For

polyatomic gases such as ammonia and water, the modified Eucken correction is introduced to account for the
rotational and vibrational modes caused by the nonlinearity of ammonia and water molecules resulting in the
following expression:
kv

=

kv,translational

+ 1.32 · ( C p,v

-%

(17)

i v ) • µv

where,

cp,v =(5+Nr

)·(L-~)
2

(18)

Mv

Here, the specific heat of each component is a function of the rotational degrees of freedom, N" of
each molecule. Because they are nonlinear molecules, Ammonia and water have three rotational degrees of
freedom. The viscosity and thennal conductivity of the ammonia-water mixture are estimated from the values
for the pure species using simple fonnulas developed by C.R. Wilke (1950) as follows:

µ

n
_~

12,v -

X

£.J n

i,v

i=I ~

•II

ri,v

(19)

m.

£.Jxj,v """ij,v
j=I

k

- ~
L..J

12,v -

l=I

n

xl,v

·k1,v

(20)

LXj,v ·<l>ij,v
j=I

. µJ,V
. )Yi (M.J,v/ M.1,v f4]2
~ (µ,1,v/
Fs·[l+(Mi,v/MjJYi

<I>.. = 1+
y,v

2 •

4

(21)

The specific heat of the ammonia-water mixture is calculated using the enthalpy difference of the
vapor over a 1°C temperature change, and the specific volume is calculated from the known temperature,
pressure, and concentration. The Prandtl number is then calculated from the above transport properties using
the following expression:
Pr = µ12,v ·Cp,v
v

(22)

k12v

The binary diffusion coefficient is given by the following equation:

1 + -1-)

3
T,,,bulk
•[ -MJ,v

M2,v

D12 v = 1.86x 10·1 • - ' - - 2-_ _ _ _ __.;._

(23)

0"12,v • QD,v ·!',,,bulk

Here,

Pv,buik

is the bulk pressure of the vapor in atmospheres. Note that the collision integral for

diffusion, ~... differs from that for thennal conductivity,

4v·

The Lennard-Jones collision diameter and

maximum energy of attraction for a mixture of ammonia and water needed to evaluate the binary diffusion
coefficient are obtained from the following relationships:
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(24)

0"12v
. =.!..(awv
2
. +aav}
.

. =~Gwv .

&12v

(25)

' ·Gav

The liquid phase surface tension,

Oj,

viscosity, µ1, and conductivity, k1 are evaluated by fitting

equations to existing ammonia-water property plots found in Herold et al. (1996). These curve fit equations are
found in Appendix G. The liquid phase specific heat is calculated by approximating the change in enthalpy
with temperature at a constant pressure, and the specific volume is calculated from the known temperature,
pressure, and concentration. The Prandtl number is then calculated from the relevant transport properties as
follows:
"·C

r/
p,l
Pr1=---

(26)

k1

Ammonia-Water Heat and Mass Transfer Coefficients
The refrigerant vapor is modeled as a fluid flowing over a staggered tube bank due to the transverseperpendicular orientation of the vertically adjacent tube rows. The frontal velocity of the vapor is calculated
from the known mass flow rate and frontal area of the tube array as follows:

V

frontal,v

=

mv
·Vv
A

(27)

frontal

The maximum velocity of the vapor within the tube array is determined by multiplying the ratio of the
free area between the tubes to the frontal area by the frontal velocity. Therefore:
V

max, v

= Afrontal • V

A

free

(28)

frontal ,v

The Reynolds number of the vapor is based on this maximum velocity:
Re

max,v

= Pv ·Vmax,v ·do,t

(29)

Pv

Zhukauskas (1972) indicates that the average Nusselt number for a staggered tube bank can be
approximated as that for flow across a single tube if the Reynolds number based on the maximum vapor
velocity is less than 103 • Churchill and Bernstein (1977) propose the following correlation for the Nusselt
number for cross flow across a single cylinder:
0 62 · ReYi • Pr,K
Nu. = 0.3 + [
max,v ~

ll + (o.4/Pr )% J

;

Remax,v

< 104

4

r

• Pr,K [
Nu = 0 3 + O·62. ReYi
max,v
v
1 + ( Re max,v
v
•
[1 + (0.4/Pr )%
282,000

)Yi

l
•

'

(30a)

2xl0 4 <Re

< 4xl05

(30b)

max,v
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Nuv = 0.3 +

x[1+

r ( l

0.62 ·Rem~
Yi v· Prv

~

'

+ (o. 4;p,-)%

1

Re max v

'

282,000

8
Ys]Ys
;

(30c)

4xl05 < Remax,v < 5xl06

The vapor-phase heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the vapor-phase Nusselt number as follows:
(31)
The Schmidt number, a measure of the relative effectiveness of momentum and mass diffusivities
analogous to the Prandtl number for heat transfer, is given by:
Sc =

µv ·Vv

v

D12,v

(32)

The Sherwood number for mass transfer corresponds to the Nusselt number for heat transfer, as follows:

scv
Sh =Nu· ( _
v

v

Prv

)X

(33)

The vapor-phase mass transfer coefficient is then calculated as a function of the Sherwood number and
the binary diffusion coefficient for ammonia-water:

/3,

v

= Shv. D12v,

(34)

dot

In the absence of reliable heat transfer correlations applicable for the absorption of ammonia-water
vapor into ammonia-water liquid films falling around horizontal tubes, the correlation developed by Dorokhov
and Bochagov (1983) for heat transfer to a falling film flowing over horizontal cylinders is used to estimate the
falling-film Nusselt number:
Nu 1 = 1.03 ·[ Pe 1

)0.4

t5

1 '1

(35)

2 ·JT·do,t

Here, Pe1 is the Peclet number (Re1Pr1) and
defined as Re1 =

4r/µ1,

where

r 1 is the

0;1 is the falling-film thickness. The Reynolds number is

solution mass flow rate per tube length. The falling-film thickness is

given by the following equation:

t5 I =
J,

[3 . µ/2.. g

2

V1 •

rI

]x 2Jzf
•-

ff 0

sin

-x (}. d (}
I

(36)

The liquid-phase heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the Nusselt number as follows:
af,1 =

Nu 1 ·k1

of,/

(37)
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Coolant and Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients
Due to the laminar flow on the tube side, the heat transfer coefficient is evaluated based on the
constant Nusselt number, Nuc = 4.364. The wall resistance for the stainless steel tubes is given by:
(38)
With the coolant and liquid film heat transfer coefficients, and the wall resistance known, the overall
heat transfer coefficient is calculated using the following equation:

J_=~+R +-lU

di,t. ac

w

(39)

af,I

Vapor-Phase Transport Equations
The net molar flux of the more volatile ammonia from the vapor to the interface, ita, is the sum of that
due to bulk vapor flow to the interface and the molecular diffusion of the ammonia relative to the water:
.
. ) R
Cr •-di
na
= (•na + nw
. X + f/v.
d77

(40)

Here, 17 is the fractional distance through the boundary layer, Ii 0-,v,effi f3v is the mass transfer coefficient
within the vapor film, and Cr is the total molar concentration (kmol/m3). The net molar flux of the ammonia is
also defined in terms of the molar composition of the condensing vapor,

z:

(41)
Similarly, the net molar flux of the water is given by the following equation:

itw = (na +itw)·(l-z)

(42)

Equation (41) is substituted into Equation (40) to yield:

(na + nw)d11 = /Jv ·Cr·_di-

(43)

z-x

Equation (43) is then integrated between

x =xv ,int

at 17 = 0 to

x =xv ,butk

at 17 = 1, which results in the

following expression for the net molar flux:
(

iza + izw ) = /Jv ·Cr · ln[ _Z - _Xv 'int

]

(44)

Z -xv,bulk

The driving molar concentration difference in the above equation is a function of the molar
concentration of the condensing flux,

z , the bulk molar concentration of the vapor, xv,butk , and the equilibrium

molar vapor concentration at the interface,

xv,int .

The sensible heat flux from the bulk vapor to the interface, Qv, is the sum of that due to bulk vapor
flow to the interface and the heat conducted through the laminar film, as shown below:
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(45)

Here, a,, is the vapor phase heat transfer coefficient, and Asp is the surface area per pass. The first term
is the heat flux arising from the bulk flow, and the second term is that due to conduction. This equation is
integrated between T = Tv,int at 17 = 0 and T = Tv,bulk at 17 = 1, to yield:

Qv = av

{I -~

-p,. }

(46)

Asp ·(T.,butk -T.,int)

Here, the correction factor for the heat transfer coefficient due to mass transfer has been introduced.
This correction factor is given in terms of the parameter, r/>r, given by:
(47)

The temperature difference between the bulk vapor and the interface is best represented by a log-mean
temperature difference:

LMTDv =

(T . - T .
v,1

I

)-

l

(T - T .

v[,1~0. -T ~,o

In v,1
v~nt,o
Tv,o -T,,,int,i

.)

v,mt,1

(48)

The sensible heat transfer between the liquid film and the vapor is thus given by the following equation:

Qv=av-( 1 _~-p,. }Asp·LMTDv

(49)

This sensible heat transfer between the liquid film and the vapor is then used to calculate the vapor
outlet temperature using the following equation.

Qv = mv ·cp,v · (T,,,; - Tv,o)

(50)

Note that this heat transfer can be positive or negative, depending upon whether the vapor temperature
is higher or lower than the interfacial temperature.

Mass and Concentration Balances
The individual ammonia and water condensing fractions determined from the total condensing flux in
Equations (41) and (42) are in turn used to calculate the ammonia, water, and total condensate flow rates for
each incremental area, Asp, of the absorber:
(51)
(52)
mabs

=

mabs,a

+ mabs,w

(53)

These flow rates are used to obtain the outlet vapor flow rate and concentration for each increment as
follows:
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(54)
(55)

Mass and species concentration balances between the vapor and liquid phases complete the
computation of the absorption rates for each increment:
(56)
(57)

Energy Balance
The absorption heat duty to the coolant is simply given by an enthalpy balance between the absorption
and coolant sides of the absorber.
(58)
This equation accounts for both the latent heat of absorption and the sensible cooling of the liquid
stream. The relevant mass flow rates are established by the mass transfer and mass balance equations outlined
above. The inlet and outlet liquid enthalpies are determined from the corresponding equilibrium concentrations.
The vapor inlet enthalpy is known from the heat and mass transfer calculations from the previous segments (and
for the first segment, from the measured values at the inlet). The vapor outlet enthalpy is known from the vapor
outlet temperature determined previously from the sensible heat transfer between the liquid film and the vapor.
The coolant heat duty is also equated to the heat transfer rate possible with the overall heat transfer coefficient
as follows:

Qc

= U ·Asp · LMTD

(59)

l

Here, the LMTD is the log-mean temperature difference between the falling film and the coolant:
LMTD =

(r.

)-(T.

In[';,, ~ ;:,

-T

t,i

T'i,o

-T )
c,i

(60)

Tc,i

where, the coolant outlet temperature required for the LMTD is calculated from the heat transfer to the coolant
as follows:
QC =

me Cp,c Vc,o - I::,i)
°

0

(61)

Closure to this model is obtained when the Qc values calculated iteratively from Equations (58), (59),
and (61) are equal.
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter provides a comparison between the model predictions and the experimental data.
Predictions obtained independently using the model described in Chapter 5 were presented in detail by
Garimella (1999). The results of the current investigation are also compared with his results where applicable.

Experimental Results
Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the effects of the overall solution flow rate and vapor fraction on the
absorber heat duty, overall heat transfer coefficient, and solution-side heat transfer coefficient, respectively.
The uncertainties associated with these experimentally determined performance parameters are also presented
for three test cases representing a wide range of flow conditions. Note that the heat transfer coefficients are
based on the entire tube surface area participating in the heat and mass transfer. All three figures indicate that
the overall solution mass flow rate has the largest effect on the performance of the absorber. Although those
tests run at the lowest vapor production rates yield the lowest overall performance, the vapor fraction appears to
have little effect on the heat transfer coefficients or the heat duty for tests that are representative of normal
operating conditions. Note that a large number of tests were conducted near the design condition solution flow
rate of2.84x10- 2 kg/s.
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The heat duty transferred by this absorber ranges from 4.86 to 16.23 kW. Similarly, over the range of
operating conditions, the overall heat transfer coefficient increases approximately linearly with the concentrated
solution flow rate, ranging from a minimum of 133.5 W/m2-K at l.06x10·2 kg/s to a maximum of 403.2 W/m2K at a concentrated solution flow rate of 3.61x10·2 kg/s. The solution-side heat transfer coefficient obtained
from the measured UA and the tube-side and wall resistances varies from 144.6 to 510.1 W/m2-K over the range
of conditions tested. At the design concentrated solution flow rate of 2.84x10·2 kg/s, the absorber transfers
12.75 kW of heat duty at an overall heat transfer coefficient of275 W/m2-K corresponding to a solution-side
heat transfer coefficient of approximately 325 W/m2-K. Due to the laminar nature of the flow within the tubes,
the coolant-side heat transfer coefficient remains relatively constant. In addition, this heat transfer coefficient is
relatively high, approximately 2600 W/m2-K, due to the small diameter of the tubes within the absorber. Thus,
the absorber is solution-side limited, as illustrated by the increase in performance with an increase in solution
flow rate.
The role of the vapor flow rate might also help explain the trends in the heat duty and the heat transfer
coefficients. Most of the test conditions were such that the vapor fraction remained relatively constant so that
only the effect of changing the solution flow rate would be seen. In holding the vapor fraction constant, the
vapor flow rate must necessarily increase with increasing solution flow rate. Increasing the vapor flow rate
leads to an increase in the vapor velocity and shear at the interface, and in turn, an increase in the heat transfer
coefficient. Most of the data points seen in Figures 14, 15, and 16 show this trend.
Figure 17 is a plot of the tube-side pressure drop as a function of the coolant flow rate. For the range
of test conditions, this pressure drop varies between 25 and 65 kPa. This value is somewhat misleading as the
largest portion of this pressure drop is due to the small, 12.7 mm lines leading to and from the tube lattice
within the absorber. The pressure drop attributed to the flow within the tubes themselves is approximately 30%
of the overall measured tube-side pressure drop, ranging from 8 to 20 kPa. Thus, the tube-side pressure drop is
within the desired range for all of the operating conditions.

Model Results
While the overall experimental results cited above indicate that this miniaturized heat and mass
transfer technology is capable of transferring heat duties representative of residential heat pumps, it was found
that the performance was somewhat lower than that predicted by the preliminary model of Garimella (1999).
The most obvious explanation for the difference between the heat duties of the absorbers in Garimella (1999)
and the prototype absorber is the 21 % smaller surface area in the latter.

In addition, the single-pressure

absorber test facility used in the experiments supplies the vapor to the absorber at conditions representative of
the desorber outlet rather than at evaporator outlet conditions. For example, the vapor concentration at the
representative test condition was 86.7%, whereas a typical evaporator concentration is greater than 99.5%.
Finally, as demonstrated by Jeong and Garimella (2002) for LiBr/H 20 absorbers, adequate wetting of the tube
surface and uniform distribution of the solution film are also significant in determining absorption rates.
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Based on the above observations, the experimental conditions and the corresponding results were
further analyzed on a segmental basis using the model described above and the progression of measured coolant
temperatures at the exit of each of the five passes within the absorber.
The measured test conditions at the dilute solution, vapor, and coolant inlet were supplied as inputs to
the model.

In addition, to account for potential solution distribution and inadequate wetting problems, a

correction factor in the form of an area effectiveness ratio, r = Ae.ffAactua/, was utilized. The ratio r was then
varied in the segmental analysis for seven data points representing a broad range of experimental conditions
until the predicted absorber outlet conditions matched the corresponding measured values. A summary of the
experimental conditions for each of the seven representative test cases is given in Table 3 along with their
resulting area effectiveness ratios. Although only a weak dependence on solution flow rate is seen, the value of
the area effectiveness ratio required to achieve correspondence between model and experiment varied from 0.21
to 0.31 as the concentrated solution flow rate increased from 2.30x10- 2 to 3.48x10-2 kg/s, with r

=

0.24

satisfying the data point for the design concentrated solution flow rate (2.84x10-2 kg/s) case.
This model validation approach is further illustrated using the data point near the design condition
previously used to demonstrate the overall performance of the absorber. For this point, the coolant enters the
absorber at 39.2°C, while the dilute solution enters the absorber at a mass flow rate of 2.19x10- 2 kg/s and an
experimentally determined concentration of 0.229 based on the assumption of a saturated inlet condition.
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Table 3. Model Results for Seven Representative Test Conditions
tit,
xl0 2 kg/s

x10 3 kg/s

Vapor
Fraction

3.48

6.36

0.183

2

3.43

6.66

3

2.93

4

Test

mv

°C

Xv,i,abs

r

85.3

0.911

0.29

0.194

87.4

0.912

0.31

5.89

0.201

84.7

0.897

0.24

2.88

6.85

0.238

95.1

0.867

0.26

5

2.85

6.24

0.219

88.3

0.907

0.24

6

2.65

5.87

0.222

88.0

0.910

0.27

7

2.30

7.68

0.334

108.3

0.793

0.21

Tv,i,abs

The dilute solution inlet and concentrated solution outlet were assumed to be at saturated conditions for
simplicity. The vapor enters the absorber at a mass flow rate of 6.85x10·3 kg/s, a temperature of 95.1°C, and an
experimentally determined concentration of 0.867. The absorber pressure is 583.3 kPa. With the inlet states
thus specified, an area ratio of 0.26 was required to match the measured outlet solution concentration of 0.375.
For this case, the falling-film heat transfer coefficient remains relatively constant throughout the tube array with
an average value of 3398 W/m2-K, while the average coolant-side heat transfer coefficient is 2600 W/m2 -K.
The film heat transfer coefficient is somewhat higher than that reported by Garimella (1999) because there are
fewer tubes per row and a correspondingly larger mass flux. The coolant-side coefficient is also higher because
water was used as the coolant in the experiments instead of the ethylene glycol solution used in his model.
Regardless of the coolant medium, however, this represents an extremely low heat transfer resistance on the
coolant side as compared to that of other absorber designs.
The predicted variations in the significant parameters within the absorber are now illustrated for this
data point.

The mass flow rates and concentrations of the solution and vapor are plotted in Figure 18.

Complete absorption is indicated by the decrease in the vapor mass flow rate to zero at the top of the absorber.
The solution concentration progressively increases from the top of the absorber to the bottom as vapor is
absorbed into it. The vapor concentration remains relatively constant and actually increases slightly (xv; =
0.867, Xvo = 0.879) as the vapor flows upward through the tube lattice. This trend is different from what would
be expected in an absorber operating in an actual heat pump, in which, as stated above, the vapor would enter at
a concentration approaching unity, and decrease in concentration as it flows upward. However, due to the
experimental vapor inlet concentration of only 0.867 for the present case, preferential rates of absorption of
ammonia and water governed by the molar concentration of the condensing flux cause the slight increase in
vapor concentration toward the top of the absorber. The total absorption rates and the absorption rates of the
ammonia and water are shown in Figure 19. As expected, all three absorption rates increase steadily from the
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bottom to the top of the absorber. Note that the scale for the water absorption rate is different as this represents
only a small fraction of the overall absorption rate. For the more realistic case of a much higher vapor inlet
concentration, some simultaneous desorption of water in portions of the absorber might be expected, although it
is not seen here due to the low vapor inlet concentration, i.e., the water fraction in the incoming vapor is too
high to support any desorption of water from the liquid phase.
Predicted temperature profiles of the solution, coolant, and vapor are shown in Figure 20.

The

experimental coolant temperatures are also shown on this plot. The solution temperature decreases from the top
to the bottom of the absorber due to the increasing ammonia concentration. The vapor enters the absorber at a
very high temperature and is initially cooled due to the sensible heat transfer from the bulk vapor to the
interface. Midway through the absorber, the vapor temperature decreases to a temperature below that of the
interface temperature which is primarily governed by the liquid concentration. The vapor temperature then
levels off before increasing steadily through the remainder of the absorber due to heat gain from the interface.
The predicted coolant temperature increases steadily as it flows upward through the absorber. The measured
coolant temperatures are in good agreement with the predicted values through much of the absorber. The slight
deviation near the top of the absorber is primarily because, in the experiments, the dilute solution enters the
absorber in a subcooled state, whereas the model assumes a saturated state. This subcooling was necessary to
ensure that the solution did not flash due to pressure losses at the flowmeter, which would have prevented
accurate measurement of the flow rate. However, this subcooling also lowers the temperature of the solution
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entering the absorber and decreases the heat rejection to the coolant, as reflected by the lower measured coolant
temperatures near the top of the absorber seen in Figure 20. Similar plots of the temperature profiles within the
absorber along with the experimental coolant temperatures are provided for the remainder of the data points in
Figures 29-34 of Appendix H. The general trends exhibited by the temperature profiles in these plots are the
same as those of Figure 20, although as the inlet temperature and flow rate of the vapor increase, more of the
absorber is required to initially cool the vapor to a temperature below that of the interface.
Figure 21 shows the variation of the coolant heat duty and the sensible heat duty of the vapor with
absorber pass. As the coolant flows upward through the absorber, the heat duty increases due to an increase in
the LMTD between the coolant and the solution. This figure also indicates that the sensible heat transfer
between the vapor and the liquid film is a small fraction of the coolant load. As explained above in the
discussion of the vapor temperature profile, the sensible heat transfer between the vapor and the liquid film is
positive as the high temperature vapor enters the absorber and becomes negative as the vapor temperature
decreases below that of the liquid film.
Figure 22 provides a comparison between the ammonia and water absorption rates for the high
concentrated solution flow rate, low vapor flow rate case number 1 and the low solution flow rate, high vapor
flow case number 7 from Table 3. The rate of ammonia absorption is of a similar magnitude for both cases,
although the rate of ammonia absorption for the low flow rate case is lower near the bottom of the absorber and
increases above that of the high flow rate case near the midpoint of the tube array. However, the water
absorption rate of the low flow rate case is twice that of the high flow rate case at the bottom of the absorber
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and almost 5 times that of the high flow rate case at the top of the absorber. The greater water absorption rate
for this case is due to the low initial ammonia concentration, and thus high water concentration, in the vapor
entering the absorber.
Figure 23 provides a comparison between the concentration profiles in the solution and vapor for cases
1 and 7. Although the vapor-phase concentration is much lower for case number 7 due to the higher vapor inlet
temperature of this operating condition, the concentrations in the vapor phase remain relatively constant for
both solution flow rates. The liquid-phase concentration at the top of the absorber is significantly lower for the
low flow rate case. As the solution flows down the tube lattice, the higher ammonia absorption rate seen in
Figure 22 for this case causes the solution concentration to increase above that of the high flow rate case near
the midpoint of the absorber. As the ammonia absorption rate for case 7 decreases below that of case 1, the
solution concentration in the low flow rate case levels off, and the solution concentrations for both cases are
almost identical at the bottom of the absorber.
Figure 24 provides a comparison of the local coolant heat duty per pass for cases 1 and 7. The general
trends in the heat duties for each case are almost identical, but the heat duty is significantly higher for the low
solution flow rate, high vapor flow rate case. The larger heat duty for this case is due to the increased rate of
absorption and corresponding heat of absorption at the interface.
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Figure 25 shows a comparison of the predicted and experimental overall heat duties for seven
representative test conditions along with the experimental heat duties for every experimental test condition. The
hollow and gray symbols represent the measured data points, with the gray symbols corresponding to the data
that were analyzed in detail using the model described above. The gray symbols also include the associated
error bars resulting from the uncertainty analysis of the calculated heat duties at these test conditions. The
corresponding predicted values are represented by the black symbols. As was mentioned in the discussion of
the temperature profiles, the dilute solution subcooling in the experiments decreases the heat duty slightly from
that predicted by the model. The range of data points depicted in this figure shows that the heat duty transferred
by this absorber varies from 4.864 kW to 16.23 kW. Even with the low area effectiveness ratios mentioned
above, this absorber shows the ability to transfer absorption duties representative of a residential cooling load.
Because the absorber is currently solution-side dominant, any improvement in the solution-side flow
distribution, surface wetting, and the corresponding increase in thermal conductance should greatly improve the
overall performance of the absorber, with the potential for up to twice the current measured duty at the design
conditions as the area effectiveness ratio approaches unity.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An integrated experimental and analytical investigation of ammonia-water absorption in microchannel

geometries was conducted in this study. A microchannel absorber in which liquid ammonia-water solution
flows in the falling-film mode around a square array of small diameter coolant tubes, and vapor flows upward
through the tube lattice countercurrent to the falling film was studied. The effects of parameters such as overall
solution mass flow rate, vapor flow rate, and coolant flow rate on absorber performance were investigated
experimentally with supporting analytical models.
The prototype absorber under investigation consisted of a total 2160 coolant tubes, arranged in five
passes, yielding an extremely compact 0.178 m x 0.178 m x 0.508 m tall component including tube headers and
the solution distribution tray. Over the range of test conditions, the overall solution mass flow rate had the
largest impact on the performance of the absorber with the vapor fraction having little effect on the heat transfer
coefficients or the absorber heat duty. The heat duty transferred by this absorber varied from 4.864 to 16.23
kW, indicating that this miniaturized heat and mass transfer technology is capable of transferring heat duties
representative of those found in the residential absorption market. Similarly, as the solution flow rate increased,
the overall heat transfer coefficient increased from 133.5 to 403.2 W/m2-K, and the solution-side heat transfer
coefficient increased from 144.6 to 510.l W/m2-K.

The coolant-side heat transfer coefficient remained

relatively constant due to the laminar nature of the flow, but at a relatively high value of2600 W/m2-K due to
the small diameter of the tubes. An uncertainty analysis indicated that the absorber duty is known to within
±12% and that the solution-side heat transfer coefficient is known to within ±14%.
While the overall experimental results indicated that this absorption technology has the potential for
high performance, the measured duties were somewhat lower than those predicted by the model of Garimella
(1999). Solution distribution and inadequate wetting problems were investigated as possible sources for this
performance discrepancy. A segmental analysis of the experimental conditions and corresponding results was
conducted, and an area effectiveness ratio was introduced to account for potential solution distribution and
inadequate wetting problems. It was deduced from this analysis that due to inadequate wetting, only 20 to 30%
of the actual absorber area was being utilized for heat and mass transfer. The predicted variations in significant
parameters within the absorber were also examined in detail. Specific results of this model include:
•

The solution concentration increases from the top to the bottom of the absorber as the vapor is
absorbed into it.

•

The vapor concentration continuously increases as the vapor flows upward through the tube lattice
due to the high water fraction of the incoming vapor.

•

The measured coolant temperatures are in good agreement with the predicted values through much
of the absorber with a slight deviation near the top of the absorber due to dilute solution
subcooling during the experiments.
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•

The predicted and experimental overall heat duties show good agreement, although in all cases,
the experimental heat duties are lower than their corresponding predicted values, again, due to the
dilute solution subcooling during the experiments.

The present study represents the first systematic investigation of absorption in this microchannel
geometry. In addition to the abovementioned insights about the absorption process, this work also helped in the
development and refinement of the versatile heat and mass transfer test facility, together with procedures for
stable and accurate experiments.
Although the prototype absorber shows the ability to transfer absorption duties representative of
residential cooling loads even at low area effectiveness ratios, improvement in the solution-side flow
distribution and surface wetting should result in increased thermal conductance and improved overall
performance. A number of modifications suggested by these findings have already been incorporated into the
design of a second generation prototype absorber. Figure 26 provides four photographs of the absorber test
section used during flow visualization experiments. The tubes in the absorber array were oriented in the same
direction to facilitate visualization of the absorption process through the sight window at the front of the
absorber. The tube array also had optical access on the sides because flow reversal between passes was
achieved by bending the tubes instead of using large headers. This required that each pass consist of only two
rows of tubes, increasing the pressure drop so that the number of passes had to be reduced. The surface area of
the absorber is 0.456 m2, approximately 30% of the surface area of the original prototype absorber. The drip
tray of the original prototype absorber was thought to be the source of much of the distribution and surface
wetting problems encountered in the current study. Minor warping of the underside of this drip tray caused the
solution to collect at preferential locations before falling unevenly over the tube array. In the new absorber
shown in Figure 26, small lengths of tubing were placed in each of the holes of the drip tray.
Visualization experiments on this absorber have indicated that the flow rate from each of these tubes
remains uniform, and the droplets fall at the desired locations. Heat and mass transfer tests with simultaneous
flow visualization have ascertained uniform flow distribution. These studies are currently in the data analysis
stage, but preliminary results indicate a substantial performance improvement over the original prototype
absorber. Although a detailed incremental analysis of this absorber has not yet been performed, an analysis of
the overall performance indicates that as the solution mass flow rate increases from 1.51xl0-2 to 2.7lxl0-2 kg/s,
the overall heat transfer coefficient increases from 544.9 to 939.5 W/m2-K with a corresponding increase in the
solution-side heat transfer coefficient from 810.5 to 2176 W/m2-K. In addition, the capacity of the absorber
increases from 4.51 to 15.1 kW, almost equaling that of the original prototype absorber with only 30% of the
heat and mass transfer surface area. The incremental analysis of the flow-visualization absorber will allow
further refinement of the heat and mass transfer model presented earlier in this study. The design model
developed from the results of these two absorbers will not only assist in the understanding of the heat and mass
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Figure 26. Photographs of the Flow-Visualization Absorber

transfer phenomena that occur during the absorption process, but it will also help direct the future design of
improved absorption components. It is believed that the eventual commercialization of this novel microchannel
absorber will facilitate the widespread implementation of absorption space-conditioning, particularly in
relatively small capacity applications.
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APPENDIX A.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
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Procedure 1. Filling the Distilled Water Tank

Operator:--------Date:

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Procedure 1: Filling the Distilled Water Tank

a

a
a
a

Place the clear tubing attached to the inlet of the gear pump into
a large beaker of distilled water.
Prime the pump inlet and outlet lines.
Disconnect the AN fitting from the cooling-water loop of the test
facility at the cooling-water charging port.
Connect the AN fitting to the Swagelock fitting on the clear
tubing attached to the outlet of the pump.

a

a

Connect the AN fitting to the liquid (red) port of the distilled
water tank using clean refrigerant hose line.
Turn on the pump allowing the distilled water tank to fill until
water comes out of the vapor (blue) port of the tank.

Note: the beaker of distilled water will have to be refilled periodically
during the charging process.

a

a
a

a
a

Turn off the pump.
Close both stem valves on the distilled water tank.
Disconnect the refrigerant line from the distilled water tank and
the AN fitting.
Disconnect the AN fitting from pump.
Reconnect the AN fitting to the cooling-water loop of the test
facility at the cooling-water charging port.
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Procedure 2. Evacuating the Cooling-Water Loop

Operator:--------Date:
~-----------

Procedure 2: Evacuating the Cooling-Water Loop

a

a

Open all internal cooling-water valves.
Connect the red stem of the vacuum gauges to the AN fitting at
the charging port of the cooling-water loop using refrigerant

a
a

line.
Connect the vacuum pump to the center stem of the vacuum
gauges using refrigerant line.
Connect the blue stem of the vacuum gauges to the thermistor
sensor of the high accuracy vacuum gauge using refrigerant

a

line.
Orient the thermistor sensor vertically with the flare fitting
pointing down. This ensures that the thermistor sensor will not

a

a

be affected by debris in the refrigerant line.
Calibrate the thermistor sensor by following the instructions in
the case of the high accuracy vacuum gauge.
Open the ball valves between the charging port and the coolingwater loop and between the charging port and the AN fitting

a
a

connected to the vacuum gauges.
Close the ball valve between the alternate AN fitting and the
charging port.
Vacuum Pump Startup Procedure.
o Open the gas ballast plug on the vacuum pump.
o Turn the vacuum pump on and immediately close the gas
ballast plug.
o Open the blue and red stem valves on the vacuum gauges.
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Procedure 2. (Continued)

a

Cycle all internal cooling-water valves 3 times at % hour
intervals. All internal cooling-water valves should remain open
after cycling.

a
a

Monitor the high accuracy vacuum gauge as the vacuum pump
continues to run.
When the thermistor reading steadies out at 150 microns, close
the ball valve between the cooling-water loop and the charging

a

port and turn off the vacuum pump.
Disconnect the thermistor and the vacuum pump from the
cooling-water loop.
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Procedure 3. Charging the Cooling-Water Loop

Operator:--------Date:
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Procedure 3: Charging the Cooling-Water Loop
C Fill the distilled water tank as described in Procedure 1.

a

a

Evacuate the cooling-water loop as described in Procedure 2.
Distilled Water Tank Preparation
o

Connect the distilled water tank liquid (red) port to the AN
fitting at the charging port of the cooling-water loop using
refrigerant line.

o Connect the distilled water tank vapor (blue) port to the red
stem of the vacuum gauges using refrigerant line.
o Connect the nitrogen tank to the center stem of the

vacuum gauges using refrigerant line.
o Open the ball valves connecting the cooling-water loop
charging port and the two AN fittings.
o Prime the refrigerant line between the liquid (red) port of
the distilled water tank and the charging port and
immediately close the ball valve between the charging port
and the alternate AN fitting.
o Place the distilled water tank on the scale and zero the

a

scale.
Open the ball valve between the charging port and the coolingwater loop and monitor the reading on the scale.

Note: the cooling-water loop may require more than one tank of
water. If the reading on the scale drops below the mass written on the
side of the tank, the tank must be refilled. If more water is required,
close the ball valve between the charging port and the cooling-water
loop and repeat Procedure 1 and the Distilled Water Tank Preparation
above.
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Procedure 3. (Continued)

a

When the loop is full (the reading on the scale levels off),
pressurize the water in the loop to 40 psi using the nitrogen

tank.

a

Close the ball valve between the cooling-water loop and the
charging port and immediately open the ball valve between the
charging port and the alternate AN fitting to vent the distilled

a

a

a

water tank.
Close the regulator valve on the nitrogen tank.
Disconnect the charging apparatus.
Turn on the cooling-water pump and circulate the water in the
cooling water loop to ensure that the charging procedure was
performed correctly.
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Procedure 4. Ammonia/Water Loop Leak Check

Operator:--------Date:

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Procedure 4: Ammonia/Water Loop Leak Check

a

Connect the center port on the vacuum gauges to the AN fitting
at the charging port of the ammonia/water loop using refrigerant

a

line.
Connect the red stem of the vacuum gauges to the R-134a tank
using refrigerant line.

a

a

Connect the blue stem of the vacuum gauges to the nitrogen
tank using refrigerant line.
Open the red and blue stem valves on the vacuum gauges and
the ball valves between the charging port and the AN fitting and

a
a

between the ammonia/water loop and the charging port.
Close the ball valves between the charging port and the two
alternate AN fittings.
Open the stem valve on the R-134a tank letting the R-134a vapor
charge the system to the room temperature vapor pressure of

a
a

the R-134a (-30 psi).
Close the red stem valve on the vacuum gauges and the stem
valve on the R-134a tank.
Open the main valve on the nitrogen tank and slowly turn the
regulator valve to the right until some resistance is detected

a

indicating that the regulator valve is opening.
Slowly pressurize the system to 150 psi using the regulator
valve.
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Procedure 4. (Continued)

Note: the system pressure can be monitored using the data
acquisition system on the computer, and a rough estimate is given by
the blue stem of the vacuum gauges.

a
a

Turn the regulator valve on the nitrogen tank to the left until it
feels loose and close the main valve.
Close the ball valve between the ammonia/water loop and the
charging port.

a
a

a

a

Disconnect the refrigerant lines.
Check all joints, seams, and fittings for leaks using the leak
seeker.
Tighten suspect fittings.
If no leaks are detected, release the R-134a and nitrogen by
opening the drain valve or the ball valve at the charging port.
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Procedure 5. Evacuating the Ammonia/Water Loop

Operator:--------Date:

~-----------

Procedure 5: Evacuating the Ammonia/Water Loop

a
a

Open all internal ammonia/water valves.
Connect the red stem of the vacuum gauges to the AN fitting at
the charging port of the ammonia/water loop using refrigerant

a
a

line.
Connect the vacuum pump to the center stem of the vacuum
gauges using refrigerant line.
Connect the blue stem of the vacuum gauges to the thermistor
sensor of the high accuracy vacuum gauge using refrigerant

a

line.
Orient the thermistor sensor vertically with the flare fitting
pointing down. This ensures that the thermistor sensor will not
be affected by debris in the refrigerant line.

a

a

Calibrate the thermistor sensor by following the instructions in
the case of the high accuracy vacuum gauge.
Open the ball valves between the charging port and the
ammonia/water loop and between the charging port and the AN
fitting connected to the vacuum gauges.

Note: the next three steps are only performed if the stainless steel
braided hose is full of air. DO NOT perform the next three steps if it is
full of ammonia.

a

Connect the ammonia tank to the charging port after removing
one of the alternate AN fittings.
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Procedure 5. (Continued)

a

Make sure that the main valve stem on the ammonia tank is
closed.

a

a

Open the regulating valve attached to the ammonia charging
line.
Open the ball valve between this regulating valve and the
charging port.

a

a

Close the alternate AN fitting.
Vacuum pump startup procedure.
o Open the gas ballast plug on the vacuum pump.
o Turn the vacuum pump on and immediately close the gas
ballast plug.
o Open the blue and red stem valves on the vacuum gauges.

a

Cycle all internal ammonia/water valves 3 times at % hour
intervals. All internal ammonia/water valves should remain open

a
a

after cycling.
Monitor the high accuracy vacuum gauge as the vacuum pump
continues to run.
When the thermistor reading steadies out at 150 microns, close
the ball valve between the ammoni/water loop and the charging

a

port and turn off the vacuum pump.
Disconnect the thermistor and the vacuum pump from the
ammonia/water loop.
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Procedure 6. Charging the Ammonia/Water Loop with Water

Operator:--------Date:

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Procedure 6: Charging the Ammonia/Water Loop with Water

a

Cooling Water Startup Procedure.
o Open the blue handled city water valve at the wall.
o Regulate the city water flow through the plate heat

exchanger to 5 gpm using the PHX rotameter.
o Regulate the city water flow through the dilute solution

subcooler and pump precooler to 1.5 gpm using their
respective rotameters.
o Turn on the coolant pump and fully open the cooling-water

regulating valve to allow for maximum cooling of the loop.
o Let the coolant loop and city water temperatures reach

a

a
a

a
a
a

steady state before proceeding with charging the loop.
Check that all internal ammonia/water valves are open.
Check that all drain valves and charging valves are closed.
The ammonia tank should be connected to the ammonia/water
charging port.
Fill the distilled water tank as described in Procedure 1.
Connect the nitrogen tank to the distilled water tank as
described in Procedure 3.
Purge the refrigerant line connecting the liquid (blue) stem of the
distilled water tank to the ammonia/water charging port by
opening the valves at the two AN fittings and slowly opening the

a

regulating valve on the nitrogen tank.
Close the valve at the alternate AN fitting.
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Procedure 6. (Continued)

a
a

a

Place the water tank on the scale with all lines attached and zero
the scale.
Slowly open the ball valve between the charging port and the
ammonia/water loop to input the desired amount of water.
Close the ball valve between the charging port and the
ammonia/water loop and between the distilled water tank

a

a

refrigerant line and the charging port.
Disconnect the refrigerant line from the charging port.
Remove the handles of the two ball valves not connected to the
ammonia tank.
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Procedure 7. Charging the Ammonia/Water Loop with Ammonia

Operator:--------Date:

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Procedure 7: Charging the Ammonia/Water Loop with
Ammonia

a
a

Put on the gas mask and rubber gloves.
Make sure that the lab is empty or that everyone is aware of the
ammonia charging.

Note: if this is a first time charge, the ammonia tank should be
connected to the ammonia/water loop charging port, i.e., this
procedure should follow directly after Procedure 6. If this is a first
time charge, DO NOT do the next six steps.

a

Close the ball valve between the ammonia/water charging port
and the ammonia/water loop.

a

Make sure that the regulating valve on the braided steel hose is
closed.

a

a
a

Open the ball valve between the regulating valve on the braided
steel hose and the charging port.
Evacuate this section of the loop to remove non-condensable
gases as described in procedures 2 and 5.
Close the ball valve on the two AN fittings.

D Remove the handles for these two ball valves.

a

a

Place the ammonia tank on the scale taped to the cardboard
support box and zero the scale.
Open the ball valve between the ammonia/water loop and the
charging port to fill the charging port with water.
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Procedure 7. (Continued)

Note: if the cooling water is already running, DO NOT do the next
step.

a

Cooling-Water Startup
o Open the blue handled city water valve at the wall.
o Regulate the city water flow through the plate heat
exchanger to 5 gpm using the PHX rotameter.
o Regulate the city water flow through the dilute solution
subcooler and pump precooler to 1.5 gpm using their
respective rotameters.
o Turn on the coolant pump and fully open the cooling-water
regulating valve to allow for maximum cooling of the loop.
o Let the coolant loop and city water temperatures reach a

a
a

steady state before proceeding with charging the loop.
Open the stem valve on the ammonia tank.
Slowly open the regulating valve on the braided steel hose to
put in the required amount of ammonia.

Note: it is important that this be done carefully and slowly. There
could be localized areas of high pressure that get very hot or
localized areas of low pressure where lines could freeze.
Condensation and freezing on the outside of lines is expected, but
use a blow dryer to minimize freezing on the ball valves of the
charging port as the packing can lose its integrity when cold.

a

a
a
a

Close the regulating valve and stem valve on the ammonia tank.
Close the ball valve between the regulating valve and the
charging port and remove its handle.
Remove the regulating valve from the charging port.
Secure the ammonia tank.
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Procedure 8. System Startup and Testing

Operator:--------Date:
~~~~~~~~~~~-

Procedure 8: System Startup and Testing

a

a

a

Put on safety goggles.
Check that all steam valves (blue gate valves on yellow insulated
pipes) are in the fully closed position.
Cooling-Water Startup
o Open the blue handled city water valve at the wall.

o Regulate the city water flow rate to the plate heat
exchanger to the desired value using the PHX rotameter.
o Close off the flow of the city water to the dilute solution
precooler and pump precooler.
o Turn on the cooling-water pump and regulate the cooling-

water flow rate to the desired value using the cooling-water

a

regulating valve.
Steam Startup
o Open the compressed air line with the blue handled gate
valve to the left of the Fisher regulator box.
o Open the Fisher regulator box and make sure that the
screw knob in the lower right is adjusted to the desired
initial saturation pressure.
o Open blue gate valves 3 and 4.
o Slowly open blue gate valve 6 until the steam inlet
temperature to the desorber jumps to approximately 212°F.
o Wait for the steam inlet temperature to stabilize.
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Procedure 8. (Continued)

a

Turn on the solution pump and slowly increase the flow rate
while monitoring the desorber solution exit temperature and
inlet pressure.

a

Continue to increase the steam flow rate by adjusting gate valve
6 and the solution flow rate at the solution pump until the
solution exit temperature reaches approximately 190°F at the

a
a

desired concentrated solution flow rate.
Close the regulating valve on the dilute solution line until a
liquid level is seen in the separator.
If the dilute solution flow meter and sight plug indicate that the
dilute solution is still two phase, open the city-water rotameter
to the dilute solution subcooler and continue to increase the city
water flow rate through this heat exchanger until the dilute
solution is single phase.

a

Adjust the city water flow rate to the plate heat exchanger, the
concentrated solution flow rate, and the steam flow rate as

a

necessary.
When all city water, cooling-water, and solution flow rates have
reached steady state, increase the saturation pressure of the
steam until the desired vapor flow rate is reached.

Note: the other flow rates may have to be adjusted slightly as the
vapor production rate increases.

a

Allow the system to reach steady state while monitoring the
system temperatures, pressures, and flow rates.

a

a

Record the data point.
Repeat this process for subsequent data points.
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Procedure 9. System Shutdown

Operator:--------Date:

~-----------

Procedure 9: System Shutdown
C Record the final data point.

a

Slowly close blue gate valve 6 while monitoring the
concentrated solution flow rate.

Note: as the steam flow rate is reduced, the vapor production rate will
decrease, and the dilute and concentrated solution flow rates will
increase due to the decreasing pressure drops within the loop.

a

Open the dilute solution regulating valve and decrease the
solution flow rate simultaneously so that the solution does not
collect in the separator starving the solution pump at the bottom
of the loop.

a
a

a
a

Close blue gate valves 3, 4, and 6.
Close the screw knob in the lower right of the Fisher regulator
box.
Close the compressed air line gate valve.
Continue to monitor the system temperatures and pressures.

Note: as the system pressure drops below 40 psi, much of the liquid
solution will evaporate. The lower liquid inventory in the system will
require that the solution pump be shut off so that it will not run dry.
C When the system pressure drops below approximately 40 psi

and the sight glass in parallel with the absorber indicates that
there is no solution in the absorber, shut off the solution pump.

a

Allow the city water and cooling-water to flow throughout the
loop for 1 - 2 hours.
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Procedure 9. (Continued)

a
a
a

a

Turn off the cooling-water pump.
Close the blue handled city water valve at the wall.
Close the city water rotameter valves.
Continue to monitor the system temperatures and pressures to
make sure that they decrease to acceptable levels.
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APPENDIXB.
SYSTEM CHARGE DETERMINATION
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Table 4. System Volume and Charge Determination
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NIA

NIA
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APPENDIXC.
REPRESENTATIVE TEST CONDITION
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Desorber Solution Inlet Temperature, Tdes,;n
Desorber Solution Inlet Pressure, Pdes,in

Ts6

Ts5

Ts4

Ts3

Ts2

Ts1

TA6

TA5

TA4

TA3

TA2

TAI

psia

op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
102.50
104.20
103.80
108.20
110.20
116.10
101.60
105.80
107.50
109.60
114.00
118.20
114.88
102.95

5.443
3.808
2.902
48.46
91.49
51.99
119.79
231.05
226.52
117.56
101.17
102.50
118.73

gpm
Ihm/min
Ihm/min

Cooling Water Flow Rate, gpmccw
Concentrated Solution Flow Rate, lbpmcon
Dilute Solution Flow Rate, lbpmdu
PHX City Water Inlet Temperature, Tcwl,in
PHX City Water Outlet Temperature, Tcwl,out
Pump Precooler City Water Inlet Temperature, Tcwl.in
Pump Precooler City Water Outlet Temperature, Tcw2,out
Desorber Steam Inlet Temperature, Ts1eam,des,in
Desorber Steam Outlet Temperature, Ts1eam,des,ou1
PHX Cooling Water Inlet Temperature, Tccw2.in
PHX Cooling Water Outlet Temperature, Tccw2,out
Absorber Cooling Water Inlet Temperature, TccwUn
Absorber Cooling Water Outlet Temperature, Tccwl,out
Absorber Cooling Water Header Temperatures

Of
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op

Value

Units

Measured Quantity

Table 5. Test Conditions at the Representative Data Point (English Units)

Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.

Magnetic Flow Meter
Coriolis Mass Flow Meter
Coriolis Mass Flow Meter
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple

Instrumentation

±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.25% Span

±0.50% Reading
±0.15% Reading
±0.15% Reading
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P
±0.9°P

Accuracy

\0
N
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psid

Absorber Coolant-Side Differential Pressure,
L1Piubes

psia
Of

psi a
Of
Of
OF

psia
Of

Absorber Vapor Inlet Pressure,Pvap,abs,in
Absorber Shell Temperature, Trank
Absorber Concentrated Solution Outlet Temperature, Tabs.out
Absorber Collection Tray Temperature, TcoI,abs,out
Absorber Concentrated Solution Outlet Pressure, Pabs,out
Pump Precooler Solution Outlet Temperature, Tpre,out

Absorber Drip Tray Temperature, Tdrip,abs,in
Absorber Dilute Solution Inlet Pressure, Pdil,abs,in
Absorber Vapor Inlet Temperature, Tvap,abs,in

212.35
88.99
168.80
172.40
84.69
203.19
84.98
110.70
148.10
149.00
84.08
117.31
7.517

Of

Desorber Solution Outlet Temperature, Tdes.out
Desorber Solution Outlet Pressure, Pdes,out
Absorber Dilute Solution Inlet Temperature, Tdil,abs,in
psia
Of
OF

Value

Units

Measured Quantity

Table 5. (Continued)

RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
Type T Thermocouple
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.
Type T Thermocouple
RTD
Type T Thermocouple
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
3051 Pressure Trans.

Instrumentation

±0.25% Span
±l.44°F
±0.25% Span
±0.9°F
±1.44°F
±0.9°F
±0.25% Span
±0.9°F
±0.075% Span

±1.44°F
±0.25% Span
±l.44°F
±0.9°F

Accuracy

(.;.)

\0
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Desorber Solution Inlet Temperature, Ts,i,des
Desorber Solution Inlet Pressure, Ps,i,des

Ts6

Tss

Ts4

Ts1

TB2

Ts1

TA6

TA5

TA4

TA3

TA2

TAJ

PHX City Water Inlet Temperature, Tcw.i,PHX
PHX City Water Outlet Temperature, Tcw,o,PHX
Pump Precooler City Water Inlet Temperature, Tcw,i,pre
Pump Precooler City Water Outlet Temperature, Tcw,o,pre
Desorber Steam Inlet Temperature, Tst,i,des
Desorber Steam Outlet Temperature, Ts1,o,des
PHX Cooling Water Inlet Temperature, Tc,i,PHX
PHX Cooling Water Outlet Temperature, Tc,o,PHX
Absorber Cooling Water Inlet Temperature, Tc.i,abs
Absorber Cooling Water Outlet Temperature, Tc,o,abs
Absorber Cooling Water Header Temperatures

kPa

oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc

oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc
oc

kg/s

39.17
40.11
39.89
42.33
43.44
46.72
38.67
41.00
41.94
43.11
45.56
47.89
46.04
709.8

9.144
33.05
11.11
48.77
110.58
108.07
47.53
38.43
39.17
48.18
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.

Coriolis Mass Flow Meter
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple

md

2.194x10-2

Dilute Solution Flow Rate,

ms

Magnetic Flow Meter
Coriolis Mass Flow Meter

3.434x104
2.879xl0-2

m 3/s
kg/s

Cooling Water Flow Rate, m3psc
Concentrated Solution Flow Rate,

Instrumentation

Value

Units

Measured Quantity

Table 6. Test Conditions at the Representative Data Point (SI Units)

±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.25% Span

±0.15% Reading
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C
±0.5°C

±0.50% Reading
±0.15% Reading

Accuracy

.j::..
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Desorber Solution Outlet Temperature, Ts.o,des
Desorber Solution Outlet Pressure, Ps.o,des
Absorber Dilute Solution Inlet Temperature, Td,i,abs
Absorber Drip Tray Temperature, Tdrip,abs
Absorber Dilute Solution Inlet Pressure, Pd.i,abs
Absorber Vapor Inlet Temperature, Tv,i,abs
Absorber Vapor Inlet Pressure, Pv.i.abs
Absorber Shell Temperature, T 1ank
Absorber Concentrated Solution Outlet Temperature, Ts,o,abs
Absorber Collection Tray Temperature, Tcol,abs
Absorber Concentrated Solution Outlet Pressure, Ps.o.abs
Pump Precooler Solution Outlet Temperature, Ts.o,pre
Absorber Coolant-Side Differential Pressure, &c,abs

Measured Quantity

Table 6. (Continued)

kPa

oc

kPa

oc
oc
oc

kPa

oc

kPa

oc
oc

kPa

oc

Units

Instrumentation
RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
Type T Thermocouple
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
2088 Pressure Trans.
Type T Thermocouple
RTD
Type T Thermocouple
2088 Pressure Trans.
RTD
3051 Pressure Trans.

Value
100.20
613.6
76.00
78.00
583.9
95.11
585.9
43.72
64.48
65.00
579.7
47.39
51.83

±0.8°C
±0.25% Span
±0.8°C
±0.5°C
±0.25% Span
±0.8°C
±0.25% Span
±0.5°C
±0.8°C
±0.5°C
±0.25% Span
±0.5°C
±0.075% Span

Accuracy

\0
Vl
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Ni.pr=

=

Nr,pp . Nt,pr

Aos,t,11 =NII ·ff·do,t ·Lt

Ais,t,11 =NII ·ff·di,t ·Lt

ff·d 2
=Nt,pp · - - ' -1·
4

do,t -2·/t

=

Acs,t,pp

di,t

Nt,pp

NII =Np . Nr,pp • Nt,pr

IEq~ati~s

= 2.194x10-2 kg/s

.

=

Note: Pc,;,abs is an assumed value.
=

kc,abs

µc,abs · C p,c,abs

4.181 kJ/kg-K
Pre, abs= 4.017

= J(~,ave,abs 'P c,ave,abs)

Prc,abs --

kc.abs=

0.6357 W/m-K

6.106x 10-4 kg/m-s
µc,abs =

Cp,c,abs =

J (i:,ave,abs' P c,ave,abs)

990.8 kg/m3
Pc.abs=

249.9 kPa

224.0 kPa
Pc.ave.abs=

Pc,o,abs =

43.68°C

0.3807

0.8670

0.2289

Tc.ave.abs=

Xs,i,des =

Xv,o,des =

xd,o,des =

6.85x10-3 kg/s

1.493 m 2

1.011 m 2

= 3.861xl0-4 m 2

Aos,1,11 =

A;s,1,11 =

mv =

432

l.067x10-3 m

Acs,t,pp

du=

N1,pp=

N 11 = 2160

IResults

J(i:,ave,abs' P c,ave,abs)

=

C p,c,abs

kc,abs

µc,abs

Pc,abs = J(i:,ave,abs•Pc,ave,abs)

51.83 kPa

L1Pc,abs =

''

+ Pc,o,abs )/2

Pc,ave,abs = (Pc,i,abs

48. l 8°C

P c,i,abs - L1P,,,abs

Tc,o,abs =

=

P c,o,abs

275.8 kPa

Pc,i,abs =

+ T c,o,a bs )112
/

T c,ave,abs

(Tc,1,abs

ms

.

39.17°C

=

,,

md ·Xdodes +mv ·Xvodes

J(I'.,o,des•Ps,o,des•qv,o,des)

f(T,,o,des•Ps,o,des•qd,o,des)

Tc,i,abs =

Coolant Side

Inlet and Outlet Properties (Absorber)

md

qv,o,des =

=

x s,i,des --

xv,o,des

0.0

qd,o,des =

1.0
ms= 2.879x10-2 kg/s

xd,o,des

613.6 kPa

Ps,o,des =

.

mv =ms -md

100.20°C

Ts,o,des =

.

Concentrated Solution, Dilute Solution, and Vapor Concentrations (Desorber)

L 1 =0.140 m

t1 = 2.54x10-4 m

d 0 ,1 =

16

27
l.575xl0- 3 m

Nr,pp =

Np=5

Absorber Geometry

Inputs

Table 7. Absorber Heat Duty and Film Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation
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583.9 kPa

7

I
1

16

37530

16]1.5

0.6357 W/m-K

kc.abs=

dd = l.Ox10·6 m

4.017

6.106x10-4 kg/m-s

µc,abs =

Pre.abs=

990.8 kg/m3

3.86lxl0-4 m 2

m

Pc.abs =

Acs,1,pp =

du=

3.434xl0-4 m 3/s

l.067xlo·3

m3psc =

= m3pscf Acs,1,pp

ac,abs

=

-

8

(Re,,.

kc,abs . Nuc,abs

'·""

I di,/

4.364 2

365

J

[ [ 2457

( 2200-Re

+

=I 4.364 10 +I e

= 8·

Nuc,abs

h,abs

)

12

Rec,abs =Pc.abs • vc,abs . di,t µc,abs

Ve.abs

+

.5 ·Rec.abs·

r
[ 6.3 + 0.079 ·(r,,, / 8

l

~~

o 8 )Yo
\
(1 + P<c.-.,

In[ (/Re,,,,,J' + (oi &jd))) + ( ReJ

l
2

-5

\Xo

579.7 kPa

Ps,o,abs =

X2

64.48°C

Ts,o,abs =

I

Ts,o,abs

0.8670

Xv,i,abs =

Xs.o.abs = 0.3807
Coolant-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient (Absorber)

Note:

585.9 kPa

Pv.i.abs =

2600 W/m2-K

Note: the correlations for/
and Nu are from Churchill
(1977a, b).

ac.abs =

4.364

4.156xl0·2

= 1540

0.8894 m/s

Nuc,abs =

Jc.abs=

Rec.abs

Ve.abs=

Ts,o,sat,abs is greater than
so the saturation
temperature will be used for
the LMTD calculation.

= 65.59°C

62.12 kJ/k:g

Ts,o,,sat,abs

95 .11°C

172.3 kJ/k:g

= 1571 kJ/k:g

hs,o,abs =

hv,i,abs

hd,i,abs =

Tv,i,abs =

hs,o,abs

= J(T.,o,abs> Ps,o,abs> xs,o,abs)
T.,o,sar,abs = f(Ps,o,abs>xs,o,abs>qs,o,abs = o)

f(T,,,;,abs' Pv,i,abs' xv,i,abs)

=

hv,i,abs

Results

0.2289

=

J(Td,i,abs•Pd,i,abs•Xd,i,abs)

=

hd,i,abs

76.00°C

Equations

Xd,i,abs =

Pd,i,abs

Td,i.abs =

Solution Side

Inputs

Table 7. (Continued)
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39.17°C

Tc,i,abs =

1571 kJ/kg

hv.i,abs =

=

Qs,abs

Qc,abs

me

=

p,c,abs

md . hd,i,abs

c

-m·c

m3psc ·Pc.abs

IEquati~n;-

+ mv . hv,i,abs

48.18°C

Tc,o,abs =

1.493 m 2

2600 W/m2-K

ac,abs =

l.575x10- 3 m

Aos,1,11 =

do,t =

du= l.067x10-3 m

kw= 15.41 W/m-K

39 .1 7°C

Tc,i,abs =

65.59°C

76.00°C

12.82 kW
12.75 kW

Ts,o,sat,abs =

Td,i,abs =

Qs,abs =

Qc.abs =

hs.o.abs =

[

0,1

1
d

c,o,abs

-T''

w

-R )

Ts,o,abs -Tc,i,abs

d,i,abs

uabs - ac,abs • di,t

l

dit I [do,1)
R =-·-n
w 2·kw
di,t

af,abs

[T

Qabs
• LMTDabs

ln

l"

_ (Td,i,abs -T,,,o,ab,)-(T,. 0 abs -T,,; ab,)

os,t,tt

abs

Uabs =A

LMTD

I Qabs = (Qs,abs + Qc,abs )/2

- ms • hs,o,abs

·(Tc,o,abs -T)
c,i,abs

62.12 kJ/kg
Solution-Side (Film) Heat Transfer Coefficient (Absorber)

172.3 kJ/kg

0.02879 kg/s

ms =

hd,i,abs =

0.00685 kg/s

mv =

Tc.a.abs =

48. l 8°C
Solution Side
md = 0.02194 kg/s

4.181 kJ/kg-K

990.8 kg/m3

3.434x10-4 m 3/s

Cp,c,abs =

Pc.abs=

m3psc =

Coolant Side

Heat Duty (Absorber)

Inputs

Table 7. (Continued)

316.0 W/m2-K
{X_f,abs =

387.1 W/m2-K

Rw = l.348xl0-5 m2 -K/W

Uabs =

27.l 1°C

12.79 kW

12.75 kW

LMTDabs =

Qabs =

Qs,abs =

12.82 kW

0.3402 kg/s

Qc.abs =

me=

-- -~----1 Results

'°'°
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u.m,
m,

=[(amv
am. ·u. )

amv =I
am.
amv =-1
amd

IEquati()J1~--

2

+(amv
amd ·u.m, )
2

JYi

T.,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C
Ps,o,des = 613.6± 2.59 kPa

T..o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C
Ps,o,des = 613.6 ± 2.59 kPa

(u,).,,_ =[

1fJ

(! ·u, )' +(: ·u,

Jf,.

... ))
(:x)v,o,des =[x{p+up•·-]_~x{p-uP,
P
v,o,des

=[(! ·u, )' +(: ·u,JJ:,.

= (x(T +up.--)-x(T-up···))
( ax)
ar v ,o,des
2-u T
v,o,des

(u,),,,_

=[x{p+uP, ...)-x{p-uP, ... ))
( ax)
ap d,o,des
2-u P
d,o,des

= (x(T + Up··-)-x(T-up··-))
( ax)
ar d,o,des
2-uT
d,o,des

Dilute Solution and Vapor Concentration Uncertainties (Desorber Outlet)

md =0.02194±3.29x10-5 kg/s

m, = 0.02879 ± 4.32x10-5 kg/s

Vapor Mass Flow Rate Uncertainty

Inputs

Table 8. Absorber Heat Duty and Film Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty

I

= -0.004294

= -0.005797

(uJv,o,des = 4.7x10-3
xv.o.des = 0.867 ± 4.7x10-3

(apax) v,o,des = 0.0002708

( ax )
ar v,o,des

(uJd,o,des = 3.5x10-3
xd,o,des = 0.229 ± 3.5x10-3

(apax)d,o,des = 0.0002690

( ax)
ar d,o,des

mv = 0.00685 ± 5.43x10-5 kg/s

Um,, = 5.43x10-5 kg/s

Results

0

--
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IEquations

kg/s

(ux t,i,des

aPs,o,des

axs,i,des

ars,o,des

axs,i,des

axs,i,des
amd

axs,i,des
am,

-

'

48.18 ± 0.5°C

1',,,o,abs

=

= 39.17 ± 0.5°C

1',,,i,abs

s

''

\

s

d

2·u.m,

• '

'

d

+U,;, , •.. )-xsides/md -U,;, , ••. )

2·u.m,

+U,;, , .•. )-xsides 1m, -U,;, , ••. )

aTs,o,des

(uT t.ave,abs =

c,ave,abs

2

T. .•.J.,

·U

c,ave,abs

r s,o,des

axs,1,"des
)2+ [ an
p""·'"

Yz

u Ps,o,des ,... )

)2

-

ar
ar
)2]Yz
[[ aT . .Ur'·'·""' )2+ [ aT
.Ur;·"·""
c,1,abs
c,o,abs

=0.5

=0.5

2

2·UP•.o,du

S,l,

J + (axs,i,des
--·u. J
amd
m,

ax d
+ [~·U

axs,i,des
-·u.
(ams
m,

S,l,

2·ur,,•.J..
x . des I\f.I- s,o, des + u Ps,o,des , .. .)- x . d es Iv-'- s,o, des

x s,z,.des\Irs,o, des +urs,o,des ,... )-xS,l,.des\Irs,o, des -urs,o,des ,... )

''

'

Xsides/md

''

Xsides 1ms

Coolant Average Temperature Uncertainty (Absorber)

Ps,o,des =613.6±2.59kPa

T,,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

md = 0.02194±3.29x10"5 kg/s

5

m, = 0.02879±4.32x10·

Strong Solution Concentration Uncertainty (Desorber Inlet)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

T,,,ave,abs

= 43.7 ± 0.35oC

(uT t,ave,abs = 0.35°C

xs,i,des = 0.381±3.9xl0-3

(ux),,i,des =3.9x10-3

axs,i,des = 0.0002694
aPs,o,des

axs,i,des = -0.004652
ar,,o,des

axs,i,des = -22.17
amd

axs,i,des = 16.89
ams

Results

N

0

......
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J

Pc,ave,abs =249.9±0.0410kPa

J;,,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C

J;,j,abs = 39.17 ± 0.5°C

1

0

8p
8T

( p

U

2·u P

c,ave,abs

U

T,

c,ave,abs

tabs -

c,abs

2 ·Ur

[(

c ,abs

J2 (
ap
+ -·U
aro T,

J2 (

ap
+ -·U
ap ave Pow

[cP (P + uP,. .. )-cP(p-uP,. .. ))
2·u P
c ,ave,abs

ap
-·U
ay; T,

=

0

2·UT

=[cp(r,, +uT,,. ..)-cp(T,,-Ur,,,. .. ))

'

~fu

c,abs

J2)Yi

ap
ap
J2 + (-apap·aveU Pow J2)Yic,abs
[(-·U
J2+ (-·U
ay;
aTo T,

c ,ave.abs

J

ac P
ap

~fu

(

( p

-

J =[c)T; +ur,, ...)-cP(T;-ur,,. ..))

acpJ
8T c ,abs
0

87;

acP

0

=[p(p+uP,. ..)-p{p-uP,. ..))

c,abs

(

(

0

c,abs

= [p(T +Ur,,. .. )- p(T Ur,,. .. ))
2 ·Uro

)c,abs -

(apJ
ap

(

apJ =[p(z; +ur,,. ..)-p(z;-ur,,. .. ))
(87;
2 ·UT

Coolant Specific Heat Uncertainty (Absorber)

Pc,ave,abs = 249.9 ± 0.0410 kPa

Tc,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C

I;,,;,abs =39.17±0.5°C
c,abs

IEquations

Coolant Density Uncertainty (Absorber)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

P

cp,c,abs = 4.181±3.34xl0-5 kJ/kg-K

(uc )c,abs = 3.34xl0-5 kJ/kg-K

= -0.000002153

= -0.0000456

= -0.00004869

c,ave,abs

c,abs

(~; J

acpJ
( ar,,

c,abs

(~~ J

Pc,abs = 990.8 ± 0.145 kg/m 3

(uPLbs = 0.145 kg/m 3

= 0.0004378
(ap)
ap c,ave,abs

= -0.2046
( ap
aro c,abs

J

J

= -0.2046
( ap
ay; c,abs

.. , Results

........

w

0
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IEquations

Ps,o,des = 613.6 ± 2.59 kPa

T.,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

Pd;,abs = 583.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Td,i,abs = 76.00 ± 0.8°C

2·u11

8m3ps

mJps

am· U
= ((- -·U
81'; T,

2

P

d,i,abs

8ps,o,des

Bh · b
~

_;_,a_

· bs I\}'s,o,
- des
= hd ,1,a

r.

2

8pave

Ur.:s,o,do ,. ..)

2. UP,,.,.,,

+ uP1,o,da ,. ..)- hd ,,. •abs \f's,o,
I - des - u P:s,a,des ,. .. )

Bhd · bs = hd •i•abs (T,•odes
• +Urs.,o,dn ,. .. )- hdJ •abs tr.odes
• •
BTs ,o,des
2·u1', ,o,du

d,1,abs

(:) . =(h(p+uP"-1.~h(p-uP,. ..)l

8T0

P~ )

+ (am
- · U ) + ( -am
·U

~.as

(a"' )

c,ave,abs

c,abs

= (h(T +Up ...).- h(T- Up ...))
( 8h)
BT d,.,,1 abs
2 Ur
d· b

) +

2

2·u P

o

2·Ur

m(T,, + ur. ,. ..)- m(T,, -ur. ,. ..)]

c,abs

=(m(p+up,. .. )-m(p-up,. ..)l

=(

=(m(z; +ur,,. ..)-m(z;-ur,,. ..)l

c,ave,abs

( mt.abs

U

ap

c,abs

c,abs

am)
(81',,
(am)

1

BT

(am)

P.
c,abs

Dilute Solution Enthalpy Uncertainty (Absorber Inlet)

Pc,ave,abs = 249.9 ± 0.0410 kPa

T,,,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C

..

m3 psc = 0.0003434±1. 717x10~ m 3 /s
amc
::L_
3
T,,;abs =39.17±0.5°C
um PSc

I

Coolant Mass Flow Rate Uncertainty (Absorber)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

2

c,abs

]Yi

3

BhdJ,abs = -0.143
BP,,o,des

Bhd,i,abs = 2.284
BT,,o,des

= o.0001154
( ah)
ap dJ,abs

= 4.305
( ah)
BT d,i,abs

me = 0.3402±1. 70x10-

u,., = 1.70xl0-3 kg/s

kg/s

7

am)c,abs = -0.00001021
(ai;,
= 1.504x10(am)
ap c,ave,abs

= -0.00001021
( am)
ai; c,abs

amc =990.8
8m3psc

IResults

~

-
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fEquatl~ns .

Ps,o,des =613.6±2.59kPa

T,,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

Pv,i,abs = 585.9 ± 2.59 kPa

T,,,i,abs = 95.11±0.8°C

v,l,abs

r s,o,des

an

v,i,abs

)2

Yi

2. UP,,a.d«

aps,o,des

s,o,des

v.1.abs
(u ) . = I
h v,z,abs
( ah . b
+~·u
ar
T,,a,du

r s,o,des

an

+~-u

)2 (ah . b

v.1.abs

P•.•.J.,

ah . b
( ah . b
)2
(~·U
)2+~·U
ar .
T,, 1,ab<
ap .
P".1·"''

)2

Yi

----=~---------'-'--------------'-'---

hv,.i,a
. bs 1
. bs 1
VJ- s,o,des + u Ps,o,des ,... )- hv,1,a
VJ- s,o,des -u Ps,o.des ,... )

2. Ur, .•. J.,

h.b/T
d +Urs,o,des ,... )-h.b(T
v,1,a s \ s,o, es
v,1,a s
s,o,des -UTs,o,des ,... )

P

=(h(p+uP,.-J~h(p-uP, ...))

P•.a,du

PJ.1.aru

ahd . b
2+ (_t.t!...!..._
.u

d ,1,abs

ap .

)2

ahv,1,a
. bs

ar,,o,des

--=

ahv,i,abs

1P

(:hJ.

s,o,des

ar

ahd . b
+ (_t.t!...!..._
•u
T,.a.du )

Td,1,ab•

ahd i abs
)2+ ( " ·U

=(h(T+up···)-h(T-ur, ... )J
( ah)
ar v,i,abs
2. UT
v,i,abs

Vapor Enthalpy Uncertainty (Absorber Inlet)

(uh t,i,abs =

d ,1,abs

- - '- · U

ahd,,. abs
( ar .

Dilute Solution Enthalpy Uncertainty (Absorber Inlet), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

hv,i,abs = 1571±18.2 kJ/kg

(uJv,i,abs = 18.2 kJ/kg

aPs,o,des

~=0.5743

ar,,o,des
ah . b

~=-12.29

ah . b

= -0.8285
(ahJ
ap v,i,abs

=18.86
( ah)
ar v,i,abs

hd,i,abs = 172.4 ± 3.92 kJ/kg

(uh )d,i,abs = 3.92 kJ/kg

Results

Vl

0

........
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IEquations

1',,,i,abs = 39.17 ± 0.5°C

m3psc =0.0003434±1.717x10-6 m 3 /s

Coolant Heat Duty (Absorber)

Ps,o,des = 613.6 ± 2.59 kPa

T.,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

0

p, abs = 579.7 ± 2.59 kPa
s,o,abs

up···))

11

c,abs

=(

)

2
s,o,des

BT

m,

·U. )

2

+ ( Bhs,o,abs . U

+(8hs,o,abs
a.md

P,,,..,..

2

T,,,,,u

)

2

2

r s,o,des

an

+ ( Bhs,o,abs . U

+(8hs,o,abs ·U
)
BT
T,,,..,
s,o,abs
.

Q(m3 ps + UmJps ,...)- Q(m3 ps - um3ps ,...))
2·u m3ps
c,abs

r s,o,abs

on

+ ( Bhs,o,abs . U

m,

·U. )

= -me ·C p,c,abs
( BQ)
ai; c,abs

(~)
8m3ps

(u h ) s,o,abs --

( 8hs,o,abs
.
am,
I

1- s,o, des - uPs,o.,da ,... )
Bhs,o,abs = hs,o,abs I-.
\J' ,o,des +UPs,o,des ,... )- hs,o,ab. V'
BP,,o,aes
2 ·UP,..,.;a

ahs,o,ab'S = hs,o,abs 'To.
\ s, ,ues +urs,o,da ,... )-hs,o,ab•'T
\ s,o, des -ur ,o,des ,... )
BTs ,o,des
2·u I:,o,t1n

=(h(p+uP, ...)-h(p-uP, ...))
( ah)
ap s,o,abs
2·up
s,o,abs

2 ·u,.,

P.......

)

2

-...,Vi

)

=-1.42
( aQ)
ai; c,abs

=37329
( BQ )
8m3ps c,abs

hs,o,abs = 62.1±3.68 kJ/kg

Bhs,o,abs = 1.114
ar..o,des
ah
s,o,abs = -0.06451
BP,,o,des
(uhL,abs = 3.68 kJ/kg

= o.0001065
( ah)
8p s,o,abs

=4.441
( ah)
BT s,o,abs

Bmd
= ( h(T + up·-J.~h(T ( ah)
BT s,o,abs
T

Bhs,o,abs = -4044
am.
Bhs,o,abs = 5307
amd

2-u,.,

h,,o,abs(m, +u,.,, ... )-hs,o,abs(m, -u,.,, ... )

IResults

Bhs,o,abs = hs,o,abs {md + U,;,, , ••• ) - hs,o,abs {md -u,., ,... )

am.

md =0.02194±3.29x10-5 kg/s

T.,o,abs = 64.48 ± 0.5°C

Bh,,o,abs

m, =0.02879±4.32xl0-5 kg/s

Concentrated Solution Enthalpy Uncertainty (Absorber Outlet)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)
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u

( Q t,abs

'Pave

( aaQ)

0

(-araQ)

T;

ai;,

Ts,o,abs = 64.48 ± 0.5°C

Pd,i,abs = 583.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Td,i,abs = 76.00 ± 0.8°C

Pv,i,abs = 585.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Qs,abs (md + U,;,, ,. ..)- Qs,abs (md - U,;,, ,. ..)
2·u,;,d

aQs,abs
amd

Tv,i,abs = 95.11±0.8°C

V,J

Pv,i

abs

Pd.i

ars ,o

abs

2·u I:, ,o

0

-

Ur,_

0

, . . .) ]

abs

+uP,.1'~·!:Qs(Pd,i -UP,,;,. ..)]

[~) = [ Qs (rs,o +Ur,.• ,. ..)- Qs (T,,

1JJ d,l

=(Qs{Pd,i

Td,i

r.

abs

abs

abs

+uP,,;"~·~:Qs{Pv,i -uP,.1"'"))

)J

aQs) =(Qs(rd,i +Urd,;,. .. )-Qs(rd,i -Ur,,;,. ..)]
ar.
2·u
d,i abs
abs

abs

[ :Qs)

[

1Pv,i

=(Qs(Pvj

aQs ) = ( Qs (rv,i + Ur,,1 ,. ..)- Qs (r.,i - Ur,,; ,. ..
ar abs
2·u T.,,;

[ :Qs)

[

-=--~---~-

2·u.m,

ams

Ia~~,abs = Qs,abs (ms + u,;,,.-~.)-Qs,abslms - U,;,, ,. ..)

ay;

c,abs

apave

Pow

c,abs

J2+ (-aQ· u )2 + (-aQ· u )2 + (-aQ· u )2 ]Yz

md =0.02194±3.29x10' 5 kg/s

ms = 0.02879 ± 4.32xl0'5 kg/s

aQ
--·u
am3 pS m3ps

Pave

=[Q(Pave+Up0~•~·!:Q(Pave-UPow" .. ))

[(

c,abs

.

--mc ·Cp,c,abs

Solution-Side Heat Duty Uncertainty (Absorber)

Pc,ave,abs = 249.9±0.0410 kPa

T,,,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C
c,abs

IEquations

Coolant Heat Duty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

c,abs

= -9.344x10- 7

[ aQS ) = -0.1279
ar,,o abs

[ aQs) = 0.0000157
apd,i abs

[ aQS ) = 0.09444
ard,i abs

[ aQs ) = -0.00568
aPv,i abs

[ aQS) = 0.1292
ar,,i abs

aQs,abs = -1551
amd

aQs,abs = 1625
ams

Qc,abs = 12.82±1.01 kW

(uQ )c,abs = 1.01 kW

1JJave

( aaQ )

= 1.42
( aQ)
aro c,abs

IResults
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IEq~ati~~s

Ps,o,des =613.6±2.59kPa

Ts,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

Ps,o,abs = 579.7 ± 2.59 kPa

(uQ )s,abs

oQs,abs
0Ps,o,des

=

2

,
rs,o,des

+ [ 0n

oQs,abs

s,o,abs

[ oT

+ oQs,abs

v,1,abs

·U
P,,.4,,

. Ur. .•.•,,
)

2

s,o,abs

)2+ [ opoQs,abs

d,i,abs

oQs,abs
)2+ [ oT
'

P,J,ob•

+ [-oQs,abs
-·U
op '

d

s

/(OQs,abs ·U. ) +(OQs,abs ·U, )
om
m,
om
md

2·u Ps,o,des

. u P.,,.,,

s,o,des

oQs,abs
)2 + [ oT

d,1,abs

op '

)2 + [ oQs,abs

v,1,abs

oQs,abs ·U . )
oT '
T,,,,.,,

r,,,.,,

+[

·U

2

2·ur,,•.d.,
1
Qs,abs V'- s,o, des + u Ps,o,des ,. .. )-Qs,abs (p s,o,des -u Ps,o,des ,. .. )

0

oT,,o,des

abs

=(Q,(Ps,o +uP,,.,. .. )-Qs(Ps,o -UP,,.,. .. )]
2·u Ps,o
abs
Qs,abs (T,,o,des + Ur,,o,du ,. .. )- Qs,abs (T,,o,des - Ur,, ,d., ,. .. )

OQ5 )
op s,o

Pd,;,ob•

. Ur,,.,,.,

·U

2

)2

)2

/

Yi IQs,abs

=12.75±0.19kW

(uQ)s,abs = 0.19 kW

oQs,abs = 0.002653
0Ps,o,des

oQs,abs = -0.06617
oT,,o,des

[ :Qs) = -0.00002034
Ps,o abs

-------lResults

oQs,abs

[

Solution-Side Heat Duty Uncertainty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)
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kg/s

m3psc = 0.0003434± 1.717x10-6 m 3 /s

Ps,o,des = 613.6 ± 2.59 kPa

T,,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

Ps,o,abs = 579.7 ± 2.59 kPa

T,,o,abs = 64.48 ± 0.5°C

Pd,i,abs = 583.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Td,i,abs = 76.00 ± 0.8°C

Pv,i,abs = 585.9 ± 2.59 kPa

T,,,i,abs = 95.11±0.8°C

md = 0.02194 ±

3.29xW-5

ms = 0.02879±4.32x10·5 kg/s

Average Heat Duty (Absorber)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

[5L.)
[5L.)
abs

abs

Q(Ts,o -

2·u Ts.o

, •••) -

Ur,,., ...)]

(

Qabs

0

2·u Ps,o,des

lP s,o,des + Up,_ ,d,. ,. ..)-Qabs (p s,o,des - UP.,o,d« ,...)

aQ ) =[Q(m3psc +um3ps,,. .. )-Q(m3psc -Um3ps,,. .. ))
am3psc as
b
2·um3psc
abs

aQabs
aPs,o,des

2. Ur.,.,d.,

Ps.o

abs

abs

+up,,.•~·!:Q(Ps,o -UP,,.,. .. )]

0

abs

ar,,o,des

abs

=(Q(Ps,o

+ Ur,,

PJ,;

+uPd,,,~·~:Q(Pd,i -uPd,,, ...)l

Qabs {T.,o,des + Ur,,•.d., ,... )- Qabs {T.,o,des - Ur,,•.d" ,. .. )

1fJ s,o

aaQ)

abs

ars,o

= [ Q(T.,o

=(Q(Pd,i

2·u Td,i

abs

Up,_,, ... )]

=(Q(rd,i +urd_,, ...)-Q(rd,i -urd,,, ...)l

2·u Pv,i

2·u Tv,i

Q(T,,,i +Ur,,,, ... )- Q(T,,,; - Ur,,,, ...)]

=[ Q(Pv,i +Up,_,, ... )- Q(Pv,i -

= (

aQabs

[

abs

abs

"Pd,z

aT.
d,i

abs

abs

[R)
[:Q.)
[R)

ap.
v,i

V,l

ar.

amd

~Q )
(} s,o

abs

= -0.06393

(

aQ ) =18665
am3psc abs

aQabs = 0.001326
aPs,o,des

aQabs = -0.03309
ars,o,des

[ aaQ ) = -o.00001011
Ps,o abs

[

[ aQ ) = 0.00000785
apd,i abs

[ aQ ) = 0.04122
ard,i abs

[ aQ ) = -0.00284
aPv,i abs

[ aQ ) = 0.0.06459
arv,i abs

aQabs = -775.7
amd

Qabs (md + U,;,d ,... )- Qabs (md - U,;,d ,... )
2·u md

aQabs

---=-----~-------~-

aQabs = 812.6
ams

Qabs (ms + U,;,,'···)- Qabs (ms - U,;,, ,... )
2·u,;,,

IResults

aQabs
ams

--- =---------------

fEq~ations
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Pc,ave,abs = 249.9 ± 0.0410 kPa

I::,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C

J;,,i,abs = 39.17 ± 0.5°C
c,I

abs

2

2

abs

r v ,1,abs

(}n .

+ ( 8Qabs ·U

c,o,abs

ar

+ ( 8Qabs ·U

s,o,des

7;,.....

c,ave,abs

)2+ ( ap8Qabs

c

·U

P,,aw,a1"

)2

c,z,abs

s ,o,des

)2 + ( 8Qabs ·U )2
8Qabs ·U
8m3ps
mJps,
8T .
T,,,..,

s ,o,abs

T,,.,d~ )2

2+ (

P,,.,,,., )

+ ( 8Qabs ·U
8p

r....... )

s ,o,abs

d ,1,abs

)2 + ( 8Qabs ·U
8Qabs ·U
ap
P.,.....
aT

d ,1,abs

)2 + ( 8Qabs ·U )2
8Qabs ·U
8T .
Td,1,..,
8p .
Pd;,..,

2

2+ (

2+ (

·U

P..1 .•., )

. u . ) + ( aQabs . u . ) + ( aQabs . u
)
( aQabs
a.
m,
a.
md
ar
T,,, ...
ms
md
v,i,abs

P,,aw

+UP,,aw'~·:~-Q(Pc,ave -UP,,.w"")J

+ Ui; .• ,. ..)-Q(Tc,o -Ui;,. ,. ..)]
2·u l'c,o
abs

=[Q(Pc,ave

= [Q(T;,, 0

~UQLs -_ I+ ( aT8Qabs

'

2 ·UT.

= [ Q(I;,,i + Ui;,, ,. ..)- Q(I::,; - Ui;,, ,. ..)]

'P c,ave abs

)

abs

arc,o

( a8Q

abs

87;,..,l

(R)
(R)

fEQ.~ation~

Average Heat Duty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

I

Yz

Qabs =12.79±0.SlkW

(uQtbs = 0.51 kW

= -4.672xl0- 7

=0.11

=-0.11

(_51._)
8Pc,ave abs

ay;,,o abs

ay;,,i abs

(R)
(R)

IResults
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Equations

(uLMTDLs
+

arc,z.

=I (oLMTD
·U

Pv,i,abs = 585.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Tv,i,abs = 95.11±0.8°C

md = 0.02194±3.29x10'5 kg/s

ms = 0.02879 ± 4.32x10'5 kg/s

)

+
+

(

abs

abs

(~)
op .
v,z

v ,l

(~)
ar.
2·u

.i

Pv,i

= [ u{Pv,; +up,,,,. .. )- u{Pv,i - up,,,,. .. )]

2·u Tv

= ( u(rv,i + ur,,, ,. ..)- u(rv,i -ur,,, ,. ..)]

abs

( au ) = -0.0101
OPv,i abs

( au) = 1.596
arv,i abs

auabs =-19161
ama

Uabs(md +U,;,d,. .. )-Uabs(md -U,;,d,. .. )
2·u md

~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

auabs
ama

/abs

LMTDabs = 27.1±0.59oc

auabs = 20074
ams

abs

r, .•

)2

)2\Yi

(ULMTD )abs =0.59°C

( oLMTD) = -0.4915
ai::,o abs

( oLMTD) = -0.5087
ai;,,i abs

uabs(ms +u,;,, .... )-uabs(ms -u,;,, .... )
2·u.m,

c,o

ar
·U

oLMTD
·U
ar,,o,sat r,P'"'

)2 (oLMTD

2

abs

( oLMTD) = 0.5087
ar,,o,sat abs

( oLMTD) = 0.4915
ard,i abs

Results

auabs
ams

r,,,

rd,i

( --·U

oLMTD
ard,i

oLMTD) = ( LMTD(T,,,0 + uz; .• , ...)- LMTD(T,,,0 - ur, .• ,. ..)]
arc,o abs
2·u ~.o
abs

(

I:,o,sat

oLMTD) = (LMTD(I::,i + Ui;_, ,. ..)- LMTD(I::,i -ui;,, ,. ..)]
oT.
2·u ~.i
c,i
abs
abs

abs

(

s,o,sat

(oLMTD) = (LMTD(Ta,; + Urd,, , ...)- LMTD(Ta,; -urd.• ,. ..)]
ar.
2·u
(
a,, )abs (
(
rd),,
(
abs )]
LMTDTs,o,sat +u r,,...., ,. .. -LMTDTs,o,sat -u T, ....., ,. ..
oLMTD
=
ar
2 .u

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber)

T ,, =48.18±0.5oc
c,o,abs

T,,·;~b.'=39.17±0.5°C

Ta,i,abs = ~6.00 ± :8°C0
T.osatabs -65.59_0.5 c

Log-Mean Temperature Difference Uncertainty (Absorber)

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)
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fEquatl~~s

-

Td,i,abs = 76.00 ± 0.8°C
Pd,i,abs = 583.9 ± 2.59 kPa
T,,o,abs = 64.48 ± 0.5°C
T,,o,sat,abs = 65.59 ± 0.5oC
Ps,o,abs = 579.7 ± 2.59 kPa
T.,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C
Ps,o,des = 613.6 ± 2.59 kPa
m3psc =0.0003434±1.717x10-6 m 3 /s
i::,i,abs =39.17±0.5°C
i::.o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C
abs

abs

abs

u(r..
0
-

Ur,_
0

J
c

• •

s,o,des

s,o,des

c •0

abs

abs

[~)
oT

c '1

[!!!___)
oT.
0

=(u(rc,o +ur;_..... )-u(rc,o -ur".....
2·u Tc •

,i

)l

abs

=(u(rc,i +ur;_;,. .. )-u(i::,i -ur,,,. ..)J
2·u Tc
abs

=[u(m3psc +um3ps,, ... )-u(m3psc -um3ps,,. ..
( au
om3psc abs
2·um3ps

2·UPs,o,des

\

abs

,. .. )-Uabs fr, odes -UT ,. .. )
2 ·ur,_._,,,
,. .. )- Uabs I~-s ,o,des - up ,. .. )

Ps.o,des

s,o,des

auabs
OPs,o,des

• •

Uabs \IP s,o, des + u

\

abs

)l

, . . .) ]

abs

)l

)-U(T.,o,sat - uT. .•.w, ,. ..)]
2·u r:,o,sa1
abs
,. ..

Ps,o

0 ,,0 ,

2·u Z:,o

, . •• ) -

+ Ur,,

0

Uabs fr, odes +UT

abs

= (U(T.,o,sat

u(r.,o + Ur,_

PJ,i

(u(Pd,i +up,, ·~-!~u(Pd,i -up,,,. .. )]

=(u(Ps,o +uP,_..... )-u(Ps,o -uP,_.....
2·u

abs

Td ·'

---· . - - -

(u(rd,i +ur" ,. .. )-u(rd,i -ur,, ,. .. )]
2·u
abs

=(

=

=

auabs
ars,o,des

s,o

[~)
op

s,o,sat

[~)
ar

s,o

[~)
ar

1Pd,i

[:u.)
d '1

[~)
oT.

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

abs

au) abs
[ai::,o

[ au )
ai::,i abs

-1i.11

= 23.25

=

= 461069
( au
om3psc abs

J

auabs = 0.03276
OPs,o,des

auabs = -0.8173
ar,,o,des

[ au ) = -o.0002512
OPs,o abs

[ au ) --5 926
ar,,o,sat abs

[ au) = -1.5792
ar,,o abs

[ au ) = o.0001939
OPd,i abs

[ au ) = -4.559
ard,i abs
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I

s

ms = 0.02879± 4.32xlQ"5 kg/s
md = 0.02194±3.29xlQ"5 kg/s
T,,,i,abs = 95.11±0.8°C
Pv,i,abs = 585.9 ± 2.59 kPa

d

Pc ,aw

~·

abs

rv,1,abs

d,1.,abs

.

vyd,1,abs

;i,..,

auabs ·U )2 + ( au. ·U
. T,,,,a.,

2+ ( ar
+ (--·U
(}n .
P,,1,a1u )

auabs

2
2
2 auabs
auabs
--·u.
(--·u.
am m, ) + (auabs
om m, ) + (--·u
aT . T,,,,.., )

abs

=(u(Pc,ave+UP,.~;·:~-u(Pc,ave-Up,,•~'"')J

Pd,1,..,

s,o,sat,abs

c,o,abs

P..o,da

oat.abs at.abslms +u,.,, ... )-at.abs(ms -u,.,, ... )

2·u,.,

--'-.;..._----=--~-'------"----'-

'P

v,1

abs

abs

(:av,I)i abs =(at (Pv,i +uP,, ·;·?:atP,, (Pv,i -uP,,i ,...)]abs

- -=

aat,abs at.ab,(md +u,.,, ... )-at,abslmd -u,.,,. .. )
amd
2·u,.,
( aat) =(aArv,i +ur,_,, ... )-aAr..i -ur.., ....)J
ar.
2·u Tv.i

ams

---=--'----~--~----'--~

r c,ave,abs

c

)2 + ( auabs .Um3 s )2
am3ps
p'

r s,o,abs

P.......

)2

auabs ·U )2 + ( auabs ·U
)2
T,,,,•"
(}n
P,,•~·'"

c,1,abs

auabs

-·

-·

auabs
2 ( auabs
ar ·Ur."'·"" ) + op 'U

2(
+ (--·U
aT . T,,,,•" ) + OT

+(

s,o,abs

auabs ·U )2+ ( auabs ·U
)2 + ( auabs ·U
(uQLs = + ( OT
T,,,,..,
ar
T,,,,.,,,..,
(}n

7JJc,ave

( 0 aU)

Film Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber)

Pc,ave,abs = 249.9 ± 0.0410 kPa

Equations
Inputs
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber), Cont.

Table 8. (Continued)

)2

abs

= -28748

= 30117

( aat) =-0.1052
OPv,i abs

( aat) = 2.394
aTv,i abs

aat,abs
ams
oat.abs
amd

Uabs =316±14.0W/m

2

-K

K

= -0.005356

Yi I (uu tbs = 14.0 W/m 2 -

c,ave

( a:u )
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IEquations

= 39.17 ± 0.5°C

T;,,o,abs = 48.18 ± 0.5°C

J;,~,abs

m3psc =0.0003434±1.717x10-<i m 3 /s

Ps,o,des = 613.6±2.59 kPa

T.,o,sat,abs = 65.59 ± 0.5°C
Ps,o,abs = 579.7 ± 2.59 kPa
T.,o,des = 100.20 ± 0.8°C

T.,o,abs = 64.48 ± 0.5°C

Pd,i,abs = 583.9 ± 2.59 kPa

Td,i.abs = 76.00 ± 0.8°C

=

(a

-up,,,,. . )]
abs

abs

2 ·UP,,o,m

=

=

Ba1 )
BT.
c,1 abs
Ba1 )
BTc,o abs

(
(

a

2·um3psc

Ai::.o +Ur, .• ,. .. )- a Arc,o - ur. .• ,. ..)]
2·u '.I'c,o
abs

(a

[aArc.i +ur,, ,. .. )-aAi::.; -ur,, ,. ..)]
2·uTc,;
abs

bs

J =(aAm3psc +um3ps,,. ..)-aAm3psc -um3ps, ....))

Ba1
Bm3psc

(

BPs,o,des

Baf,abs

abs

af•abs 1v-'-s•0 •des +upa,o,da ,. ..)- af •abs 1\J'-s •0 •des -ups,o,da ,. .. )

2 . uT..o,da

abs

BT.,o,des

Ps,o

Baf,abs

abs

)l

1T.odes +Ur. ,. .. )-afabs 1T.odes -UT. ,. .. )
afabs
•
\
• •
s.,o,da
•
\
• •
s,o,tks

'1J' s,o

=(af{Ps,o +up,,.•;·?:af{Ps,o -uP.......

)l

f (T.,o + ur. .• ,. .. )-af (T.,o - Ur,,. ,. ..)]
2·u T,,o
abs

(af{Pd,; +up,,, •;·?:a1{Pd,;
p_,

)l

aaf ) =(a1(T.,o,sat +ur..•.m1"'')-a1(T.,o,sat -uT.,o,mt,. ..
BTs ,o,sat abs
2·u T, ,o,,.t

Ba1 )
BTs,o abs

abs

(:af)

(

(

1.)

=

Ba1 ) =(a1(rd,; +ur.,,. .. )-a1(rd,i -ur.,,. ..
BTd •'. abs
2·u Td ,;

(:a'Pd,i

(

Film Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

abs

( Bal) = 34.88
BI;,,o abs

( Bal) =-17.56
BI;,,; abs

= 691738
( Bal
Bm3psc abs

J

-1.226

Baf,abs = 0.04916
BPs,o,des

Baf,abs
BT.,o,des

( Baf ) = -0.0003769
BPs,o abs

( Bal ) =-8.891
BT.,o,sat abs

( Bal) =-2.369
BT.,o abs

( Baf ) = 0.0002909
Bpd,i abs

( Bal) =-6.84
BTd,i abs

IResults

~
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IEquatio~s

ac,abs =2600±650W/m 2 -K

Pc,ave,abs = 249.9±0.0410 kPa
abs
Pc,ave

=[a1(Pc,av• +uP, .•w·~·:~aAPc,ave -uPc,.w, ...

(uQLs =

am

d

md

aaf abs
'
ars ,o,abs

f,abs
+ [ aa
-aa
b
\.
c,a s
·U

a"""

·U

)2

·U

Pd,;·"''

ap c,ave,abs

)2 + [ aaf,abs

am3 ps c

)2 + ( aaf,abs

·U

)2

Pc.aw.ai.

)2

J2

p'·"·""

p '

·Um3 s

an
rs ,o,abs

·U

2
)

)2 + [ aaf'abs ·U

an
.
rd ,1,abs

.
T, ......

abs

)2 + [ aafabs
'

T""·'"""''

P..o,de<

·U

Td,;.oi.

~·

aT .

T""·""

·U

s ,o,sat ,abs

)2+ [ araaf'abs

2 [ aaf,abs
<,O,d« ) + ap s ,o,des

T,·"·""

·Ur

·U

d ,1,abs

aa f,abs
2+ [ aaf,abs
+ [- - - · U
arc,1,abs
.
T,,;,oi. )
arc,o,abs

s ,o,des

aaf,abs
+ [ ar

+[

:r v ,1,abs

aafabs
2 [ aafabs
+ [--'-·u
an .
P,,;,ob< ) + ar .'

s

aaf,abs
( ---·u.
am
m,

)l

2
J2+ (aaf,abs
---·u. J + [aaf,abs
---·u

( aa1 J =[aAac +ua, •... )-aAac -ua,····)J
aac abs
2·uac
abs

'lfJ c,ave

[ aaa1 )

Film Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty (Absorber), Cont.

Inputs

Table 8. (Continued)

)2

= 29.9 W/m 2

-

K

= -0.008036

a f,abs = 387 ± 29.9 W/m 2 - K

'Yi (ua) f,abs

J

abs

= -0.03268
( aaf
aac abs

J

1JJ c,ave

[ aaaf )

IResults
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= 0.489 m

Lcylinder

4

Acylinder

J(TaJ

=

=-(T
)K
=

kair
/Jair
Prair

Prair

= 0.725

g=9.81 m/s 2

/Ja;r =

3.19x10·3

µair= l.92x10·5

K

1

kg/m-s

= 0.688 m

= 21.1 °C

60.0°C

Lcylinder,char

Tambient

Tiank,surf=

Grcylinder • Prair

= g · L!ylinder,char

Ra cylinder =

Grcylinder

• /J,air
.

+ Tambient )/2

Heat Transfer Coefficient Due to Natural Convection

J(TaJ

ave

1

J(Tave)

=

µair

+

2

µair

- Tambien1 )

ff · d cylinder

. (T,ank,swf

L cylinder

+ Acap + Abottom

(T,ank,surf

= 21.1 °C

=

Atank = Acylinder

=

Abottom
ff · d cylinder

_
• d ;ylinder
bottom - ff
4

Lbottom,char

A

=

+ Acap

L cylinder ,char = L cylinder ,e!J

=

Tair,ave

Tiank,surf=

Tambient

cap

cylinder

d2

ff · d cylinder • L cylinder

= 2 . ff .

=

Acylinder,eff

A

A cylinder

IEquations

60.0°C

Ambient Air Properties

= 0.254 m

dcylinder

Tank Geometry

Inputs

Table 9. Absorber Heat Loss

l.92x10·5 kg/m-s

= 40.6°C

Racylinder

= 7.80x10 8

= l.08x10 9

= 0.725

Grcylinder

Prair

/Ja;,= 3.19x10·3 K 1

= 2.67xl0·2 W/m-K

µair=
kair

= 6.35x10·2 m

= 0.542 m2

Tair,ave

A1ank

= 0.688 m

0.688 m

= 5.07x10·2 m2

Lbottom.char

Abottom

Lcy1inder.char

Lcyunder,eff=

0.492 m2

= 0.101 m2

= 0.390 m2

Acyunder.eff=

Acap

Acylinder

IResults
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=

2.67x10"2

W/m-K

= 6.35x10·2 m

=

A 1ank

0.492 m 2

= 0.542 m2

Acyunder.eff=

Abouom

m2

2.934 W/m2-K

5.07xl0-2

llbottom,conv =

= 3.362 W /m2-K

= 6.12x105

lZcyiinder,conv

Rabottom

= 0.725

= 2.67x10-2 W/m-K

Prair

kair

1

= 7.80xl08

Lbottom,char

Ra.vunder

= 0.725

=

Prair

kair

K

kg/m-s

= 0.688 m

= 0.725

0.725

Lcyunder.char

Prair

Prair =

g=9.81 m/s2

/Ja;r

3.19x10-3

/lair= l.92x10-5

6.35xl0-2 m

= 21. l °C

60.0°C

Lbouom,char =

Tambient

Tiank.sutf=

Inputs

Table 9. (Continued)

aconv

=

=
Lbottom,char

Nubottom • kair

•

J; (Prair)

A,ank

+ Abottom • abottom,conv)

J; (Prair )Ys

(Acyunaer,eff • acylinder,conv

abottom,conv

•

Lcylinder ,char

Nu bottom = 0.60 · Ral1,tom

a cylinder ,conv =

Nucylinder • kair

Nu cylinder = 0.68 + 0.67 · Ra~inder

Pra.,

µ;ir

(z;ank,suif - Tambient )

( %r

0 492

16

• Pair •

= Grbottom • Prair

= g · L!,,ttom,char

J; (Prai,) = 1+ (-·-.)

Ra bottom

Grbottom

Equations

= 3.36 W/m2-K

llconv =

3.32 W/m2-K

= 6.99
abouom,conv = 2.934 W/m2-K
Nubottom

lZcyiinder,conv

86.8

= 0.769

= 6.12xl05

= 8.44xl05

NUcy/inder =

fi(Pra;r)

Rabottom

Grbottom

Results
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IEquations

a,ad = G'. &tank • (rtank,surf + T,,mbient ) • (r,;nk,suif + T,,~bient )

3.32

W/m2-K

0.542

a,.att= 1.55 W/m2-K

12;,onv =

A1ank =
Qloss,abs

=

=

a conv • Aiank • (T,ank.surf - Tambient)
a,ad · Aiank • (T,ank.suif - Tambient)

= Qloss,conv,abs + Qloss,rad,abs

Q,oss,rad,abs

294 K

T ambient =

m2

Q,oss.conv,abs

333 K

T1ank,suif=

Heat Loss from the Absorber Due to Natural Convection and Radiation

u= 5.67x10-8 W/m2-K2

0.22

294 K

Tambient =

&tank=

333 K

T1ank,surf=

Heat Transfer Coefficient Due to Radiation

Inputs

Table 9. (Continued)

Q1oss,abs =

32. 7 W

70.0 W
102. 7 W

Q1oss,rad,abs =

Qioss,conv,abs =

a,.att= 1.55 W/m2-K

IResults

\0
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= 583.3 kPa

= 0.8893

Pv,o

Xv,i

=

3

Nr,a =

R = 8314 J/kmol-K

17.03 kg/kmol

kg/m-s

Ma=

14.,µ = 1.969

o;, = 2.90

A

l.258x10-5

µa,v

= 357.19 K

= 18.02 kg/kmol

Tv,bulk

Mw

O'w,µ=2.641 A

809.1 K

= 357.19 K

Tv,bulk

(c,Jk)µ=

17.03 kg/kmol

Ma=

A

558 K

o;, = 2.90

&alk=

Xv.o

(xv,i

(Pv,i

+ Pv,o )/2

+ xv,o )/2

(I;,,; + T.,o )/2

•

a,µ

w

(]'2 •

w,µ

~~a.k

+
(cw/kt

0.1859+ Tv,bulk

J

[

5.5435·0.1859

( 0.1859 + Tv,bulk
&a/k

J

--- - - -

R- . µa,v
+132·
( c p,a,v -52- ·
'
Ma

=(5+N,){~· ~J

ka,v -- ka,v,translationa/

a .

(cw/k)µ

Tv,bulk

&a/k

. ~Tv,bulk
IM a
0'2 n

Q

~Mw 'J;,,bulk

= 8.32xl o-2

= 2.67x10-6

ka,v,trans/ational

cp,a,v

Q

=0.7221-l.5748x10-3.

a

(]'2 •

= 2.67x10'6 • ~Ma· J;,,bulk

Qak
' =Qa,µ

µw,v

Qw,µ

µa,v

=

=

=

--

= 0.7221- l.5748x10-3. Tv,bulk + 5.5435 ·0.1859

xv,bulk

= 583.3 kPa

Pv,i

Qa,µ

Pv,bulk

= 87.73°C

= 0.8895
Tv,bulk = 357.19 K

Tv,bulk

= 80.35°C

Tv,o

lEq11_ation;

Tv,i

Transport Properties

Inputs

Table 10. Segmental Analysis of the Bottom Pass of the Absorber

l

= 583.3 kPa

= l.258xl0-5 kg/m-s

1.969

= 1953 J/kg-K

= 2.30xl0'2 W/m-K
ka.v = 3.52x10-2 W/m-K

Cp,a,v

ka,v,trans/ationa/

14.,k = 1.969

/Lw,v = l.299x10-5 kg/m-s

ilw,µ = 2.364

µa,v

= 84.04°C
= 0.8894

fla,µ=

Xv,bulk

Pv,bulk

Tv,bulk

Results
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= 8314 J/kmol-K

<l>wa

0.8948

= 0.9879

1.012

= <l>ww = 1

<Paw=

<Paa

xv.bulk=

µa,v

= l.258x10-5 kg/m-s
JJ,v,v = l.299x10-5 kg/m-s
ka,v = 3.52xl0-2 W/m-K
kw,v = 3.43xl0-2 W/m-K

= 18.02 kg/kmol

17.03 kg/kmol

Ma=

Mw

= 0.8894

= 18.02 kg/kmol

17.03 kg/kmol

Xv,bulk

Mw

Ma=

Jla,v

= l.258xl0-5 kg/m-s
JJ,v,v = l.299xl0-5 kg/m-s

R

Nr,w=3

JJ,v,v

Tv,bulk

= 357.19 K
= l.299x10-5 kg/m-s
o-w,k = 2.641 A
ilw,µ = 2.364
Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

=(5+N ){
r
2

2

O"w .Qw,k

aw

= [1 + Cuw,v / µa,JYi · (Ma/ M J~ ]2
"8-(l+(Mw/MJ]Yz

= [1 +Cua.vi µw,JYi · (M w / M J~ ]2
aw
"8 ·[1 + (Ma/M w)]Yz

= kwvtranslational
+ 1.32-(cpwv
"
'' -~-~}
2 MW µwv'

Ma

MW

-I:

n

i=l

i=l

·<I>I}

2:

j=I

~

Yj,v

·<I>ij,v

Yi,v ·ki,v

j=I

J

l:x

X;·µi,v
n

~

kv= l : n

µv -

n

= xv,bulk
xw = 1- xv,bulk

~
Mmix
x v,bu/k -- xv,bulk ·M- a

Mmix

xa

·

~Tv,bulk/Mw

_!__~)
Mw

= 8.32x10

-2

1
xv bulk
1- xv bulk
--=-'-+
'

<I>

<I>

'

p,w,v

kwv

c

kw,v,trans/ational

Qw,k =Qw,µ

Equations

= 2.25x10-2 W/m-K

= 0.9879

1.012

kv

= 3.508xW-2 W/m-K

µ,, = l.262x10- 5 kg/m-s

0.1052

= 0.8948
xw=

xa

= 17 .13 kg/kmol
xv,bulk = 0.8948
Mmix

<l>wa

<Paw=

Cp,w,v

= 1846 J/kg-K
kw,v = 3.43xl0-2 W/m-K

= 2.364

kw,v,translational

ilw,k

Results

N
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A

A

A

Pvbulk= 583.3 kPa

Xt,o = 0.2811

xu= 0.2289

0

Ti, = 86.48.26°C

Tu= 98.26°C

Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

Ma= 17.03 kg/kmol

14,w,D = 0.9798

O"aw,D = 3.319

Pv,bulk = 583.3 kPa

Tv,bu/k = 357.19 K

Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

Ma= 17.03 kg/kmol

O"w,D = 3.737

a;,= 2.90

(&w/k)v = 32 K

&a!k= 558 K

Tv,bu/k = 357.19 K

Cnv = 2.371 kJ/kg-K

kv = 3.508xl0-2 W/m-K

Jlv = 1.262x10-5 kg/m-s

Xv,bulk = 0.8894

=

-i
(era

+ 0"w,D)

0

= 1.867x10-7.'

·(

+

- 1 +- 1 )

(caw/k)D

Tv,bulk

2
Ma
Mw
O"aw,D · Qaw,D · P,,,bulk

3
T,,,bulk

= (T;,; + T;, )/2
1'i,ave,F = (9/5)· Ti,ave + 32
Pt,ave = Pv,bulk
X1,ave = (xl,i + Xl,o )/2
1'i,ave

Daw,v

'

Qaw D = 0.6716- l.8682x10-3 .

O"aw,D

=~&a/k·(cw/k)D

kV

= µ v ·C p,v

(caw/k)D

V

Pr

cp,v =hi -ho

ho= h(T,,,bulk•xv,bulk•q

= 1)
Po= h(T,,,bulk•xv,bulk•q = 1)
h1 = h(T,,,butk + 1, Po• xv,butk)

Vv = J(T,,,bulk•Pv,bulk•Xv,bulk)

Tv,bulk = 84.04°C

Pv,bu/k = 583.3 kPa

Equations

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

(o. 1369 +
kw/k)D

T,,,bulk

6.4284. 0.1369
)

A

X/,ave = 0.2550

Pt.ave= 583.3 kPa

Ji,ave,F = 198.27°F

T1,ave = 92.37°C

Daw,v = 6.832xl0-6 m 2/s

14,w,D = 0.9798

O"aw,D = 3.319

(&awfk)n = 133.6 K

Prv= 0.853

Cp,v = 2.371 kJ/kg-K

Vv = 0.2671 m 3/kg

Results
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N
w
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198.27°F

+ 8.4900xl0-9

h(T,,ave•xl,ave•q

'

• Xlave

= 0)

= 0)

= h(T,,ave + l,po,X1,ave)

cp,I = h 1 -h0

h,

5.2229 · X1:ave

-

0.3905. xi.ave

.

0.0541 · Xi,ave

.

T,,ave,F

'

'

'

.

T,,ave,F

< 145op

T,,ave,F

> 195op

145°F < T,,ave,F < 195°F

5.8359xl 0-6 · T,~ave

-3.3410xl0-3 · T, ave· X1 ave

-

-

l.8905xl0-3 •T,,ave,F

-

'

y·J',~ave,F - 0.8639 ·xi.ave '

-

+ 734.47xl0-6 • (1-xl,ave )· T,,ave,F

= 0.5279 + 0.1654 ·Xl,ave

= J(T,,ave,P,,ave•Xl,ave)

=

'

-1.9322xl 0-3 · (1- X1,ave ). J',,ave,F

Po= h(T,,ave•Xl,ave•q

h0

583.3 kPa

Pl.ave=

= 0.2550

V1

'

= 1.0816 - 0.2202 · X1,ave - 2.17323xl 0-3 · J',,ave,F

+ 2.4387 •x: ave

+ 112.90xl 0- 6 • (1- X1,ave

- 0.0322 · {1- X1,ave )· J',,ave,F

k1 = 0.5727+1. 702 lxl0-3 · T,,ave

92.37°C

X/,ave

'

= 2.5210+1.0675 ·Xi.ave+ 2.2685xl0-3 •T,,ave,F

Jii = /ii,cp • lxl0-3

µl,cp

µl,cp

µl,cp

'

0

+ 1.40568xl 0-3 •X1 ave • T, 2ave F - 7 .0072xl o-t •X1 ave • T, ave F

+ l .9450xl 0-4 ·xi.ave • T,~ave,F + 0.1851776 ° xi.ave

-6.204lxl01 ·xi' ave+ 103.3571 ·xf' ave -4.8571xl01 • x 1 ave +39.92207

= 1.1211x10-6 · T,~ave,F -1.1955xl0-3 · T,~ave,F + 0.2970413 · T,,ave,F

a,= a-1,dyne/cm ·9.7254x10-4

G'l,dyne/cm

Equations

Ti.ave=

= 0.2550

92.37°C

Ii.ave=

X/,ave

0.2550

Xi.ave=

198.27°F

= 0.2550

T1,ave,F =

X/,ave

T1,ave,F =

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

= 36.41 dyne/cm

Cp,l = 4.384

kJ/kg-K

v1 = 1.165x10-3 m 3/kg

k1 = 0.5876 W/m-K

kg/m-s

= 0.3038 cp

3.541x10-2 kg/s2

µ 1 = 3.038x104

µ1,cp

CT/=

<7/,dynelcm

Results

~
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=

4.384 kJ/kg-K

Pr1 = µ,
k,

·Cp,1

Equations

W/m-K

d 0 ,1 = l.575x10-3 m

Remax,v = 8.661

Prv= 0.853

k,, =

3.508xl0-2

L,=0.140m

d 0 , 1 = l.575x10-3 m

Nr,pr=27

Vv = 0.2671 m3/kg

µ., = 1.262xl0-5 kg/m-s

mv =9.43x10 4 kg/s

mv 0 = 0.0 kg/s

mv,i = 1.885x10-3 kg/s

frontal,v

A

frontal

= mv ·Vv

v

a
v

r

v ;

[1 + (0.4/Pr f3'

= Nuv ·kv
do,t

~ + (0.4/;;r,

max,v

t]

3

I+ (

Re

282,000

.

s

'

)T
r 282~)

0.62·Rey, ·Pr

y,[

[1+(0.4/Prf3'f

(Re

Remax,v < 104

= 0 3 + 0.62·ReY,
max,v p,Y,
v [ 1+
.

max,v

0.62. ReYi . PrX

Vv ·µv

Nu, = 0.3 +

Nu

= 0.3 +

max,v

Nuv

Re

= vmax,v ·do,t

A.free
Vmax,v =-A--· Vfrontal,v
frontal

V

A free= A frontal - Nt,pr · do,t ·Lt

= L;

= (mv,i + mvo )/2

A frontal

mv

k1 = 0.5876 W/m-K
Solution-Side Heat and Mass Transfer Coefficients

Cp,I

µ, = 3.038xl04 kg/m-s

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

;

4xl05 < Remax,v < 5xl06

2xl04 < Remax,v < 4xl0 5

a;,= 40.94 W/m2-K

Nuv= 1.838

Remax,v = 8.661

Vmax,v = l.854xl0-2 mis

Vfrontal,v = l.29xl0-2 mis

Afree = l.358x10-2 m 2

Afrontal = 1.952xl0-2 m2

mv =9.43xl04 kg/s

Pr1 =2.266

Results

N
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Shv·Dawv
'
do,t

z= 0.8893
Ma= 17.03 kg/kmol
Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

Vapor-Phase Transport Equations

do,t = l.575xl0-3 m

4;i = 3.85lxl04 m

Pr1=2.266

Rei= 79.89
'

OJ I

2·Jr·do,t

1
z
1-z
--=--+-Mmix Ma Mw
~
Mmix
z=z·-Ma

oJ.l

_ Nu 1 ·ki

af,1-

;r

·-

0

( r

Nu 1 = 1.03 · Pe 1

Pe1 = Re 1 ·Pr1

k1 = 0.5876 W/m-K

'rt

[3 . µi2·g. VI . I 2y,fsm. -_K•

Re,= 4.r,
µ,

'

-

11 -

0

,- N,,p,m,·L,

r -

m, = (m,,i + m,,o )/2

v

/J, =

Sh v =Nu v { 8Prv
'·}"'

Sc = µv ·Vv
v
Daw,v

Equations

g = 9.807 m/s 2

Ni.pr= 27
L,= 0.140 m

V/ = 0.2671 m 3/kg

µi = 3.038xW4 kg/m-s

m, =2.288x10- 2 kg/s

m/,o = 2.383x10-2 kg/s

ml,i = 2.194x10-2 kg/s

d0 ,1 = l.575x10-3 m

Prv= 0.853

Nuv= 1.838

Daw,v = 6.832x10-6 m2/s

Vv = 0.2671 m3/kg

µ,, = l.262xl0-5 kg/m-s

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

f}

·

d f}

z

Mmix = 17.13 kg/kmol
= 0.8947

ar,i = 3432 W/m2-K

Nui=2.249

Pei= 181.0

Re1 = 79.89

4:1 = 3.85lxl04 m

f1 = 6.07x10-3 kg/m-s

m, =2.288x10-2 kg/s

/iv= 1.538xl0-3 mis

Shv = 0.3544

Scv = 0.4935

Results

N

0\

.......
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357.19 K

0.8948

Pa

l.427x10-3 kmol/m2-s

R = 8314 J/kmol-K

N,=3

a;.= 40.94

= l.50x 104 kmol/m2-s

nw

W/m2 -K

= l.277x10-3 kmol/m2 -s

na

z = 0.8947

nt =

R= 8314 J/kmol-K

/Jv = l.538x10-3 mis

z = 0.8947

xv.int= 0.9057

xv,bulk =

Pv,bulk= 5.833xl05

Tv,bulk =

Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

X/,ave =

0.2550
Ma = 17 .03 kg/kmol

0.2811

= 0.2289

X1,o =

X/,i

583.3 kPa

583.3 kPa

Pl.ave=

P1,o =

=

= xl,ave
xv

int

=

=

p,w

t/Jr

-c

=

1)

= 0)

nt .

(1- z)

·z

,

r

av

,

na ·cpa +nw ·cpw

2

R (5+N)
=-·

- ,

- Xv int ]

Z -xv,bulk

. )
fl C
l [ Z
= ( na. + nw
=?v
. T • n ~

0

-c =-·
R (5+N)
p,a
2
r

nw

Mmix

1-xvint

-M

R ·T,,,bulk

na =nt

nt.

T -

c - Pv,bulk
-

xv,1n
. t =xv,int

1

--=-·-+--·Mmix Ma
Mw

xv.int= J('I'i.int.ave•Pt,ave•q

xi.int

'Fi.int.ave= J(pl,ave•Xl,ave•q

f(pt,i•xl,i•q

o)
'Fi,int,o = J(pl,o•Xl,o•q = 0)
=

Pu= 583.3 kPa
'I'i,int,i

Equations

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

0.9008

0.2550

tfr= 1.159

33.26 kJ/kmol-K

= 33.26 kJ/kmol-K

l.50x10-4 kmol/m2 -s

l.277x10-3 kmol/m2-s

cp,w =

cp,a

nw =

na =

Cr= 0.1964

= 0.9057

n, = l.427x10-3 kmol/m2-s

xv,int

Mmix = 17.12 kg/kmol

Xv.int=

X/,int =

92.29°C

86.48°C

98.27°C

Tl,int,ave =

T1,int,o =

T1,int.i =

Results

-...J

.....
N
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= Aos,t,pp

du= 0.001067 m

Nuc=4.364

kc= 0.6413 W/m-K

m3psc = 3.434x10·4 m 3/s

Pc.o = 265.1 kPa

Pc,i = 267.1 kPa

a
c

=

di,t

Nu c ·kc

me = m3psc ·Pc

cp,c = f(Tc,ave•Pc,ave)

kc= J(J;,,ave•Pc,avJ

Pc= J(J;,,ave•Pc,avJ

Pc,ave = (pc,i + Pc,J/2

)! 2

Tc,o = 49.42°C

0

= mv . c p,v . (rv,bulk,i - r v,bulk,o )

Tc,ave = (J;,,; + J;,,

Qv

Qv =av { _ir_
l - e-9\- }ASP ·LMTDv

Asp

v.mt,o

T;, ,o - T;, ,int ,i

v,1

Aos,t,pp =Nt,pp ·tr·do,t ·L,

In

Tc,;= 46.67°C

c,,v = 2.371 kJ/kg-K
Coolant Heat Transfer Coefficient

Tv,o = 87.73°C
mv = 9.43xl0 4 kg/s

Li= 0.140 m
Tv,i = 80.35°C

d 0 .i = l.575x10·3 m

Ni.pp= 432

r/Jr= 1.159

a,,= 40.94 W/m2 -K

Tvo = 87.73°C
LMTDv = -8.3 l 7°C

Tv,; = 80.35°C

Tt,ini,o = 86.48°C

LMTD, ~ '' v-T '" ] •w•

Tuni,i = 98.27°C

(r . - r . )- (r - r . .)

Equations

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

ac = 2623 W/m2-K

Cp.c = 4.181 kJ/kg-K
me= 0.3409 kg/s

kc= 0.6413 W/m-K

Pc= 989.0 kg/m3

Pc.ave= 266.1 kPa

Tc.ave= 48.04°C

Qv= -13.59 W

Qv= -13.59 W

Asp= 7.705x10·2 m 2

A 0 s.i,pp = 7.705x10·2 m 2

LMTDv = -8.3 l 7°C

Results

00

,_.
N
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I

u

1

a1,1

di,t

1

Rw

2·kw

dot
di.t ·ac

=~ln[do,1]

Xvo = 0.8895

Xt,o = 0.2811

mv,o = 0.0 kg/s

m, 0 = 0.02383 kg/s

Xv;= 0.8893

X/,i = 0.2289

mv,i = l.885x10-3 kg/s

Xvo = 0.8895
m,,i = 2.194x10-2 kg/s

Xv,i = 0.8893

ma,o

= m,,o . x,,o + mv,o . xv,o

= m,,i . x,,i + mv,i . xv,i

mo= m,,o + mv,o

ma,i

mi = m,,i + mv,i

mabs = mv,i - mv,o

mv,o = 0.0 kg/s

mv,i . xv,i - mv,o . xv,o

mabs,a

=

= M w· nw · Asp
mobs = mabs,a + mabs,w
mabs,w

mabs,a =Ma ·na ·Asp

-=--'-+-+-

1

Rw

mv,i = l.885xl0-3 kg/s

Mw = 18.02 kg/kmol

M0 = 17 .03 kg/kmol

Asp= 7.705x10-2 m2

na = l.277x10-3 kmol/m2-s
nw = l.50x10-4 kmol/m2-s

du= l.067x10-3 m
Mass and Concentration Balances

d0 ,1 = l.575x10-3 m

a_r.1 = 3432 W/m2-K

kw= 14.18 W/m-K
ac = 2623 W/m2-K

Equ~tions
Inputs
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Table 10. (Continued)

Note: mi

0

0

0 ,0 •

= m and m ,i = m

ma,o = 6.698x10-3 kg/s

mo= 2.383x10-2 kg/s

mi= 2.383x10-2 kg/s
ma i = 6.698xl0-3 kg/s

mobs= 0.001884 kg/s

mabs,a = 0.001676 kg/s

mobs= l.884x10-3 kg/s

mobs w= 2.09xl 0-4 kg/s

mabs,a = l.676xl0-3 kg/s

U= 1151 W/m2-K

Rw= l.465xl0-5 m 2-K/W

--1 Results

N
\0

-
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=

583.3 kPa

86.48°C

Asp= 7.705x10-2 m 2

U= 1151 W/m2-K

Tc,o = 49.42°C

Tc,i = 46.67°C

Tr,o = 86.48°C

Tr,; = 98.26°C

mv,o = 0.0 kg/s

Xv,o = 0.8895
mv,i = l.885xl0-3 kg/s

Xv,i = 0.8893

Pv,o = 583.3 kPa

Pv,i = 583.3 kPa

Tv,o = 87.73°C

Tv,i = 80.35°C

m/,o = 2.383x10-2 kg/s

Xr,o = 0.2811
ml,i = 2.194x10-2 kg/s

X/,i = 0.2289

Pr.o = 583.3 kPa

P1,; =

1/. 0

Tu= 98.26°C

Energy Balance

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

-- --

-- - - - -

T,,o

~.i

In[ T,1,; -T
_ c,o

l

(I;,; - ~.J-(Ti,o - ~,;)

Qc =U·ASP·LMTD

LMTD

QC = m/,i •h/,i + mv,i •hV,i - m/,o •h/,o - mV,O • hV,O

hv,o = J(T,.,o,Pv,o•Xv,J

hv,i = J(T.,i'Pv,i•xvJ

hl,o = J(J;,o,Pi,o>Xl.J

h1,; = f(J;,;,P1pX1J

fEquation~--

Qc=3.918 kW

LMTD = 44.17°C

Qc=3.918kW

hv,o = 1496 kJ/kg-K

hv,i = 1395 kJ/kg-K

h1, 0 = 193.7 kJ/kg-K

hu = 269.1 kJ/kg-K

Results

0

......
w
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49.42°C
0.3409 kg/s

Tc,o =

C0 ,c

= 4.181 kJ/kg-K

me=

46.67°C

Tc.i =

Inputs

Table 10. (Continued)

0

QC = mC ° C p,C (T,,,O

Equations

-T,,,i)
Qc=3.918kW

Results

w
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APPENDIXH.
ABSORBER TEMPERATURE PROFILES
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Figure 27. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of3.48x10-2 kg/sand
a Vapor Fraction of0.183
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Figure 28. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of3.43x10-2 kg/s and
a Vapor Fraction of0.194
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Figure 29. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of2.93x10- 2 kg/sand
a Vapor Fraction of0.201
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Figure 30. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of2.85x10-2 kg/sand
a Vapor Fraction of 0.219
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Figure 31. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of2.65xl0- 2 kg/sand
a Vapor Fraction of0.222
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Figure 32. Temperature Profiles at a Concentrated Solution Flow Rate of2.30x10- 2 kg/sand
a Vapor Fraction of0.334
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